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PARTIES TO PROCEEDINGS BELOW
The plaintiffs below were S&W Construction Company
("S&W") and Fireman's Fund Insurance Company
Fund").

Throughout

this

brief,

they

are

("Fireman's
referred

to

collectively as "Appellees" or "Fireman's Fund-S&W."
The original defendants below were Cyprus-Thompson
Creek Mining Company and Cyprus Mines Corporation,
to

stipulation

at trial,

Cyprus

Mines

Pursuant

Corporation was

dismissed. Judgment was rendered against both Cyprus-Thompson
Creek Mining Company and Cyprus Minerals Company, the parent
of Cyprus-Thompson Creek Mining Company.

Cyprus-Thompson

Creek Mining Company and Cyprus Minerals Company are the
appellants.

For convenience of the Court and parties, they

are referred to collectively as "Appellants" or "Cyprus."
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JURISDICTION
The Utah Supreme Court has jurisdiction over this
appeal pursuant to § 78-2-2(3)(j) of the Utah Code.
ISSUES PRESENTED AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW
1.

Issue:

Whether the trial court correctly

awarded the contract balance of $377f310.00 to S&W.
Standard

of Review:

primarily a question of fact.

This

issue

involves

In Utah:

A contract's interpretation may be either
a question of law, determined by the words
of the agreement, or a question of fact,
determined by extrinsic evidence of
intent. If a trial court interprets a
contract as a matter of law, we accord its
construction
no
particular
weight,
reviewing its action under a correctness
standard. However, if the contract is
not an integration or is ambiguous and
the trial court proceeds to find facts
respecting the intentions of the parties
based on extrinsic evidence, then our
review is strictly limited
. . . .
Nevertheless, the findings of the trial
court will not be disturbed when they are
based
on
substantial,
competent,
admissible evidence.
50 W. Broadway v. Redevelopment Agency, 784 P.2d 1162, 1171
(Utah 1989)(citations omitted). In this case, the trial court
determined that only Section 43.3 of the contract between S&W
and Cyprus was unambiguous.

See Tr. Vol. II, pp. 1-3.

As

such, that particular interpretation represents a conclusion
of

law.

The

court,

however,

construed

other

contract

provisions together with the actions and intentions of the
-1-

parties in determining that S&W, Cyprus, Firemanfs Fund, and
Morrison-Knudsen had each taken part in developing a plan to
help S&W remedy its default.

(R. 00668-00671). Accordingly,

the issue is not, as Cyprus asserts, solely a question of law.
The
deferential

trial

review.

court's

findings

of

fact

The Utah Rules of Civil

are given
Procedure

provide:
Findings of Fact, whether based on oral
or documentary evidence, shall not be set
aside unless clearly erroneous, and due
regard shall be given to the opportunity
of the trial court to judge the
credibility of the witnesses.
U.R.Civ. P. 52(a).

Furthermore, in order to

successfully attack the trial court's
findings of fact, an appellant must first
marshal all the evidence in support of the
findings and then demonstrate that the
evidence,
including
all
reasonable
inferences
drawn
therefrom,
is
insufficient to support the findings . .
Grayson Roper Ltd. v. Finlinson, 782 P.2d 467, 470 (Utah
1989).1 As such, the findings of the trial court are entitled
to a "presumption of correctness." College Irrigation Co. v.
Logan River and Blacksmith Fork Irrigation Co. , 780 P.2d 1241,

1

Cyprus has completely failed to meet this standard. This
case was presented over the course of a four-day bench trial before
Judge Russon and involved many complex issues each based on
documentary evidence. Despite this failure to properly marshal the
trial evidence, Fireman's Fund-S&W nevertheless contends that
Cyprus' arguments are without merit and, accordingly, responds as
indicated within this brief.
-2-

1244 (Utah 1989) . See also Didericksen & Sons v. Magna Water,
613 P. 2d 1116 (Utah 1980) (giving deference to the trial
court's finding that contractor's actions under a construction
contract did not constitute waiver under the terms of the
contract); Nupetco Assoc, v. Jenkins, 669 P. 2d 877 (Utah 1983)
(giving deference to trial court's finding that the actions
of the parties and the agreement between them created a
partnership in fact).
2.

Issue:

Whether the trial

court properly

awarded S&W $295,079.73 for its work prior to default.
Standard of Review: This issue, like Issue 1,
supra, involves a review of the trial court's analysis of the
actions and intentions of all parties involved in helping S&W
fashion

a

remedy

for

its

default.

Accordingly,

the

appropriate standard of review is the same as explained in
Issue 1.
3.

Issue:

Whether the trial

court properly

awarded judgment in the amount of $377,310.00 to

Firemanfs

Fund.
Standard of Review:

As with Issues 1 and 2,

this issue also requires a review of the evidence supporting
the trial court's determination that Fireman's Fund, pursuant
to its performance bond, provided a viable solution for
remedying S&W's default.

The standard of review, therefore,

-3-

remains the same.
4.

Issue:

Whether

the

trial

court

properly

awarded $307,508.00 in pre-judgment interest.
Standard of Review:
question of law and fact.

This issue presents a

This court must decide, first,

which test to apply in determining whether to award prejudgment interest.

As such, Cyprus1 proffered standard of

review is applicable.
a

matter

of

ascertainable
00671-00672).
be presumed

fact

However, the trial court found that as

the

amount

in

controversy

from the evidence presented

was

clearly

at trial.

(R.

Therefore, the trial court's findings should
correct and

should

not be disturbed

findings are "supported by substantial evidence.11
Olson, 746 P. 2d 264, 270 (Utah Ct. App. 1987)

if such
Davies v.

(making the

"factual determination" that owner owed contractor statutory
rate of interest from payment due date to judgment date).
5.

Issue:

Whether the trial court correctly

awarded post-judgment interest at the Idaho rate of eighteen
percent.
Standard of Review:
with

Cyprus

that

the

trial

Fireman's Fund-S&W agrees

court's

ruling

involves

conclusion of law to be reviewed for correctness.

a

Mountain

Fuel Supply Co. v. Salt Lake City, 752 P.2d 884 (Utah 1988).
STATUTES TO BE INTERPRETED
Section

28-22-104

of
-4-

the

Idaho

Code

provides:
(1)
When there is no express
contract in writing fixing a different
rate of interest, interest is allowed at
the rate of twelve cents (120) on the
hundred by the year on:
1.
Money due by express contract.
2.
Money after the same becomes due.
3.
Money lent,
4.
Money received to the use of another
and retained beyond a reasonable time without
the owner's consent, express or implied.
5.
Money due on the settlement of mutual
accounts from the date the balance is
ascertained.
6.
Money due upon open accounts after
three (3) months from the date of the last
item.
(2) The legal rate of interest on money
due on the judgment of any competent court or
tribunal shall be the rate of five percent (5%)
plus the base rate. The base rate shall be
determined on July 1 of each year by the Idaho
state treasurer and shall be the weekly average
yield on United States treasury securities as
adjusted to a constant maturity of one (1) year
and rounded up to the nearest one-eighth
percent (1/8%) .
The base rate shall be
determined by the Idaho state treasurer
utilizing the published interest rates during
the week preceding July 1 of the year in which
such interest is being calculated.
The
announced base rate shall apply to all such
judgments during the succeeding twelve (12)
months.
Idaho Code § 28-22-104 (Supp. 1990).
Section 15-1-4 of the Utah Code provides:
Any judgment rendered on a lawful
contract shall conform thereto and shall
bear the interest agreed upon by the
parties, which shall be specified in the
judgment; other judgments shall bear
interest at the rate of 12% per annum.
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Utah Code Ann. § 15-1-4 (1986).
STATEMENT OF CASE
NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS BELOW
This is an appeal from a judgment by the Honorable
Leonard

H.

Russon

of the Third

Judicial

District Court,

entered on October 1, 1990, following a bench trial which
occurred between April 10 and April 14, 199 0.

The judgment

awarded Appellees, S&W and Fireman's Fund, $377,310.00, plus
prejudgment

interest

in the amount

of

$307,508.00.

The

judgment also awarded post-judgment interest to the Appellees
at the Idaho statutory rate of eighteen percent per annum from
the date of entry.

(R. 00660-00674; the Judgment of the Trial

Court and its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law are
attached as Addenda A and B, respectively).

On November 28,

1990, the court overruled Cyprus1 objections to the judgment
and denied Cyprus1 motion to amend the findings of fact and
conclusions of law.

(R. 00811-00814).

of Appeal on December 21, 1990.

Cyprus filed a Notice

(R. 00833-00835).

STATEMENT OF FACTS
1.

This

appeal

stems

from

a

contract

dispute

between Appellees Firemanfs Fund-S&W and Appellants Cyprus.
Fireman's Fund-S&W filed suit to recover the contract surplus
amount

for

heating,

ventilation,

air

conditioning,

and

architectural work completed during construction of Cyprus1

-6-

molybdenum mine located near Challis, Idaho.

The contract

surplus is the difference between the total contract price and
the total cost to complete the contract to the satisfaction
of Cyprus. (R. 00672, f 28; R. 00673, J 1 ) .
2.

On June 2, 1982, S&W entered into a written

agreement with Cyprus, whereby S&W agreed to perform certain
construction work on Cyprus1 mining facilities in Challis,
Idaho.

In return, Cyprus agreed to pay S&W $3,702,950.00,

plus change orders.

(R. 00264-00398 (hereinafter "Ex. 3-P",

attached as Addendum C)).
3.

The contract provided, among other things, that

the law of the jurisdiction in which the project is located
would govern any disputes.

The project is located in Idaho.

(Ex. 3-P, 5 38.1.7).
4.
for

S&W purchased bonds and provided them to Cyprus

its approval

prior to

construction.

Fireman's

Fund

provided S&W with payment and performance bonds obligating
Fireman's Fund, upon default by S&W, to promptly:
(1)

Complete the contract in accordance with the
terms of the contract, or

(2)

Obtain bids for completing the contract in
accordance with the said terms and conditions
of the Contract and make available sufficient
funds to pay for such completion.

(R. 00309-00313)(hereinafter "Ex. 2-P", attached as Addendum
D)).
5.

S&W signed an indemnity agreement at the same
-7-

time

it

purchased

Fireman's

Fund's

bonds.

The

general

indemnity agreement between S&W and Fireman's Fund requires
S&W to

indemnify

Fireman's

Fund

Fireman's

for

S&W

Fund

losses,

for the amounts paid by
and

further

provides

an

assignment of all of S&W's rights to Fireman's Fund under the
S&W contract referred to in the bonds, including all rights
to subcontracts and all materials, and amounts due or to
become due under such contracts.

(Ex. 1-P, 55 2, 5 (copy

attached as Addendum E ) ; Tr. Vol. I, pp. 24-29).
6.

The construction contract called for Cyprus to

make partial progress payments to S&W as work on the project
progressed. (Ex. 3-P, 5 34.2).
7.

Progress

payment estimates.
8.

payments

were

based

on

progress

(R. 00572, 5 12).

These progress payment estimates were prepared

by qualified engineers and accountants according to generally
accepted

construction

construction manager.

practices

and were

approved

by the

These pay estimates were based on the

percentage of work completed on the contract.

(R. 00372, 5

13).
9.

The progress payments were subject to a ten

percent (10%) retainage, which was withheld from the amount
earned by S&W at the time of each payment.
128; Ex. 3-P, 5 34.4).

-8-

(Tr. Vol. I, p.

10.

On May 25, 1983, after completing approximately

eighty percent (80%) of the contract, S&W was unable to meet
its financial obligations, pulled off the job and was unable
to continue.

As of that date S&W was in default.

(Ex. 6-P;

Tr. Vol. I, p. 138).
11.

Total progress payments submitted by S&W at

the time of default totaled $1,656,587.00.

Also at the time

of default, there was an outstanding progress payment request,
Number 8, for work S&W had performed in April of 1983 that
totaled

$775,214.00.

Progress

payment

Number

9

was

subsequently submitted for work done in the month of May,
1983, that totaled $587,979.21.

Together these two unpaid

progress payment requests totaled $1,363,193.21.

(Tr. Vol.

I, p. 128; Ex. 4-P, 46-P, 124-D, 125-D, 126-D).
12.

On May 27, 1983, Cyprus delivered a default

notice to S&W requesting that S&W cure its default by no later
than May

31, 1983.

Fireman's Fund.
13.

A

copy of this

letter was sent to

(R. 00324-00325; Ex. 6-P).
Immediately

upon

learning

of

the

default,

Fireman's Fund assured Cyprus that the bonds were in force.
(Ex. 5-P).
14.

Firemanfs Fund's next step following default

was to make a cash authorization to cover S&W's payroll for
May 6, May 13, and May 20th.

(Ex. 10-P; R. 00328-00335).
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15.

Fireman's Fund then proceeded to determine the

most efficient way to honor its bond.

To this end, Firemanfs

Fund hired Contract Surety Consultants whose representative,
Phil Robson, worked closely between Fireman's Fund, Cyprus,
and

the

project

manager,

Morrison-Knudsen,

in

order

to

mitigate any unnecessary delays caused by S&W's default.

(R.

00327-00335; Tr. Vol. I, pp. 112-113).
16.

Within one week, Fireman's Fund had visited

the project site through its representative Phil Robson.

(Tr.

Vol. IV, p. 3; Tr. Vol. I, p. 113).
17.

On June 24, 1983, Fireman's Fund outlined a

detailed plan for curing the default and promised to reimburse
Cyprus under the terms of the performance bond for "any costs
exceeding S&W's contractual balances." (Ex. 12-P, f (f)).
18.

Fireman's Fund then offered to pay directly

all of S&W's open account vendors. Cyprus, however, requested
that it be allowed to pay such charges and then back charge
Fireman's Fund.

Fireman's Fund accommodated this request.

(R. 00345-00350

(hereinafter

Addendum F) ; R. 00352-00353

"Ex. 12-P; copy

attached

as

(hereinafter "Ex. 13-P"; copy

attached as Addendum G)).
19.

Cyprus further demanded that it be paid for

"directing the defaulted work to conclusion."

The requested

payment, however, did not merely consist of Cyprus' out-of-

-10-

pocket costs. Rather, the request included a formula whereby
Cyprus would be paid for Morrison-Knudsen*s costs for direct
labor plus 50 percent for indirect cost, plus 20 percent
markup for profit and 100 percent markup for Cyprus.
formula resulted in nearly a 250 percent markup.

This

Because it

believed such compensation was excessive, Fireman's Fund
requested and received from Cyprus a ceiling on such costs.
Fireman's Fund then agreed to accept Cyprus1 proposal to be
reimbursed for costs pursuant to its formula, subject to the
negotiated ceiling.

(Ex. 13-P, f (e); Tr. Vol. I, p. 45; Ex.

17-P, 19-P, 20-P, 25-P).
20.

In

accordance

with

its

surety

agreement,

Fireman's Fund also prepared to rebid the remaining work of
S&W to a new contractor.
21.

(Ex. 12-P).

Cyprus opposed any plan to rebid the remaining

S&W work because it believed the changeover would adversely
impede the work on the rest of the project.
therefore, agreed to not rebid the work.
22.

Fireman's Fund,

(Ex. 13-P).

In order to accommodate Cyprus' request to not

rebid the project and to minimize any delays caused by the
default, Fireman's Fund adopted a plan by which employees of
S&W would be retained and paid pursuant to the reimbursement
agreement between Fireman's Fund and Cyprus.

This proposal

was accepted and followed. (R. 00670, 5 23; Ex. 12-P, f (a)).
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23.

There was minimal "hands on" work done by S&W

before default.

S&W's role was to hire subcontractors and

supervise them.

S&W only had five people on site prior to

default.

All of them stayed for thirty days after default

when three left because there was no more work for them. The
fourth S&W employee left about 120 days after default when
only painting and minor work remained. The last S&W employee
left the next month.

(R. 00670-671, f 24; Tr. Vol. II, pp.

28-29; Tr. Vol. I, p. 115).
24.

Several other proposals were offered by Cyprus

and considered by Fireman's Fund.
settled.

All material issues were

Cyprus, however, expressed concern that paying

excess funds to Fireman's Fund might violate its agreement
with S&W.

Cyprus requested a hold harmless agreement from

Fireman's Fund to protect it against any future claims for the
funds. (Ex. 13-P, 25-P).
25.

Thus, by agreeing not to rebid the work, by

retaining key employees, and by setting up a reimbursement
system, including cost markups, a supplemental agreement was
established and followed by the parties.

(Ex. 14-P, 26-P

(showing use of the agreement by Cyprus); Tr. Vol. IV, pp. 9,
10; 37-P, p. 3 (showing payment according to the agreement);
see also R. 00668-00670 (acknowledging that such an agreement
existed and was followed by the parties) ; a copy of Trial
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Exhibit 37-P showing final accounting by Cyprus, including
payments to Cyprus for post-default work is attached as
Addendum H ) .
26.

Cyprus1 main role after default was accounting.

Cyprus1 agent, Morrison-Knudsen inspected the work of S&W's
employees and subcontractors both before and after default.
Pursuant to the agreement and formula, Cyprus and its agent,
Morrison-Knudsen were paid $9,952.00 for services rendered
during the default period.

(Ex. 37-P, 23-P; Tr. Vol. Ill, pp.

79-80).
27.
overseer

on

Firemanfs Fund further arranged to have an
the

jobsite:

Contract

Surety

Consultants.

Fireman's Fund stepped into S&W's shoes and supervised work,
approved payments and work of subcontractors, including such
things as change orders.
28.

(Tr. Vol. I, pp. 113, 144-46)

The mine began operations around September 1,

1983, and in December a "final acceptance" of all S&W work
was sent to S&W by Cyprus pursuant to Section 37.1 of the
contract.

That document stated:

"All work authorized by

[Cyprus] under the terms of the subject contract with S&W have
been completed," thus acknowledging Cyprus1 "acceptance and
approval of S&W's work." Despite its approval and acceptance
of the work and a request for payment from Fireman's Fund,
Cyprus failed to pay S&W or Fireman's Fund the original

-13-

contract bid amount upon which S&W was initially awarded the
subcontract.

(Ex. 36-P, 3-P f 37.1; Exhibit 36-P, the Final

Acceptance, is attached as Addendum I ) . 2
29.

The parties agreed to a "residual calculation"

or "excess funds" figure of $387,262.00, which represents the
difference between

S&W's promised

contract

price

and the

actual cost of the project, including costs for delays and
expenses associated with the default of S&W and its remedy by
Fireman's Fund.
30.

(Ex. 132-P, attached as Addendum J ) .
From

this

residual

amount

is

subtracted

$9,952.00, the amount due Cyprus pursuant to the
explained above in f 19, supra.

formula

(Tr. Vol. IV, p. 21, Ex. 13-

P, 14-P, 23-P, 26-P and 37-P).
31.

This subtraction

results

in a net

residual

balance of $377,310.00, the amount S&W and Fireman's Fund
claimed under Section 43 of the contract, and the amount
awarded by the trial court.
32.

(R. 00673-00674) .

Fireman's Fund and the Trustee in bankruptcy

2

Cyprus did not call as a witness at trial Charles Reno who
signed the S&W contract and the final acceptance of S&W's work.
Reno also received the final accounting from Cyprus' accountant,
Russell Butterfield, and was receiver and sender of other important
documents. The trial court was at liberty to consider the meaning
and implications of Cyprus' failure to call this key witness.
Fireman's Fund tried to take Mr. Reno's deposition, but Cyprus
delayed until discovery ended.
When Fireman's Fund brought a
motion to compel, Cyprus agreed to stipulate to admissibility of
Mr. Reno's documents if Cyprus did not have to produce him. (R.
00225) .
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for S&W entered into an agreement to divide between them any
recovery from this case.

The bankruptcy court approved this

agreement which was entered into evidence.

(Ex. 112-D, 114-

D (copies attached as Addendum K)).
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The trial court correctly awarded the contract balance
of $377,310.00 to S&W because: 1) Cyprus did not terminate its
contract with S&W; 2) Cyprus accepted all of S&W ! s work, both
pre-default

and

post-default,

as

satisfactory

under

the

contract, and; 3) Cyprus was made whole pursuant to the remedy
worked

out between

it, S&W, Fireman's Fund, and Morrison

Knudsen.
Under the contract, S&W was entitled to the value of its
work as represented by the contract amount.

This amount,

awarded by the trial court, was properly reduced by the costs
of delay and other expenses associated with the default.
Fireman's Fund, as surety to S&W, stepped into the shoes
of S&W by providing a remedy to the default pursuant to its
performance bond.

Fireman's Fund then became the owner of

S&W's rights under the contract through indemnification. Such
rights included all subcontracts secured by S&W.
The trial court's award of $307,508.00 in pre-judgment
interest at the Idaho rate of eighteen percent
proper.

(18%) was

The decision was clearly supported by the trial
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court's finding that the contract surplus was ascertainable
by simply examining the project's accounting records. Merely
labeling

the

contract

surplus

as

"disputed"

does

not

automatically preclude the amount from being ascertainable.
Finally, the trial court properly awarded post-judgment
interest at the Idaho rate of eighteen percent (18%).

The

Idaho rate was agreed upon by the parties at the time of
entering the contract by virtue of the contract's choice of
law provision which designated that Idaho law would apply.
Utah law clearly supports such contractual agreements and does
not mandatorily replace such provisions with Utah's statutory
interest rate.
ARGUMENT
I.

THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY AWARDED THE CONTRACT BALANCE
OP $377,310.00 TO S&W.
Cyprus argues that the trial court erroneously

ignored the plain language of Section 4 3.3 of the contract
between Cyprus and S&W.
follows:

The crux of its argument runs as

To be entitled to the contract surplus, S&W's

default had to be remedied.
accomplished by S&W.

And, this remedy could only be

This argument, however, depends on a

narrow and unprincipled reading of the contract.
The

proper

resolution

to

this

reasonable and simple contract principles.
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case

lies

in

Such principles,

relied

upon

by

the trial

court, construe

provisions together, not in isolation.

the

contract

Utah State Medical

Ass'n v. Utah State Employees Credit Union, 655 P.2d 643, 646
(Utah 1982) (when interpreting a contract, "court must look
to the agreement as a whole, to the circumstances, nature, and
purpose of the contract.").
The
bankruptcy.

contract,

as

a

whole,

contemplates

S&W's

The contract required S&W to purchase a bond

guaranteeing complete performance if S&W became bankrupt.
Thus, S&W paid Fireman's Fund to complete the work for S&W if
necessary.

It is obvious S&W could not complete the work in

person if it were bankrupt.

Fireman's Fund had to stand in

its shoes. Thus, Fireman's Fund and S&W are entitled to the
contract price for the completed work, less losses suffered
by Cyprus because of the default.
The trial court's decision to award the contract
balance to S&W rests on three points:

First, Cyprus did not

terminate its contract with S&W and instead chose to work with
Fireman's

Fund

necessarily
Second,

all

to

fashion

involved
of

a

less drastic

remedy which

S&W's employees and subcontractors.

S&W's work was

completed

to

the

total

satisfaction of Cyprus and accepted by Cyprus as meeting the
terms of the contract.
pursuant to the contract.

Third, Cyprus has been made whole
(R. 00671, 55 25, 26; R. 00673, f
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2) . Cyprus now stands in exactly the same place it would have
been in had there been no default.

Cyprus received the work

it was promised, it received full compensation for all delays,
and it accepted the completed work as being satisfactory under
the contract.
In order to better understand the trial courtf s
decision, it is necessary to examine all of Section 4 3 of the
contract, as that section governs Cyprus1 remedies in the
event of default by S&W.

In so doing, it is important to keep

in mind that Section 43 was drafted and relied upon by the
parties

in

conjunction

with

the

indemnity

and

bonding

agreement provided by S&W and Fireman's Fund at the request
of Cyprus before construction began.
Section 4 3 provides, in pertinent part:
43.1 In the event of any default or defective work
which CONTRACTOR does not, in the sole judgment
of COMPANY, immediately begin and thereafter,
proceed with diligence to remedy upon notice
from COMPANY/CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, or in the
event of any defaults or defect which
COMPANY/CONSTRUCTION MANAGER
in its sole
judgment determines to be a material default
or defect, or if CONTRACTOR for any reason
other than one for which it is entitled to an
extension of time provided under Article 39.0,
"Delays", fails to proceed with the work as
scheduled in accordance with this contract,
COMPANY may take such action as it deems
appropriate to remedy or avoid default or
defect . . . .
43.2 COMPANY may, upon detection of such defaults,
defects, or delays, or if the CONTRACTOR shall
become bankrupt or insolvent, or if COMPANY
shall have reasonable grounds to believe that
-18-

CONTRACTOR is bankrupt or insolvent or unable
to pay its debts as they become due, terminate
all or part of CONTRACTOR'S further performance
and/or rights hereunder.
43.3 In the event of any such default, defect,
delay, bankruptcy, or insolvency, CONTRACTOR
shall not be entitled to any further payment
until
the
matter
is
remedied
to
the
satisfaction of COMPANY and shall then be paid
only such amount as is reasonably due for WORK
properly done by CONTRACTOR, less all damages,
loss, and additional expense suffered by
COMPANY as a result of such default. If such
damage, loss, and expense shall exceed the
amount due to CONTRACTOR, such amount shall be
paid immediately to COMPANY by CONTRACTOR. No
remedy afforded to COMPANY, either under this
CONTRACT or as a matter of law, shall be deemed
to be exclusive.
Section 43.2 gives Cyprus one possible remedy in the
event of default: to "terminate" S&W's further performance
and/or rights under the contract.

Cyprus did not terminate

S&W. (R. 00671).
Section 43.1 provides that the "Company" (Cyprus),
in the event of default or delay by "Contractor" (S&W), "may
take such action as it deems appropriate to remedy or avoid
default . . . ."

This provision essentially allows Cyprus to

become involved in any solution to a contractor's default.
In fact, Cyprus is required by law to become involved at least
to the extent necessary to mitigate its damages, especially
during the time when Fireman's Fund is attempting to get
acquainted with the project immediately after default.

In

addition, there is nothing to prevent Cyprus from playing a
-19-

role in the completion of work.

Under this section and a

later arrangement with Fireman's Fund, therefore, Cyprus
contributed to remedying the default.
As was plain to all parties and to the trial court,
Cyprus did not elect to terminate S&W under Section 43.2.
Instead, Cyprus chose to proceed under Section 4 3.1, and to
become involved in solving the problem of S&W's default.
Cyprus negotiated with Fireman's Fund to remedy the
default by having Fireman's Fund assume the obligations of S&W
under the contract.

This option is provided under the

Fireman's Fund performance bond and the indemnity agreement.3
The bond, in pertinent part, states:
Whenever contractor shall be, and declared by
owner to be in default under the contract, the
owner having performed owner's obligations
thereunder, the surety may promptly remedy the
default, or shall promptly (1) complete the
contract in accordance with its terms and
conditions, . . . .
(Ex. 2-P; Add. D p . 5).
Cyprus pursued this course because delegation of
S&W's duties to Fireman's Fund was considered
expeditious way to complete the contract.

the most

Termination was

indemnity agreements are usually required by the surety who
issues a performance bond. The purpose of such agreements are to
provide a surety, who has performed according to the bond, to
succeed to the contractor's rights and interests under the
contract. The surety thus becomes the owner of all subcontracts
held by the insolvent contractor. (Tr. Vol. I, pp. 24-29).
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not a desirable alternative because most of the work on the
S&W

portion

of

the

project

was

being

performed

by

subcontractors who had been hired by S&W and were assigned by
the indemnity

agreement to Fireman's Fund upon default.

Because of contractual privity, a termination of the contract
with S&W would have terminated the subcontractors on the
project.

Such a termination would have had a devastating

effect on the project.

Work would have come to a standstill

as new contractors were located. Thus, Cyprus asked Fireman's
Fund to keep its subcontractors on the project.
Because the S&W contract constituted only a portion
of the total construction project, a stoppage of work on this
contract would inevitably have had an adverse impact on other
phases of the construction project, which in turn would have
led to significant cost overruns.
contract

on

schedule,

it

was

subcontractors on the job.

Therefore, to keep the
necessary

to

keep

the

And, in order to keep the

subcontractors on the job, it was necessary to keep the
contract between Cyprus and S&W in force.
Because of the foregoing concerns, S&W was not
terminated.
delegated

Instead, an agreement was reached whereby S&W

its duties and transferred

it subcontracts to

Fireman's Fund. This left the S&W contract in place and kept
the network of subcontractors on the job.
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Fireman's Fund

fulfilled its delegated duties by hiring Contract Surety
Consultants to approve all change orders and disbursements to
subcontractors and by hiring Morrison-Knudsen to assist in
supervising S&W's personnel and subcontractors.

In this

manner, S&W's breach was remedied by Fireman's Fund and the
contract completed on time, with no significant cost overruns.
Although

it

had

technically

defaulted

on

its

contract, S&W was retained by Cyprus as a "nominal party" in
order to maintain a continuity within the entire project and
to avoid a "potentially serious problem with subcontractors."
Appellants' Brief at 17. Cyprus recognized that if S&W were
to completely abandon its work, the injury to the entire
project could vastly exceed damages caused solely by S&W's
default.

Cyprus, therefore, did not terminate S&W pursuant

to Section 4 3.2, but rather agreed with Fireman's Fund to
retain certain key employees of S&W and continue with the
project as though nothing had happened.
Section 4 3.3 of the contract gives Cyprus a third
remedy in the event of default by S&W. That section provides:
In the event of any such default, defect,
delay, bankruptcy or insolvency, CONTRACTOR
shall not be entitled to any further payment
until the matter
is remedied
to the
satisfaction of COMPANY and shall then be paid
only such amount as is reasonably due for WORK
properly done by CONTRACTOR, less all damages,
loss and additional expense suffered by COMPANY
as a result of such default. If such damage,
loss, and expense shall exceed the amount due
to contractor, such amount shall be paid
-22-

immediately to COMPANY by CONTRACTOR.
No
remedy afforded to COMPANY, either under this
contract or AS A MATTER OF LAW, shall be deemed
to be exclusive.
Cyprus argues that this section limits any recovery
by S&W to payment for work that it had properly done prior to
default.
"S&W

Furthermore, Cyprus insists that, after default,

performed

no work

Appellants1 Brief at 15.

of any

kind

on the contract."

Cyprus, however, has completely

ignored the fact that the remedy it elected to pursue under
Section 43.1, supra, necessarily involved Fireman's Fund,
Contract Surety Consultants, key S&W employees, as well as the
complete network of all subcontracts held in place by virtue
of S&W remaining a "nominal party." Appellants1 Brief at 17.
Moreover, Cyprus fails to explain how it is that S&W was
neither terminated under Section 4 3.2 nor retained as an
active participant. Instead, Cyprus argues, on one hand, that
S&W did nothing after default, and on the other hand, that S&W
was retained in order to avoid catastrophic impact on the
entire project.
Cyprus also claims that after default, the work "was
completed by Morrison-Knudsen and Cyprus." Appellants1 Brief
at 18.

It is inaccurate to say Morrison-Knudsen and Cyprus

completed the post default work. Those two entities performed
only $9,952 worth of work after default (including nearly a
250% markup above direct labor). Subcontractors finished the
-23-

small amount of work and Fireman's Fund stepped into the shoes
of S&W to oversee the subcontractors.

In contrast, Cyprus1

main additional role after default was accounting.

Morrison-

Knudsen continued inspections, which it had done prior to
default.4
Cyprus would like this Court read Section 43.3 as
though it stood alone in this conflict, as though Sections
43.1 and 43.2 were not part of Cyprus1 overall remedy, and,
as though Fireman's Fund and S&W had nothing to do with
working out a viable and project-saving
benefit of Cyprus.

solution

for the

To do so, however, would ignore the basic

principle that a contract is to be read as a whole, not in
part. Utah State Medical Ass'n, 655 P. 2d at 646.

It would

also ignore the trial court's careful and detailed analysis
of the actions and intentions of all parties involved in
remedying the default. Accordingly, the judgment and findings
of the trial court must stand.
II.

THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY AWARDED S&W $295,079.73 FOR ITS
WORK PRIOR TO DEFAULT.

4

The involvement of Cyprus in remedying the default is
irrelevant as to its ability to retain any contract surplus
because, as shown at trial, neither Cyprus nor M-K could step into
S&W's shoes to claim the surplus.
To do so would amount to a
conflict of interest because M-K, Cyprus1 agent, would be
contractually dealing with itself, rather than an independent
contractor. (Tr. Vol. Ill, pp. 104-111).
-24-

Cyprus wants to minimize the pre-default award to
S&W because it admits it is owed.

In fact, about 80% of the

profit was earned before default and about 80% of the work was
done, maybe more, because the work was finished within about
12 0 days of default.

Cyprus, however, wants to allocate only

about 34% of the profit to pre-default work.5
Both parties have used similar methods to arrive at
the $295,079.73

figure.

See Appellants1

Brief at 19-20.

Cyprus, however, is attempting to alter this amount by arguing
that a "material advance" of $165,122.00 made to S&W and
reflected in progress payment estimate number 9 should be
deducted from $295,079.73 because it represents money advanced
by

Cyprus

installed.

to

S&W

for

equipment

on

site

but

yet

to

be

The argument, however, ignores the fundamental

fact that the material advance of $165,122.00 had already been
deducted from the pre-default balance of $295,079.73.

(Tr.

Vol. Ill, pp. 170-74; Ex. 43-P, 46-P, 131-D).
The formula for calculating the pre-default amount
is as follows: First, the amount payable to S&W for work done
up to the time of default is added to the earned retainage.

34% is the quotient of $129,957.73 (Cyprus1 offered predefault amount) divided by $377,310.00 (the total contract price).
Obviously, this amount represents far less than 80% of work
completed at the time of default. Compare this to the result of
dividing $295,079.73 (the amount shown by Fireman's Fund-S&W and
accepted by the trial court) by $377,310.00, which yields 78%, a
figure very close to the actual percentage of completion (80%).
-25-

Then, from this amount is subtracted the amount Cyprus had to
pay S&W's subcontractors for work reflected in the progress
payment estimates.
This calculation yields the correct amount for the
following reason. The amount payable to S&W for work done at
the time of default along with the earned retainage is derived
from the progress payment estimates.

Normally, the amounts

shown on the progress payment estimates represent the amount
due and owing to the contractor for the work performed.
assumption

is that

the

subcontractors

are paid

The

by the

contractor out of the amount shown on the progress payment
estimates.

However, because

of

S&W's

insolvency, work

performed by some contractors or owed to suppliers before
default which was reflected in the progress payment estimates
was paid for by Cyprus after S&Wfs default.

These amounts,

therefore, must be subtracted from the total amount shown as
earned by S&W at the time of default. Otherwise, Cyprus would
be required to pay twice. (Tr. Vol.Ill, pp. 170-74).
The $165,122.00 figure forms part of the total
amount earned by S&W up to the time of default.

However,

because S&W would pay the supplier when Cyprus paid S&W, the
cost of the units was deducted from the total earned figure.
Id.

Therefore, it is already subtracted out in arriving at

the $295,079.73 figure.
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In order to determine the amount owed to S&W for
work done prior to default, the following three variables must
be determined:
2) the

amount

1) The amount payable to S&W for work done;
retained

by

Cyprus

to

ensure

performance

("earned retainage"); and 3) the amount Cyprus had to pay to
suppliers and S&W's subcontractors for work reflected in the
progress payment estimates.
1)

Amount payable
default.

to

prior

to

Cypress made periodic payments to S&W based

on

progress payment estimates.

S&W

for work

done

These estimates were submitted

by S&W each month and reflected the amount of work completed
with a corresponding dollar value.

Cyprus1 project manager,

Morrison-Knudsen, compared the pay estimate with the actual
work and, if properly done, recommended to Cyprus that the
estimate be paid.

(Tr. Vol. II, pp. 11-17, 145-46).

As of the date of its default, S&W had submitted the
first of its final two pay estimates, numbers 8 and 9.

Number

8 represented work completed by S&W in April of 1983 and
totalled $775,214.00.

Number 9 represented work done by S&W

in May of 1983 up to the date of default.
totalled $587,979.00.

This pay estimate

Together, progress payment estimates

8 and 9 totalled $1,363,193.00.
2)

Earned Retainage
Earned

retainage

represents
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an

amount

that

is

withheld

from

completed.

a

contractor

until

work

(Tr. Vol. Ill, p. 132).

is

satisfactorily

Once the contract is

completed this amount is paid to the contractor in addition
to any pay estimates still owing.

The total earned retainage

at the time pay estimate number 9 was submitted amounted to
$94,808.00.

Id.

When the earned retainage ($94,808.00) is

added to total progress payment estimates due ($1,363,193.00)
the total due to S&W was $1,458,000.00.
3)

Amount Cyprus had to pay S&W's suppliers and
subcontractors for work reflected in the progress
payment estimates
As

of

May

1983,

S&W

subcontractors $1,162,922.00.
and

subcontractors

withheld

from

S&W.

out

of the

(Tr.

Vol.

owed

its

suppliers

and

Cyprus paid these suppliers
$1,458,000.00
Ill,

pp.

that

170-74)

it had
After

subtracting these payments from the balance withheld, a net
balance owing of $295,079.73 remained.

This is the amount

determined by the trial court to represent pre-default amount
owed by Cyprus to S&W.

(R. 00671).

(the amount shown in

finding number 27 is actually $295,039.73, and is apparently
an error).

See also Appellants' Brief at 20 (recognizing this

as an error).
Cyprus argues that because the heating units were
never actually installed, their cost ($165,122.00) should not
be included in the pre-default progress payment estimates.
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It really makes no difference, since the resulting figure
would be the same under either accounting method.

Cyprus,

however, is arguing that it should be subtracted out twice.
This is clearly incorrect.

Despite this fact, Cyprus has

argued here, as it did before the trial court, that it should
be deducted again.
At trial, plaintiff's witness Phil Robson testified
that he prepared the pre-default and post-default expenses
used by both parties in the calculation of pre-default profit.
He testified that it did not matter whether the heating units
were accounted for in pre-default profit or post-default
profit because the bottom line for pre-default profit would
always be $295,079.73.

(Tr. Vol. Ill, pp. 170-74).

A simple hypothetical demonstrates this obvious
point.

Assume arguendo that the units should be included in

post-default profits.

If Cyprus1 payment for the units is

considered post-default, then S&W's expense for the units must
be

moved

to

post-default.

Robson

testified

that

the

subcontracts required S&W to pay suppliers and subcontractors
only after payment from Cyprus.

(Tr. Vol. Ill, p. 172).

Thus, the question of when to account for the units is a
fictitious issue.
The following example using numbers in plaintiffs1
Trial Exhibit 46 illustrates how pre-default profit remains
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unchanged if the units are excluded from pre-default profit
computations:
Pre-default Profits
Including Units
Amount Earned:

Pre-default Profits
Excluding Units

$1,458,000,73

$1,292,878.73

1,162,921.00

997,799.00

Less S&W
Obligations
Due Subs and
Suppliers at
Insolvency:
Pre-Insolvency
Profit:

$

295,079.73

$

295,079.73

Cyprus has sought to confuse Mr. Robson's testimony
by calling it "legally inconsequential."
at 23.

Appellants1 Brief

However, Cyprus has failed completely to marshal the

evidence to show how or why such testimony is incorrect.
Cyprus did not object to and offered no witnesses
to

rebut

Phil

Robson's

testimony

that, according

to the

subcontracts, S&W was not required to pay for the units until
S&W was paid by Cyprus. Mr. Robson's testimony is, therefore,
unrebutted and conclusive.

(Tr. Vol. Ill, pp. 170-174; Ex.

43-P, 46-P, and 131-D).
III. THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY AWARDED JUDGMENT IN THE AMOUNT
OF $377,310.00 TO FIREMAN'S FUND.
The contract surplus and numbers for calculating it
were stipulated to at trial.
$387,262.00.

The contract surplus totalled

The trial court relied on Section 43.3 of the

contract in awarding Cyprus $9,952.00 in "damages, loss, and
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additional expenses incurred as a result of the default."
00673; Ex.

3-P).

Cyprus

does

not

dispute

this

(R.

amount.

Subtracting Cyprus1 damages due to the default (9,952.00) from
the $387,262.00 figure yields a total contract surplus of
$377,310.00.
The trial court awarded this amount to S&W "because
S&W's rights under the contract were not terminated, and
because all work was completed and accepted as satisfactory
by Cyprus . . . ."

(R. 00673-74).

The propriety of this

award to S&W was discussed at length in point number 1 above.
The trial court found, as a matter of fact, that the
indemnity agreement between Fireman's Fund and S&W resulted
in a proper
assignment of all of S&W's rights to Fireman's
Fund under the Contracts referred to in the
bonds, including all rights to subcontracts and
all materials, and amounts due or to become due
under such contract.
(R. 00673; Ex. 1-P, f 5) .
After

finding

that

S&W

and

Fireman f s

Fund

had

remedied the default by performing S&W's obligations under the
contract and that Fireman's Fund was validly assigned S&W's
right to receive payment for such performance, the trial court
concluded that Fireman's Fund was entitled to the contract
surplus

of

$377,310.00.

Despite

this

clear

and

logical

reasoning, Cyprus seeks to confuse the issue by proclaiming
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ignorance as to how the court reached its conclusion.
The gist of Cyprus1 argument is that neither Section
43.3 nor established case law allow Fireman's Fund to recover.
First, Fireman's Fund has not argued that Section

4 3.3

explicitly and alone provides that Fireman's Fund recover.
However, as was plainly evident to the trial court, Section
43.3 does allow S&W to recover "a reasonable amount for the
work properly done . . . not only before the default of [sic]
delay, but subsequent to that in remedying the default or
delay and a reasonable amount of such work being done would
also include reasonable profit."

(Tr. Vol. II, pp. 2-3).

Second, it is clear that established case law allows
Fireman's Fund to recover the contract surplus.

Where a

surety completes a contract pursuant to a completion bond,
the owner is not entitled to any excess contract funds held
by it.

In such a situation, "the owner [is] a mere stake

holder and [has] no rights of its own to assert."

United

States v. Munsey Trust Co., 332 U.S. 234, 240 (1947) ; see also
Argonaut Ins. Co. v. United States, 434 F.2d 1362 (U.S. Ct.
Claims 1970).

Rather, the surety who completes the contract

pursuant to

its obligation under a completion bond, is

entitled

the

to

subrogation.

funds under

the

doctrine

of

equitable

Prairie State Bank v. United States, 164 U.S.

227 (1896). Under the doctrine of equitable subrogation, "[a]
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surety who completes a contract has an 'equitable right1 to
indemnification out of a retained fund . . . ."

Pearlman v.

Reliance Ins. Co., 371 U.S. 132, 138 (1962).
It is important to note that upon completing the
project, the surety becomes subrogated, not to the rights of
the

contractor,

I ::n it i: a ther

to

the

Prairie State Bank, 164 U.S. at 231-32.
Court

in

Prairie

State

Bank

rights

of

the

owner.

Thus, as the Supreme

stated:

"[the]

right

of

subrogation, when it [becomes] capable of enforcement, [is]
a right to resort to the securities and remedies which the
creditor . . . was capable of asserting against its debtor .
. . ."

Id. at 2 32.

Included in these rights the court spoke

of is the right to keep any retainages, id. , as well as any
and all remaining contract funds. Argonaut Ins. Co. v. United
States, 434 F.2d 1362 (U.S. Ct. Claims 1970).
In addition to recovery under established case law,
Fireman's
because

Fund was properly

it

assistance

took
of

action

Cyprus

and

to

awarded
remedy

the

the contract
the

project

default

balance

with

the

manager, Morrison-

Knudsen.
Cyprus entered

into an agreement after default.

Cyprus argues that "the trial record and the findings of the
trial court implicitly concede that no such agreement was ever
reached." Appellants1 Brief at 27. The trial court, however,
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found all post-default issues were resolved by agreement
except waiver of bond limitations,

(R. 00668-669).

Upon S&W's default, Fireman's Fund proceeded to
determine the most efficient way to complete the contract.
In a letter dated June 24, 1983, Ted Webber, on behalf of
Fireman's Fund, made a proposal to Cyprus regarding completion
of the project. (Ex. 12-P; Add. F). This proposal called for
Morrison-Knudsen

to

assume

the

task

of

directing

the

construction and for Cyprus to make payments for work done and
materials supplied until the remaining contract balance was
reached, whereupon, Fireman's Fund would reimburse Cyprus for
excess amounts spent.

The letter also proposed compensation

terms for Morrison-Knudsen labor and further, requested that
all excess contract amounts remaining after completion be paid
to Fireman's Fund.

(Ex. 12-P; Add. F).

In a letter dated June 29, 1983, George Komadina,
on behalf of Cyprus, responded to Fireman's Fund proposal,
expressing agreement to the proposal that Morrison-Knudsen
direct completion but proposing different compensation terms
for Morrison-Knudsen.

In addition, and, most significantly

for the purposes of this issue, Cyprus was understandably
concerned that if it paid the excess to Fireman's Fund, S&W
might bring a claim against Cyprus for the money.

Thus,

Cyprus requested that Fireman's Fund provide a hold harmless
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agreement from subsequent claims for the funds.

The letter

stated as follows:
Item (i) :
We have requested that our
counsel check the agreement to determine
if payments can be made as you have
outlined.
Prior to the release of any
S&W funds we would require that Fireman!s
Fund provide us a document that holds
Cyprus, Thompson Creek and MorrisonKnudsen harmless from any subsequent
claims from these funds,
(Ex. 13-P; Add. G ) .
On August 12, 1983, Wayne Anderson, on behalf of
Firemanfs Fund, responded to Cyprus1 proposal agreeing to all
the essential terms of Cyprus1 counter-proposal.

(Ex. 25-P).

The effect of this correspondence was the formation
of a contract between S&W and Fireman's Fund.
June 24, 1983 from Firemanfs
offer.

The letter of

Cyprus constitutes an

The letter of June 29, 1983 from Cyprus constitutes

a counteroffer which was accepted by Fireman's Fund.
response

set

forth

in its

"Item

(i)" is most

Cyprus'

reasonably

construed as a proposal to pay all excess contract funds to
Fireman's Fund upon counsel's advice that such an arrangement
is legally possible. Fireman's Fund accepted this term in its
letter of August 12, 1983.
An unknown

Cyprus employee

or agent

signed

the

bottom of the letter confirming all terms were agreed except
the bond limit.

In essence then, all material terms were
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agreed to. The bond limit was only an issue if cost overruns
exceeded the bond limit.
were no cost overruns.

This never happened because there

In fact, there was a surplus.

These

letters, therefore, evidence a contract between Cyprus and
Fireman's Fund pursuant to which Fireman's Fund agreed to
complete the project. (R. 00670 (recognizing that the parties
followed this agreement)).
The project was completed and Morrison-Knudsen and
Cyprus were

reimbursed

according

agreement a total of $9,952.27.

to

the

terms

of this

As stated before, this

represented its direct labor costs, plus 50% to cover indirect
costs and a 2 0% markup for profit.

Cyprus was then paid the

same amount pursuant to the terms of the agreement.

Because

Cyprus accepted the benefits of this agreement, Cyprus should
be estopped from now denying that there was an agreement. In
re Jensen, 727 P.2d 512, 515 (Mont. 1986).
Cyprus has

argued

that

Fireman's

Fund

is not

entitled to the contract balance because it has no subrogation
rights.

Cyprus bottoms this argument on the assertion that

Fireman's Fund expended no monies to complete the construction
project.

See Appellants' Brief at 26.

Apparently, Cyprus

has overlooked the agreement entered into between Fireman's
Fund and Cyprus whereby Fireman's Fund agreed to compensate
Cyprus and Morrison-Knudsen pursuant to the above formula; a
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formula originally proposed by Cyprus.

Fireman's Fund also

expended money to hire the consulting firm of Contract Surety
Consultants to evaluate the project, advise Fireman's Fund,
and assist with completion of the project.

Furthermore,

immediately after default, Fireman's Fund deposited funds with
S&W's bank, National Bank of Commerce, Memphis, Tennessee to
cover three weeks of payroll checks and to keep S&W employees
and subcontractors on the job. Fireman's Fund undeniably did
expend monies toward completion of the contract.

Also, even

though Fireman's Fund did not have to pay cost overruns, it
clearly guaranteed that risk, and Cyprus would have required
Fireman's Fund to pay any deficit.
The issue of whether the money goes to S&W or
Fireman's Fund is moot. Fireman's Fund and S&W's trustee in
bankruptcy have entered into an agreement approved by the
bankruptcy court to distribute the proceeds.

See copies

attached as Addendum K.
IV.

THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY AWARDED $307,508.00 IN PREJUDGMENT INTEREST.
The parties stipulated that Idaho law governed the

question of prejudgment interest pursuant to Section 3 8.1.7
of the contract.

Prejudgment interest is provided in Idaho

as a matter of statutory mandate.

The current Idaho Code

provides:
When there is no express contract in
writing fixing a different rate of
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interest, interest is allowed at the rate
of twelve cents on the hundred by the year
on:
1.

Money due by express contract

Idaho Code, § 28-22-104(1)

(Supp. 1990).

....

Idaho courts

interpret this statute to allow prejudgment interest from the
point at which "the amount of liability is liquidated or
capable of ascertainment by mathematical process."

Davis v.

Professional Business Services, 109 Idaho 810, 712 P.2d 511,
518 (1985) . Davis was a breach of contract case in which the
Idaho Supreme Court upheld an award of prejudgment interest
saying:
Therefore, in calculating plaintiff's
damages resulting from the reconstruction
of plaintiff's accounts, all the district
court had to do was add up the amount of
the checks. The allowance for prejudgment
interest on this amount wrongfully
incurred by plaintiff merely compensates
them for the loss of the use of their
money during the pendency of the action.
Davis, 712 P.2d at 518 (emphasis added).
The fact that the amount is disputed or litigated
does not preclude prejudgment interest.

For example, in Ace

Realty, Inc. v. Anderson, 682 P.2d 1289 (Idaho App. 1984), the
court reversed the trial court's failure to award prejudgment
interest

on damages

for

unpaid

hay

harvesting

stating:
We note first that the trial court stated
that it would not award the Andersons'
interest on "this disputed, unlitigated

expenses

amount."
However, whether prei udgment
interest should be awarded does not depend
upon whether the amount claimed is
disputed or unlitigated.
If it did,
prejudgment interest would never be
awarded — a party could delay payment
without incurring interest expense by
disputing and litigating any claim. We
conclude that the court erred to the
extent that it based its decision on
whether a claim was disputed or litigated.
Courts are becoming increasingly liberal
in awarding interest as damages for the
breach of a contract where the parties
have failed to provide for interest
following a breach, CORBIN, supra at
§1046, or to compensate for the use or
forbearance of money or for its improper
retention.
Ace Realty, 682 P.2d at 1298. (emphasis added)(citations
omitted).
Construction contract cases are prime situations
for prejudgment
expenses
complete.

interest because the contract price and

generally

are

liquidated

when

the

project

is

In Mitchell v. Flandro, 506 P.2d 455 (Idaho 1973),

a contractor brought suit against a Ford dealership to recover
the balance on a contract for the construction of a plant.
Defendants denied liability because the contractor allegedly
failed to complete construction.

The trial court ruled for

the contractor, but did not award prejudgment interest.

Id.

at 457.
The

Idaho

Supreme

Court

prejudgment interest on two grounds.
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reversed

and

awarded

First, defendants owed

the

contractor

"a

certain

ascertained

amount

under

the

contract."

Id. at 462 (emphasis added).

Second, question

about when

the

project

contractor

completed

the

"militate against" prejudgment interest.

Id.

did

not

In support of

this argument, the Mitchell court stated:
In the case [of] . . . a construction
contract at an agreed price, when the work
has been completed in accordance with the
contract, there is a liquidated money
debt, even though the defendant may
honestly believe the work has not been
properly done. . . . In all such cases
interest is collectible on the sum due
from the date of breach.
Id. (emphasis added) (citing 5 Corbin, Corbin on Contracts,
§ 1046, p. 286 (1964).
In this case, the numbers for the calculations were
available from job accounting records on or before January 10,
1984 after the project was complete.

Bruce Loken, Cyprus1

accountant, testified about calculating the surplus. (Tr. Vol.
Ill, pp. 127-43) .

On cross examination, he testified about

each number of the calculation and the source for each.
Vol. Ill, pp. 143-53).
exhibits.

(Tr.

All of the source documents were trial

See R. 00672 (showing a breakdown of the residual

calculation and the corresponding trial exhibits supporting
this calculation).
calculations

with

See also Ex. 132-D
Fireman's

Fund's).

attached as Addendum J.
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(comparing Cyprus1
Both

documents

are

The only questions about the calculations were how
the numbers should be added and subtracted.
surplus

is calculated

by

subtracting

In short, the

expenses

from the

contract price.
Lateness of the stipulation to the amount of the
contract surplus was not a ploy by Fireman's Fund-S&W, but was
caused by Cyprus' refusal to fully discuss the calculation
before trial.

The surplus amount probably could have been

agreed upon weeks before the trial.

However, throughout the

course of discovery, Cyprus refused to provide Fireman's FundS&W with a complete breakdown of its computation even though
Cyprus had control of the backup documents.6
In Defendants' (Cyprus) Response to Plaintiffs' First Set
of Interrogatory and Request for Production of Documents dated
May 29, 1986, defendants stated in answer to Interrogatory No.
1(b):
ANSWER: "Defendants do not owe any money or Nretainage' to
plaintiffs; defendants do not hold any xretainage'" . . .
In their second set of discovery requests, Plaintiffs
requested information regarding the Defendants' calculation of the
residual to which the Defendants responded as follows to
Interrogatory No. 7 on July 25, 1986:
OBJECTION: Defendants object on the grounds that the
Interrogatory is unclear, vague, ambiguous, and requires defendants
to hazard guesses as to what is meant by "retainage" and object on
the further ground that the Interrogatory suggests and assumes,
that some amount of retainage was held by defendant Cyprus Thompson
Creek Mining Company on the date S&W left the project.
ANSWER:
Consistent with and without waiver of the
foregoing objection, defendants respond that they are still in the
process of discovery and have not yet determined the amount of
retainage, if any, that may have been held by Cyprus Thompson Creek
-41-

In fact, Cyprus did

not admit on the

record a

surplus amount until Bruce Loken's deposition on February 19,
1990, less than 60 days before trial and four years after
filing of the Complaint.

Mr. Loken then admitted there was

a surplus of about $380,000.00, but a final figure was not
given.

At that time, Fireman's

Fund-S&W

knew that

both

parties' calculations were close and it requested that the
parties meet and stipulate to the calculations.

Fireman's

Fund-S&W knew a stipulation was probable because the final
numbers were almost identical and there were backup documents
(contracts or checks) for every number in the calculations.

Mining Company on the date that S&W left the project.
In
response
to
additional
requests
for
similar
information in Plaintiffs' third set of discovery requests, the
Defendants responded as follows on March 10, 1988:
OBJECTION;
Defendants object on the ground the
interrogatory is overly broad, requires defendants to guess as to
what is meant by "project funds," and is not reasonably calculated
to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
ANSWER:
Consistent with and without waiver of the
foregoing objection, defendants respond that no "project funds"
were "kept" or "received" by defendants . . .
Defendants responded to the Plaintiffs' fourth set of
discovery requests on March 10, 1988, as follows:
"Cyprus-Thompson Creek did not keep any money and no such
money remains in its possession.
Cyprus-Thompson Creek did not
receive any of the contract amount . . . ."
The Responses to
Plaintiffs' interrogatories have been added to the Record pursuant
to a stipulation between the parties and an Order of the trial
court. (R. 00589-590).
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On April 4, 1990, six days before trial, a meeting to arrive
at a

stipulation

counsel's office.

was

scheduled

at

Fireman's

Fund-S&W's

Cyprus1 counsel came to the meeting and

took photocopies of Fireman's Fund-S&W's calculations, but
said he did not have it's own calculations.

At that time

there were only three working days before trial.
Cyprus1 Trial Exhibit 132-D, which became the agreed
upon calculations, was given to counsel for Fireman's FundS&W by Cyprus on April 9, the eve before trial.
no significant differences.

There were

The figure Fireman's Fund-S&W

arrived at differed from Cyprus' by only $20,015.00.

(Ex.

132-D: Add. J) . Thus, the calculations were within 5% of each
other.
Tactics was not the reason the Fireman's Fund-S&W
stipulated to the Cyprus' calculation.

On the contrary,

Fireman's Fund-S&W stipulated to Cyprus' damage calculations
because it believed that it was less expensive to stipulate
rather than to litigate the difference.

The difference is

clearly shown in defendants' Trial Exhibit 132-D and was due
primarily to two factors. First, Fireman's Fund-S&W's figure
for mancamp and equipment charges differed from Cyprus' by an
amount of $28,620 due to Fireman's Fund-S&W's failure to
subtract mancamp payments made by S&W.
was a mathematical error.

(Ex. 132-D).

This

No expert testimony or court
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discretion was required to arrive at the conclusion that
Fireman's Fund-S&W's figure was incorrect.
Second, Cyprus failed to include Change Orders 29
through 32.

These change orders were completed in 1983 and

are found in plaintiffs1 Exhibit 35.

Fireman's Fund-S&W did

not know why Cyprus did not include them.
by all parties and the work was accepted.
thought

change

orders

29 through

32

They were signed
Fireman's Fund-S&W

clearly

should

be

included, but they were not significant in view of the fact
that the total calculations were so close.

Firemanfs Fund-

S&W immediately decided to stipulate to Cyprus1 calculations,
and, accordingly, notified Cyprus.
This is a case where "money is due by express
contract."

It is hard to imagine a case that falls more

clearly within the statutory language.

Like Mitchell, this

is a case of a completed construction contract at an agreed
price, and as the Idaho Supreme Court said in Mitchell, "when
the work has been completed in accordance with the contract,
there is a liquidated money debt." Mitchell, 506 P. 2d at 462.
In this case, as in Davis, expenses are represented
by checks and other reliable documents, and awarding Fireman's
Fund-S&W pre-judgment interest compensates it for "loss of use
of their money during pendency of the action."
P.2d at 518.
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Davis, 712

The policy behind this is clear.

Once a contract

is finished the contract amount and expenses are final. The
money should be paid.

Otherwise, as stated in Ace Realty, a

party can "delay payment without incurring interest expense
by disputing and litigating any claim." Ace Realty, 682 P.2d
at 1298. The policy is fair and encourages prompt payment and
discourages litigation.

Cyprus should pay interest received

on plaintiffs1 money, especially in light of the fact that
the amount owed was clearly ascertainable from the contract,
change orders, and cancelled checks.
Finally, even if plaintiffs had not stipulated to
the calculations in Cyprus1 Exhibit 13 2, the amounts would
have been liquidated, because "whether prejudgment interest
should be awarded does not depend on whether the amount
claimed is disputed."

Ace Realty, 682 P. 2d at 1298.

If

prejudgment interest could be denied simply because one party
"disputed" the amount or because one party could not access
all needed documents then litigation concerning the issue of
prejudgment interest would expand greatly and the interests
of justice would be frustrated.

The important point to

remember is not whether the amount sought is certain but
rather, whether the amount awarded was determined by facts or
documents existing from the time the cause of action arose.
V.

THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY AWARDED POST-JUDGMENT INTEREST
AT THE IDAHO RATE OF EIGHTEEN PERCENT.
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Cyprus correctly notes that Utah Code Section 15-14 governs the issue of interest on judgments rendered by a
Utah court.

That section provides:

Any judgment rendered on a lawful contract
shall conform thereto and shall bear the
interest agreed upon by the parties, which
shall be specified in the judgment; other
judgments shall bear interest at the rate of
12% per annum.
Utah Code Ann. § 15-1-4 (emphasis added).
Cyprus'

opposition

to

application

of

Idaho's

eighteen percent post-judgment interest rate appears to assume
that such application would be contrary to Section 15-1-4,
which

Cyprus

overlooks the

argues

is

"mandatory."

Cyprus,

fact that the eighteen percent

however,

rate

is in

conformity with Section 15-1-4, and in fact is compelled by
the language of the statute, which mandates that judgments
rendered on contracts "shall conform thereto and shall bear
the interest agreed upon by the parties . . . . "

In this

case, judgment was entered in Fireman's Fund-S&W's favor on
a contract between the parties.

The contract, drafted by

Cyprus, includes the following provision:
In
any
proceeding
between
the
parties
pertaining to this CONTRACT, the law or
jurisdiction, in which the PROJECT is located,
shall govern despite the existence of a choice
of law provision which would dictate the
application of a different law.
(Ex. 3-P, § 38.1.7.)
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In this case, it is undisputed that the "PROJECT"
was located in Idaho.

The contract provision is very broad,

and provides that Idaho law shall govern any proceeding
between the parties pertaining to the contract. In fact, the
contract specifies that Idaho law shall govern "despite the
existence of a choice of law provision which would dictate the
application of a different law."

Id.

The above contract

provision, drafted by Cyprus, calls for the application of
Idaho law in all aspects of disputes between the parties
arising out of the contract.
If Cyprus contends that the contract provision does
not

encompass

ambiguous.

post-judgment

interest,

the

provision

is

Ambiguities in a contract are construed against

the drafter, in this case, Cyprus.
of Section 15-1-4 that

Consequently, the edict

ff

[a]ny judgment rendered on a lawful

contract shall conform thereto and shall bear the interest
agreed upon by the parties," requires that the Idaho rate for
post-judgment interest be applied.
Idaho law, at the time Cyprus1 cause of action
arose, provided

for interest on judgments at a rate of

eighteen percent per annum.

Idaho Code § 28-22-104 (1981).

Consequently, the applicable rate of post-judgment interest
to be specified in the judgment is eighteen percent per annum.
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In arguing that the application of Utah law is
mandatory, Cyprus has relied on Stroud v. Stroud, 758 P. 2d
905 (Utah 1988) affirming Stroud v. Stroud, 738 P.2d 649 (Utah
Ct. App. 1987).

That case presented the court with a choice

between two Utah statutes:

Section 15-1-4 and Section 3 0-3-

5(1) . The latter provision grants a trial judge the authority
to alter interest payable post-judgment in certain equitable
circumstances.

Both the Utah Court of Appeals and the Utah

Supreme Court held that the Section 15-1-4 controlled and
resulted

in mandatory,

rather

than

discretionary, post-

j udgment interest.
Here, unlike in Stroud, the trial court applied a
provision that was agreed upon by the parties at the time of
entering their contract.

Here, unlike in Stroud, the court

imposed a interest rate higher than Utah's 12% rate.

This

fully comports with Stroud because, in Stroud, the Utah Court
of Appeals

found

that given

a

choice

between

the

two

provisions, a trial court could "raise the statutory interest
if equity so requires, [but] the Court does not have the
discretion to lower, stay, or waive interest.11
P. 2d at 651.

Stroud, 738

Thus, it is well within the trial court's

discretion to apply an interest rate higher than Utah's
mandatory minimum, especially when that rate is derived from
a body of law that both parties contractually agreed would
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apply to their relationship.
Cyprus has also argued that, based
federal

cases,

post-judgment

interest

is

on several

a

matter

of

procedural law and Utah's statute, therefore, should apply.
Both cases relied upon by Cyprus involved a federal court,
sitting in diversity, facing a choice between state law and
federal law on post-judgment interest.

This case, however,

unlike any case cited by Cyprus does not require this Court
to make a choice between two laws; here, the choice has been
made by the parties.

Moreover, as the 10th Circuit Court of

Appeals clearly pointed out, post-judgment interest
best,

is

in

procedure,

the
and,

uncertain

area

therefore,

classification as either.ff

ff

[a]t

between

substance

and

rationally

capable

of

Transpower Constructors v. Grand

River Dam, 905 P.2d 1413, 1424 (10th Cir. 1990) (relying on
Hanna v. Plumer, 380 U.S. 460, 472 (1965)).
procedural
irrelevant

versus

substantive

distinction

in this case because:

Therefore, the
is

somewhat

it is not a federal

diversity case, it is not silent as to which law should apply
and Utah courts have discretion to apply higher, not lower,
interest rates.
CONCLUSION
This Court should affirm the judgment of the trial
court, to wit: Fireman's Fund is awarded the contract balance
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of $377,310.00, together with pre-judgment interest on that
balance amounting to $307,508.00 and post-judgment interest
at the Idaho rate.
DATED this

<7 (J day of August, 1991.
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S&W CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
and FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE
COMPANY,

JUDGMENT
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Civil No. C86-1202
CYPRUS-THOMPSON CREEK MINING
COMPANY, and CYPRUS MINES
CORPORATION,

Judge Leonard H. Russon

Defendants.
Judgment is hereby entered in favor of S&W Construction
Company and Fireman's Fund Insurance Company against defendant
Cyprus-Thompson Creek Mining Company and against Cyprus Minerals
Company, a Delaware corporation, in the total amount of THREE
HUNDRED

SEVENTY

SEVEN

THOUSAND,

THREE

HUNDRED

TEN

DOLLARS

($377,310) principal, plus pre-judgment interest of THREE HUNDRED
SEVEN THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED EIGHT DOLLARS ($307,508) for a total
judgment

of SIX HUNDRED EIGHTY FOUR THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED

EIGHTEEN DOLLARS ($684,818).

JT it.
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The total judgment will bear interest
eighteen percent

at the rate of

(18%) from the date of this judgment until

satisfied.
Claims against Cyprus Mines Corporation are dismissed,
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
S&W CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
and FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE
COMPANY,

]
]
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>

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Plaintiffs,
vs.
CYPRUS-THOMPSON CREEK MINING
COMPANY, and CYPRUS MINES
CORPORATION,

I
]
]i
]

Civil No. C86-1202
Judge Leonard H. Russon

Defendants.
The Plaintiff's action was tried to the Court on April
10th through April 13th, 1990.

Plaintiffs were represented by

their attorney, Denton M. Hatch.

Defendants were represented by

their attorney, Kenneth Yeates.

The parties having testified

through their agents, witnesses having been called, arguments
having been made and the matter having been submitted, and the
Court being fully advised, the Court now enters the following:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

Claims

against defendant

Cyprus Mines Corporation

were dismissed by stipulation at the beginning of trial.
return,

the Delaware parent

corporation

1^

of both defendants,

Cyprus

Minerals

Company,

appearing

through

defense

counsel

Kenneth Yeates, agreed to be liable for any judgment against
Cyprus-Thompson Creek Mining Company.
2.

Defendant Cyprus-Thompson Creek consented to personal

jurisdiction by stipulating that

it would not raise lack of

personal jurisdiction as a defense.

Cyprus Minerals consented to

jurisdiction by appearing and agreeing to be held liable for any
judgement against Cyprus-Thompson Creek.
3.
entered

S&W Construction Company and Cyprus-Thompson Creek

into a construction

contract

in June of 1982.

The

contract required S&W to provide bonds for performance, labor and
material. S&W obtained such bonds from Fireman's Fund.

Cyprus

Thompson Creek received copies of the bonds before construction
and

accepted

them,

including their

limits.

The said bonds

provided the contract in question to be part of the bonds.
4.

The performance bond required Fireman's Fund, upon

default by S&W, to promptly:
1. Complete the contract in accordance with the terms
of the contract, or
2. Obtain bids for completing the contract in
accordance with the said terms and conditions of the contract
and make available sufficient funds to pay for such
completion.
5.

The contract provided Cyprus-Thompson Creek a remedy

for default or defective work by S&W Construction Co.

Section

43.1 provided that in the event of any default or defective work,
Cyprus "may" take such action as it deems appropriate to remedy
or avoid the default or defect.

In such case, S&W was required

to reimburse Cyprus for additional costs involved.
6.

Section

43.2 provided

that

Cyprus, upon

default,

could terminate all or part of S&W/s and its subcontractors'
further performance and/or rights under the contract.
7.

Section 43.3 provided that in the event of default,

defect, delay or insolvency, S&W was not entitled to any further
payment until the matter was remedied to the satisfaction of
Cyprus, and then S&W was entitled to only such amount as was
reasonably

due

for the work properly done by S&W, less all

damages, loss and additional expenses suffered by Cyprus as a
result of such default.
8.

The contract

further provided

in Section 37 that

after Cyprus was satisfied that all requirements of the contract
were met, final acceptance of the work was to be confirmed by
letter stating all work was accepted.
9.

The contract also provided in Section 38.1.7 that the

law of the jurisdiction in which the project is located would
govern any disputes.

The project here involved is located in

Idaho.
10.

On May 25, 1983, S&W Construction Company was unable

to meet its financial obligations, pulled off the job and was
unable to continue.
11.
areas:

As of that date S&W was in default.

S&W's work on the project was divided into three

1) heating, air conditioning and ventilation, 2) fire

protection,
subcontracted

and
by

3)
S&W

architectural.
which

meant

Most
that

of

this

S&W's main

work

was

role was

supervision of subcontractors.

S&W had five full-time employees

on the site prior to the time of default.
schedule

at the

completed.

time

of default

and

most

The work was on
of the work was

The architectural work was done, but there was some

air conditioning - heating and fire protection work remaining for
subs.
12.
1983.

S&W was not paid for work it did in April and May

The total amount earned by S&W before default but unpaid

to it by Cyprus was $1,458,000.

This amount was retained by

Cyprus to ensure project completion.
13.

Cyprus-Thompson

Creek

Mining

Company

immediately

notified S&W and its bonding company, Fireman's Fund, of the
default, the need to remedy, and potential damages.

On May 26,

1983, Fireman's Fund in response assured Cyprus Thompson Creek
that the bonds were in force.
14.
Construction

Fireman's Fund immediately deposited funds with S&W
Co.'s bank, National

Bank of Commerce, Memphis,

Tennessee, to cover pre-default payroll checks for weeks ending
May 6, May 13, and May 20, 1983.
15.

Fireman's Fund also hired a consulting firm, Contract

Surety Consultants. Contract Surety Consultants' (CSC) evaluated
the project, advised Fireman's Fund, and assisted completion. CSC
visited S&W's headquarters and inspected documents on May 31,
1983, and visited the construction site on June 3, 1983.
16.

With approval of Fireman's Fund, all five employees

of S&W were retained on the job to continue to supervise S&W's

subs

after

default

until

further

arrangements

were

made.

Fireman's Fund made preparations to re-bid the job to a new
contractor.

However, Morrison-Knudsen and Cyprus-Thompson Creek

rejected the proposal for re-bidding because it required two or
more weeks of time, and Cyprus-Thompson Creek was anxious to have
the mine start on time.

Re-bidding required less involvement by

Cyprus-Thompson Creek; however, Cyprus-Thompson Creek wanted to
be involved and was to receive reimbursement for its costs and
expenses caused by the default.
17.

Cyprus Thompson Creek mitigated its damages.

While

Fireman's Fund did not act promptly as required by its bond, such
did not result in damage from delays because of Cyprus' own
diligence

in taking control of the matter by hiring the S&W

former employees, paying subs, and otherwise mitigating damages.
Also, S&W's subcontractors performed their work on schedule.
18.
for

On June 17, 1983, Morrison-Knudsen, project manager

Cyprus,

sent

a

letter

to

Fireman's

Fund

advising

that

Fireman's Fund had not acted promptly, that Cyprus-Thompson had
been

forced

disruption,

to
and

take
that

resulting added costs.

action
Fireman's

in

order

Fund

to

would

prevent

serious

have to pay

for

It further demanded a prompt response

from Fireman's Fund indicating what actions it planned to take.
A deadline of June 24, 1983 was set, with advice that if no
action

was

taken

by

that

date,

Cyprus

would

assign

S&W's

responsibilities to another contractor.
19.

Fireman's Fund responded by letter, dated June 24,

1983, indicating that it had inspected the site, made projections
of costs to complete, reviewed the financial records, responded
to

creditors,

and,

based

upon

conversations

with

Morrison-Knudsen, determined the best method for Fireman's Fund
to honor the performance and payment bond obligations.
method was set
letter.

forth

in paragraphs 8(a) through

That

(i) of the

The letter said that Fireman's Fund initially prepared

to re-bid the job, but that both Morrison-Knudsen and Fireman's
Fund agreed that re-bidding would require too much time, and
would result in loss of continuity.

Fireman's Fund therefore

proposed that former employees of S&W be retained on the project
and that Morrison-Knudsen and Cyprus-Thompson Creek be reimbursed
by

Fireman's

Fund

for

completing the work.

extra

costs

and

expenses

related to

It further advised that it had arranged

with CSC to have an overseer on the job site to, among other
things, approve change orders and payments.
20.

Cyprus agreed with most of the proposals set forth by

Fireman's Fund, but, by letter dated June 29, 1983, disagreed
with paragraph (h) as to bond limitations, and with one or two
other

points.

limitations.

Fireman's
The

other

Fund

never

matters were

agreed

to

resolved.

waive
Among

bond
other

details, the parties agreed on a formula to reimburse CyprusThompson Creek for costs and expenses expended by it because of
the default.
21.
be

paid

Cyprus Thompson Creek proposed a formula by which it

one

hundred

percent

(100%)

of

the

amount

paid to

Morrison-Knudsen for its work caused by the default.

Morrison-

Knudsen was construction supervisor, and Cyprus Thompson Creek
proposed that Morrison-Knudsen be paid for direct labor, plus
fifty percent (50%) for indirect cost and twenty percent (20%)
for profit.

Cyprus Thompson Creek requested authority to pay

costs directly and backchange Fireman's Fund.
22.

Fireman's Fund thought the markup for indirect cost

and profit was high but it accepted Cyprus Thompson Creek's
formula in paragraph 21 above.

Morrison-Knudsen kept separate

time slips for work caused by the default, and it and Cyprus
Thompson Creek billed Fireman's Fund pursuant to the formula.
23.

The parties followed the plan set forth in Fireman's

Fund's letter with the subsequent changes agreed to.

The parties

agreed that it was in the best interests of all to retain former
S&W employees on the job, and to honor the S&W subcontracts,
therein

keeping

those

subcontractors

on

subcontractors were performing their work.

the

job.

S&W's

It was agreed that

the administerial routine should stay in place for continuity,
and that as statements were submitted for payment, such would be
paid by Fireman's Fund.
24.

The five S&W employees which were employed prior to

default remained on the project for the month following default.
After a month, three of the employees left the project because
there was no more work for them to do.

Two employees of S&W, Van

Smith

on

and

Bill

Schaffer,

stayed

and

supervised

the

subcontractors until the work was completed. Van Smith left the

job site in September 1983, when only some painting and minor
work was left.
October.
approved

CSC,

Mr. Schaffer left the job site sometime in
among

disbursements

other

things, monitored

for work performed

executed change orders and final releases.

job progress,

after default, and
Work was completed on

time and the mine began operation on schedule.
25.

The

obligations

under

the

contract

were

totally

fulfilled to the satisfaction of Cyprus which, pursuant to the
contract, gave its written final approval and acceptance of "all
work" by letter on December 8, 1983.
26.

Cyprus did not terminate S&W as it may have under

Section 43.2 of the contract, but it did take such action as it
deemed appropriate to remedy or avoid the default or defect under
Section 43.1 of the contract, which provides that Cypress is
entitled to "all damages, loss, and additional expense" suffered
by the company
indicates that

as a result

of such default.

The evidence

Cyprus' damages, loss, and additional expense

total $9,952.00.
27.

The pre-default earned amount remaining after pre-

default expenses is $295,039.73.

The only dispute between the

parties regarding this amount was whether heating units on site
but not installed should be included in the calculations.
unrebutted

evidence shows that

The

inclusion or exclusion of the

heating units from the calculation makes no difference to the
total.

Therefore,

the

pre-default

ascertainable as of November 8, 1983.

earnings

are

clearly

28.
contract

The contract amount, minus expenses, constitutes a

surplus.

calculating

The contract surplus and the numbers for

it were stipulated to at trial.

The amount was

clearly ascertainable and, in fact, the figure was stipulated
between the parties because there was no significant dispute
regarding

the

calculation.

It

is

calculated

as

shown

in

defendant's Exhibit 132:
Source
The water lines
sentinel contract: $48,531.00

The
c o n t r a c t
between
S&W and
Cyprus:
$3,795,075

Subtotal:
Less
S&W:

payments

Progress pay estimate 13

$3,843,606
to
$1,627,557

Less third-party
payments:
$1,794,271

Less Maneamp and
equipment charges: $

Total Balance
or Surplus:
29.

Exhibit 37
1/10/84
letter
from
Russell to Charlie Reno

$

34,516

Progress pay estimates 1
through 7

Exhibit 37
1/10/84
letter
Butterfield to Reno

from

Progress pay estimate
through 13 Exhibit 4

387,262

All of the above numbers for the calculation were

liquidated on or before November 8, 1983, which is the 4ate the
last change order was signed by all parties.
estimate was

submitted

October

14, 1983.

The last pay

Morrison-Knudsen's

accountant assembled documents supporting the calculation on or
before January 10, 1984.

All figures were either derived from

the progress pay estimates kept during the progress of the job or
from the documents kept by Cyprus-Thompson Creek's accountants
and/or agents.

All of these source documents were entered as

trial exhibits.
30.

The

general

indemnity

agreement

between

S&W

and

Fireman's Fund requires S&W to indemnify Fireman's Fund for the
amounts required to be paid for S&W losses, and further provides
an assignment of all of S&W's rights to Fireman's Fund under the
contracts referred to in the bonds, including all rights to
subcontracts and all materials, and amounts due or to become due
under such contracts.
31.

Fireman's Fund and the trustee for S&W Construction

entered into an agreement for the division between them of any
recovery in this case.

That agreement and the bankruptcy court's

order

agreement

approving

the

were

entered

as

defendant's

Exhibits 12 and 14 at trial.
Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Court makes
and enters the following:
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

Under Section 43.3 of the contract between S&W and

Cyprus-Thompson

Creek,

Cyprus-Thompson

Creek

is

entitled

to

$9,952.00 in "damages, loss, and additional expense" incurred as
a result of the default.
2.

Because Cyprus-Thompson Creek has been made whole, it

is not entitled to keep the contract surplus in excess of the «
above $9,952.00.

Because S&W's rights under the contract were

not terminated, and because all work was completed and accepted
as satisfactory by Cyprus, S&W is entitled under Section 43.3 of |
the contract to recover the contract surplus minus the damages, I
loss and additional expense resulting from the default.

S&W is i

thus entitled to $387,262.00 minus $9,952.00, or $377,310.00,
under its contract with Cyprus-Thompson Creek.
3.

j

Under the terms of the indemnity agreement between |

S&W and Fireman's Fund,

Fireman's Fund stands in the shoes of j

S&W and is thus entitled to the above net contract surplus of j
$377,310.00 up to the amount it paid out.

Any need for this j

Court to apportion the recovery between S&W an Fireman's Fund is j
obviated by the agreement between them.
4.

Because

the

amount

of

*
damages

was

clearly j

ascertainable, pre-judgment interest is awarded under applicable
Idaho law from November 8, 1983 at a rate of 12%.

Interest from j

November 8, 1983, to August 23, 1990, equals $307,508.
5.

As for attorney's fees, the Court finds no basis to

BY THE COURT:

LEONARD H. RUSSON K
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE
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ADDENDUM C
SECTION IV
CONTRACT AGREEMENT
(C) CONTRACT NO. 1198-SC-3431, covering Packages
NO. 7, ARCHITECTURAL
NO. 12, HVAC
NO. 17, FIRE PROTECTION

(C)

(C) CONTRACT PRICE:

$

EFFECTIVE DATE:

3,702,950.00

JUNE 2, 1982

(C) This CONTRACT is entered into as of JUNE 2, 1982, between CYPRUS THOMPSON CREEK
(C) MINING COMPANY (Hereinafter Called COMPANY) and S & W CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
(1) OF TENNESSEE, INC., (Hereinafter Called CONTRACTOR). WITNESSETH THAT COMPANY
and CONTRACTOR, in consideration of the mutual convenants hereinafter set
forth, agree as follows:
CONTRACTOR, in consideration of the payments to be made by COMPANY, agrees
(C) to perform the WORK specified under CONTRACT 1198-SC-3431, which includes the
Packages listed in this CONTRACT AGREEMENT, in strict accordance with the
(2) CONTRACT DOCUMENTS and any changes thereto. The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS include
the PROPOSAL, GENERAL CONDITIONS, SPECIAL CONDITIONS, EXHIBITS, ATTACHMENTS,
and TECHNICAL PROVISIONS which are hereby referred to and by reference made
part of this CONTRACT, as fully and completely as if the same were fully set
forth herein.
COMPANY, in consideration of the WORK to be performed by CONTRACTOR, agrees
(1) to pay CONTRACTOR, for WORK performed in accordance with the CONTRACT, on the
price basis as set forth in PROPOSAL Article 2.0, "SCHEDULE OF QUANTITIES AND
PRICES".
MUTUALLY, the parties do agree that this agreement shall be binding upon, and
shall inure to the benefit of, the successors or assigns of COMPANY and the
successors, heirs, or legal representative of the CONTRACTOR.

OWNER

By

CYPRUS THOMPSON
CREEK MINING COMPANY

CONTRACTOR

S & W CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY OF TENNESSEE,INC.

U^LutZ
/

Title

Vice President

Title

Date

June 3, 1982

Date

P^Csipfc^T-

X^ife

2

\jjEt-re-*.~*

P.,

\**<L.

ATTEST

:xn_

SECTION IV
CONTRACT AGREEMENT

[1) PACKAGE NO.
PRICE:

,

CONTRACT 1198-SC-_

$

EFFECTIVE DATE:

This CONTRACT is entered into as of
, 1982, between CYPRUS
MINES CORPORATION (Hereinafter-Called COMPANY) and
(1)
(Hereinafter Called CONTRACTOR"^ WITNESSETH THAT COMPANY
and CONTRACTOR, in consideration of the mutual convenants hereinafter set
(1) forth, agree as follows:
CONTRACTOR, in consideration of the payments to be made by COMPANY, agrees
(1) to perform the WORK specified under CONTRACT 1198-SC-3431, PACKAGE NO. 7 ARCHITECTURAL in strict accordance with the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, including
.changes thereto, for the prices set forth in PROPOSAL Article 2.0, "SCHEDULE
OF QUANTITIES AND PRICES", and to complete'the WORK in accordance with SPECIAL
(1) CONDITIONS Article 3.0, "CONTRACT MILESTONE SCHEDULE", of the CONTRACT, all
of which are attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.
COMPANY, in consideration of the WORK to be performed by CONTRACTOR, agrees
to pay CONTRACTOR, for WORK performed in accordance with the CONTRACT, on the
price basis as set forth in PROPOSAL Article 2.0, "SCHEDULE OF QUANTITIES AND
PRICES".
MUTUALLY, the parties do agree that this agreement shall be binding upon, and
shall inure to the benefit of, the successors or assigns of COMPANY and the
successors, heirs, or legal representative of the CONTRACTOR.

OWNER

CYPRUS MINES CORPORATION

CONTRACTOR

By

By

Title

Title

Date

Date

ATTEST

ATTEST

By

By
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Standard Terms used throughout this CONTRACT shall have the
meanings hereby assigned to them:
1.1.1

The term "COMPANY" or "OWNER" as referred to herein,
shall mean CYPRUS MINES CORPORATION.

1.1.2

The term "CONSTRUCTION MANAGER" (which may also be referred to as PROJECT MANAGER) shall mean MORRISON-KNUDSEN
COMPANY, INC., a Delaware Corporation with principle
place of business in Boise, Idaho, employed by the
COMPANY to oversee the proper performance of the WORK in
accordance with the CONTRACT.

1.1.3

The term "SITE" shall mean the land provided by the
COMPANY under, in, or through which the WORK is to be
executed or carried out.

1.1.4

The term "PROJECT" shall mean the total construction
planned by the C0MPANY"-of which the WORK performed under
the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be the whole or a part..

1.1.5

The term "WORK" shall mean the various obligations of
CONTRACTOR as - set
forth by the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS..

1.1.6

The term "CONTRACTOR" shall mean any corporation, company,- partnership, or individual that has sianed a CONTRACT with the COMPANY to perform WORK.

1.1.7

The term "BIDOERS" shall mean the party (or parties)
submitting a PROPOSAL for the WORK.

1.1.8

The terms "PROPOSAL"- or "BID" shall mean the written
offer of CONTRACTOR setting forth the price(s) to perform
the WORK submitted to the COMPANY.

1.1.9

The term "CONTRACT" shall mean the CONTRACT entered into
by the COMPANY and CONTRACTOR, including all of the
CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, and any subsequent CONTRACT CHANGE
AGREEMENT and signed by both COMPANY and CONTRACTOR.

1.1.10

The term "SUBCONTRACTOR" shall mean any person or firm
contracting with CONTRACTOR, with the written approval of
the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, to perform WORK by subcontract
for CONTRACTOR, including employees, agents, and representatives.

1.1.11

The term "CONTRACT AGREEMENT" shall mean the principle
document of the CONTRACT, signed by COMPANY and CONTRACTOR.

1.0

DEFINITIONS (Continued)
1.1.12

The term "CONTRACT PRICE" shall mean the total amount
stipulated in the CONTRACT AGREEMENT subject to such
additions or deletions as may be made under the terms
and conditions of the CONTRACT.

1.1.13 The term "COffTRACT UNIT PRICE(S)" shall mean the fixed
unit price(s) or rate(s) established by the PROPOSAL or
BID, which initially, is applied to estimated measurements of volume, time, or other units of performance to
establish an estimated total CONTRACT PRICE and, ultimately, to actual measurements to establish a final
total CONTRACT PRICE.
1.1.14 The term "CONTRACT CHANGE AGREEMENT" shall mean the
document signed by CONTRACTOR and COMPANY to amend the
CONTRACT to provide for changed or extra WORK and, accordingly, increase or decrease the CONTRACT PRICE.
1.1.15

The terms "TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS" and "DRAWINGS" shall
mean those TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS or DRAWINGS of either
a technical or contractual nature referred to in the
CONTRACT.

1.1.16

The tenn "MECHANICAL ACCEPTANCE" shall mean any cce.-able
unit of equipment or separable portion of the WORK will
be considered to have attained MECHANICAL ACCEPTANCE wnen
it has been declared by the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER and
COMPANY to be mechanically operative per the CONTRACT and
to the extent that all deficiencies, which can be cetermined prior to the introduction of raw materials, have
been corrected by the CONTRACTOR.

1.1.17

The term "FINAL ACCEPTANCE" shall mean written FINAL
ACCEPTANCE of the WORK issued by the COMPANY following
one-hundred percent (100%) completion of the WORK bv the
CONTRACTOR and inspection by COMPANY and CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER. Acceptance by COMPANY and CONSTRUCTION MANAGER or payment hereunder, shall in no way relieve the
CONTRACTOR of any obligation or liability under this
CONTRACT.

1.1.18

The tenn "ENGINEER" as referred to herein, shall mean the
MORRIS0N-KNUDSEN COMPANY, INC., WRIGHT ENGINEERS LIMITED,
and/or STEFFEN ROBERTSON KIRSTEN (S.R.K.).

All engineering questions regarding this PROJECT will be
directed onlv'to the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER.

2.0

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
2.1

2.2

3.0

4.0

The following list will comprise the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS:
2.1.1

Invitation to Bid

2.1.2

Instructions to Bidders

2.1.3

PROPOSAL

2.1.4

CONTRACT AGREEMENT

2.1.5

General Conditions

2.1.6

Special Conditions

2.1.7

Technical Provisions

2.1.8

DRAWINGS and other documents referenced to as "attachments" or "exhibits" in any of the above.

The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS are intended to describe all obligations
between the CONTRACTOR, CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, and COMPANY and
are intended to be correlative and complimentary. Any '^3RK
required by one (1) document and not mentioned in another document shall be executed as though required by all CONTRACT DOCUMENTS. Should there be any conflict between any of the CONTRACT
DOCUMENTS and the CONTRACT AGREEMENT, the CONTRACT AGREEMENT
will prevail over the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.

DISCOVERY OF CONFLICTS, ERRORS, OMISSIONS AND/OR DISCREPANCIES
3.1

In case of conflicts, errors, omissions, and/or discrepancies
among the various CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, the matter shall be submitted immediately by CONTRACTOR to CONSTRUCTION MANAGER for
clarification. Any WORK affected by such conflicts, errors,
omissions, and/or discrepancies, which is performed by CONTRACTOR
prior to clarification by CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, shall be at
CONTRACTOR'S risk.

3.2

Excuses or claims based on alleged errors not clarified in due
time will not be accepted.

ORDER OF PRECEDENCE
4.1

All CONTRACT DOCUMENTS are intended to be complimentary, althougn
if not, the descending order of precedence shall be:
4.1.1

Special Conditions

ORDER Of PRECEDENCE

(Continued)

4.1.3

TECHNICAL PROVISIONS - Scope of Work

4.1.4

TECHNICAL PROVISIONS - Bidding Requirements

4.1.5

TECHNICAL PROVISIONS - TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

4.1.6

TECHNICAL PROVISIONS - DRAWINGS

4.1.7

TECHNICAL PROVISIONS - Other Reference Material

4.1.8

PROPOSAL

4.1.9

Instructions to Bidders

4.1.10

Invitation to Bid

CONTRACT INTERPRETATION
5.1

All claims of CONTRACTOR, all questions concerning interpretation,
clarification, condensation, extension of time, or the acceptable
fulfillment of this CONTRACT on the part of CONTRACTOR, shall be
submitted in writing to CONSTRUCTION MANAGER for determination.
CONTRACTOR may protest CONSTRUCTION MANAGER'S determination and
file a detailed written protest within fourteen (14) calendar
days after CONSTRUCTION MANAGER has notified CONTRACTOR of its
decision. CONSTRUCTION MANAGER may reconsider its decision upon
such protest.
If CONSTRUCTION MANAGER'S decision remains unchanged, and CONTRACTOR Still protests, CONSTRUCTION MANAGER
will refer such protest to COMPANY and COMPANY'S decision on
such protest will be final except as provided in Article 33.0,
"DISPUTES".

5.2

CONTRACTOR'S failure to protest CONSTRUCTION MANAGER'S decisions
within fourteen (14) calendar days after receipt thereof, shall
constitute a waiver by CONTRACTOR of all of its rights to further
protest.

5.3

At all times, CONTRACTOR shall proceed with the WORK in accordance with the' decisions of CONSTRUCTION MANAGER.
CONTRACTOR
shall be solely responsible for requesting instructions and/or
interpretations and shall be solely liable for any cost and
expenses arising from its failure to do so.

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR STATUS
6.1

It is stipulated and agreed that CONTRACTOR shall be an Independent Contractor in the performance of the CONTRACT and shall
have complete charge'of its employees engaged in the performance
of the WORK.' CONTRACTOR shall perform the WORK in accordance
with its own methods and subject to compliance with all CONTRACT
DOCUMENTS.

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR STATUS
6.2

Nothing contained in this CONTRACT shall create any contractual
relationship between CONSTRUCTION MANAGER and CONTRACTOR.

DESIGNATION OF REPRESENTATIVES
7.1

CONTRACTOR, upon signing the CONTRACT AGREEMENT, shall designate
in writing a competent representative on behalf of the CONTRACTOR
having the delegated authority to contractually commit the CONTRACTOR on all matters.
It is agreed that the designated
representative, approved by the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, will be
available at the jobsite at all times, and that the CONTRACTOR
will communicate in all matters through its representative(s).

NOTICES'
8.1

Notices and other official communication to CONSTRUCTION MANAGER
shall be in writing and shall be sent to the following address:
MORRISON-KNUDSEN COMPANY, INC.
CYPRUS MINES CORPORATION
THOMPSON CREEK PROJECT"
P.O. BOX 645
CHALLIS, ID 83226
ATTN:

MR. F. E. MISCLEVITZ

Also, one (1) cooy of all correspondence to tne COMPANY will be
recuired at the following aadress:
CYPRUS MINES CORPORATION
THOMPSON CREEK PROJECT
P.O. BOX 755
CHALLIS, ID 83226
ATTN:
8.2

MR. T. A. MICHE

Notices and other official comnunication to the CONTRACTOR shall
be made in a similar manner and addressed to the representative,
identified by the CONTRACTOR, and the COMPANY, at the following
address:
Name
Title
Address

.City
Also, one (1) copy of all correspondence to the COMPANY will be
required at the following address:

8.0

NOTICES (Continued)
CYPRUS MINES CORPORATION
THOMPSON CREEK PROJECT
P.O. BOX 755
CHALLIS, ID 83226
ATTN:

9.0

8.3

All correspondence to and from the CONTRACTOR must utilize consecutively numbered correspondence serial numbers.

8*4

Changes in its respective personnel's addresses can be made in
writing by either party, and shall be effective upon receipt.

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER'S RESPONSIBILITY
9.1

10.0

11.0

Unless otherwise notified in writing by the COMPANY, the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER shall be the sole representative of COMPANY to
represent COMPANY'S interest herein, coordinate the WORK of all
CONTRACTORS on the SITE, and provide the services of Construction
Management.

CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSIBILITY
10.1

CONTRACTOR agrees to assume the responsibility for incoroorating
anything not mentioned in the CONTRACT, which could be reasonaDly
inferred by skilled and experienced people as necessary, to
accomplish the WORK.

10.2

With the exception of those items and services, if any, which
this CONTRACT expressly states will be furnished by others, the
supply of any item or service necessary for CONTRACTOR'S performance is the sole obligation of CONTRACTOR.

NON-WAIVER OF DEFAULTS
11.1

12.0

MR. T. A. MICHE

Failure by the COMPANY or CONSTRUCTION MANAGER to, at any time,
enforce or require strict compliance with any terms and condi-f
tions of the CONTRACT will not constitute a waiver of, effect/
or impair terms and conditions in any way; nor shall such failure affect the right of the COMPANY to avail itself at any time
of remedies it may have for any subsequent breach of terms and
conditions by the CONTRACTOR.

NOTICE TO PROCEED
12.1

CONTRACTOR shall not commence the WORK until written notice to
proceed has been received from the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER and the
required Certification of Insurances have been received by the
COMPANY.

13.0

14.0

DRAWINGS
13.1

DRAWINGS issued by the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER may be furnished in
various stages of development (for example, Rev. A, B, C, etc.,
for preliminary drawings ... or Rev. 0, 1, 2 f etc., for DRAWINGS
"Approved for Construction"). All DRAWINGS are subject to revision at any time.
In all instances, the DRAWING which is
assigned the highest revision designation will be considered the
CONTRACT DRAWING and the WORK shall be performed by CONTRACTOR
in accordance with that DRAWING.
Preliminary DRAWINGS shall
not be used to perform fabrication or construction, unless
otherwise directed by.the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER.

13.2

CONTRACTOR, on receipt of a revised DRAWING, is responsible to
immediately note what * revisions have occurred and to decide if
those revisions will have any impact on the cost or time required to perform the WORK. If CONSTRUCTION MANAGER has not been
notified, within seven (7) days, as provided in Article 23.0,
"CHANGED AND EXTRA WORK", it will be understood by all parties
that no adjustment will be required either to the CONTRACT
PRICE or the schedule established for performance of the WORK.

AS-BUILT DRAWINGS
14.1

15.0

16.0

As-built DRAWINGS will be required. CONTRACTOR shall keeo and
maintain a neat and legible set of complete CONTRACT DRAWINGS
upon which it shall record any and all changes or modifications
of the WORK not reflected on the ENGINEER'S design DRAWINGS.
All changes shall be recorded regardless of the causes necessitating the change. Upon completion of the WORK, CONTRACTOR
shall submit the As-built DRAWINGS to the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER,
having made all corrections, and incorporated additional information required to reflect actual field conditions.

STANDARDS AND CODES
15.1

Wherever references are made in the CONTRACT regarding standards
and codes, the current edition or revision on the date of this
CONTRACT shall apply, unless otherwise expressly set forth.
Reference to such standards and codes will be solely for technical information.

15.2

In case of conflict among any referenced standards, codes, and
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS,
CONTRACTOR shall submit a written
reque_st for clarifications, and the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER will
determine which shall govern.

TITLE TO MATERIALS
16.1

Except as otherwise provided, the title and rightto the use of
water, soil, stone, gravel, sand, minerals, timber, and all
other materials discovered, developed, or obtained in the WORK
^«
—
cnornuTOArTriR_ nr anv nf their emoloyees,

16.0

TITLE TO MATERIALS (Continued)
are hereby expressly reserved by the COMPANY. Neither CONTRACTOR, SUBCONTRACTOR, nor any of their employees shall have any
right, title, or interest in or to any part thereof; neither
shall they assert to make any claim thereto.

17.0

13.0

19.0

SITE AMD FORKING CONDITIONS
17.1

Unless otherwise stated in this CONTRACT, CONTRACTOR agrees to
have inspected the SITE or is otherwise fully satisfied" of the
conditions at the SITE, and to have assumed the risk of loss
and expense which may arise out of the conditions of the SITE,
including working and subsurface conditions which are or may be
reasonably expected to occur during the course of the WORK.

17.2

CONTRACTOR must immediately notify and advise CONSTRUCTION MANAGER upon discovering any unforeseeable conditions. Upon notification, the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER will promptly make an investigation of the conditions, encountered, and determine the
action to be taken. If CONSTRUCTION MANAGER agrees that conditions are unreasonable, and that CONTRACTOR will incur additional
costs as a result, an adjustment to the CONTRACT will be negotiated under Article 23.0, "CHANGED AND EXTRA WORK". If CONTRACT
MANAGER determines that the conditions encountered are reasonable, the WORK will proceed as specified.

17.3

Failure by the CONTRACTOR to give timely notice before the conditions are disturbed shall be considered evidence that the
conditions encountered were reasonably expected and no claim for
additional compensation will be considered.

SEPARATE CONTRACTS
18.1

COMPANY reserves the right to perform WORK with its own forces
and/or to award other CONTRACTS in connection with the PROJECT.
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER will use its best efforts to coordinate the
WORK of all CONTRACTORS and to minimize interference or suspension of WORK.

18.2

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER may require scheduling of certain facilities
to be used concurrently by COMPANY, CONTRACTOR, its SUBCONTRACTORS, or other CONTRACTORS. CONTRACTOR shall cooperate fully
with other CONTRACTORS, as well as provide reasonable opportunity
for the* introduction and storage of their materials. CONTRACTOR
shall coordinate the connection of its WORK with the WORK of
other CONTRACTORS as provided in Article 23.0, "INSPECTION,
FITTING AND CHANGES.BY CONTRACTOR".

SUBCONTRACTS

SIDE,

SUBCONTRACTS (Continued)
instance, the Scope of Work to be subcontracted by CONTRACTOR
will be subject to prior approval of CONSTRUCTION MANAGER.
19.2

All SUBCONTRACTORS are to be bound to the same terms 'and conditions as the CONTRACTOR is bound by this CONTRACT. The CONTRACTOR shall submit an unpriced copy of all SUBCONTRACT agreements
to the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER if requested in writing.

LABOR AND PERSONNEL
20.1

CONTRACTOR shall employ only competent and skilled personnel to
perform the WORK. CONTRACTOR shall, if requested to do so by
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, remove from the jobsite and replace at no
additional cost to the COMPANY, unacceptable personnel of whom
COMPANY and/or CONSTRUCTION MANAGER determines to be incompetent, dishonest,
uncooperative, or otherwise
objectionaDle.
CONTRACTOR is
responsible for maintaining harmonious
labor
relations.

20.2

CONTRACTOR shall comply and cooperate with CONSTRUCTION MANAGER
in enforcing jobsite conditions which directly effect the performance of the WORK, including, but not limited to, starting
and quitting time, smoking regulations, check-in and check-out
procedures, jobsite
safety regulations, and daily clean-up.

D E L I V E R UNLOADING AND STORAGE OF PERMANENT MATERIAL
21.1

CONTRACTOR FURNISHED:
21.1.1

21.2

CONTRACTOR will be responsible for receiving, unloading,
and proper storage, if required, and removal from storage
for all CONTRACTOR Furnished Permanent Materials. Any
Parmaneni Materials subject to degradation by outside
exposure shall be stored in a weather-tignt enclosure,
and shall only be removed prior to incorporation into the
WORK.

COMPANY FURNISHED:
21.2.1

All COMPANY Furnished Permanent Materials will be received, unloaded, stored (if required), and issued to
the CONTRACTOR by others.

21.2.2 *A complete list of COMPANY Furnished Permanent Materials
for this CONTRACT is included in the Technical Provisions.
Information on delivery status of COMPANY Furnished Permanent Materials has been furnished herein under Attachment A, "MATERIAL STATUS REPORT".

DELIVERY, UNLOADING AND STORAGE OF PERMANENT MATERIAL

(Continued)

21.2.3

Issuance of all COMPANY Furnished Permanent Materials
will be coordinated by the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER.
CONTRACTOR shall furnish a detailed written list of those
COMPANY Furnished Permanent Materials it wishes to receive. Such request shall be received by the C0NSTRUC-.
TION MANAGER a minimum of two (2) days in advance.'

21.2.4

Upon receipt of COMPANY Furnished Permanent Materials,
CONTRACTOR shall have complete care, custody, and control
until FINAL ACCEPTANCE by the COMPANY. Point of receipt,
by the CONTRACTOR, will be the central warenouse or
storage yard as shown in the CONTRACT DRAWINGS.

21.3

CONTRACTOR shall maintain complete and accurate records for
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER'S inspection of its materials and plant
equipment received, stored, and issued for use on the CONTRACT.

21.4

Truck shipments shall be made to the following aaaress:
CYPRUS MINES CORPORATION
THOMPSON CREEK PROJECT-J03SITE
C/0 (CONTRACTOR'S NAME)
HIGHWAY 75, SQUAW CREEK CUT-OFF
4 MILES SOUTH CLAYTON, IDAHO S3225

CONTRACTOR'S PLANT, EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
22.1

CONTRACTOR shall provide and use only construction plant and
equipment capable of producing the quality and quantity of WORK
required by the CONTRACT, and within the limits or times specified in the CONTRACT.

22.2

Before proceeding with anyWORK or with erection of any te^oorary
facilities, including, but not limited to, temoorary structures,
CONTRACTOR shall furnish CONSTRUCTION MANAGER with such information and DRAWINGS for approval.
Such approval will not be
unreasonably withheld.

22.3

CONTRACTOR shall, at the time any equipment is moved on-site,
present to CONSTRUCTION MANAGER an itemized list of all equipment, small tools, and power tools.
Said list must induce
description, quantity, and serial number where applicable. It
is recommended that CONTRACTOR identify its equipment by color
(other than yellow), decal, and etcning. Prior to removal cf
any or all tools and equipment, CONTRACTOR shall clear such
removal through CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, wno will issue written
documentation which must be presented at CONSTRUCTION MANAGER'S
exit gate.
No equipment or tools shall be removed from the
jobsite without proper clearance by the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER.

^SiSE5SS7
22.0

CONTRACTOR'S PLANT, EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES (Continued)
22.4

23.0

INSPECTION, FITTING AND CHANGES BY CONTRACTOR
23.1

24.0

CONTRACTOR is responsible for timely inspection of any WpRK at
the SJTE^ done by others which may affect its WORK or to which its
WORK must be joined. CONTRACTOR shall immediately advise CONSTRUCTION MANAGER of any deficiencies therein, and CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER shall have a reasonable time to have such deficiencies
corrected, if such correction 1s not CONTRACTOR'S responsibility*
CONTRACTOR is responsible for making such measurements and adjustments to its WORK as 1s required to insure proper fit between
its WORK and any adjacent or contiguous WORK.

LINES AND GRADES
24.1

25.0

CONTRACTOR shall not remove construction plant or equipment from
the SITE before FINAL ACCEPTANCE of the WORK without CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER'S written approval. Such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld*

CONTRACTOR'S WORK shall be laid out from an existing system of
permanent survey markers as per Attachment N, "PROJECT CONTROL
POINTS". CONTRACTOR shall employ a qualified surveyor to establish all lines, elevations, slopes, limits of WORK, and secondary
markers required to maintain proper accuracy and control of the
WORK. CONTRACTOR shall bear full responsibility for the accuracy
of all lines, grades, and related reference points established
by CONTRACTOR. All lines and grades may be subject to rechecking
by CONSTRUCTION MANAGER.
Before commencing WORK, CONTRACTOR
shall verify all grades and dimensions of any existing construction that might affect CONTRACTOR, and shall notify CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER in writing of
any discrepancies between conditions
actually existing and those shown on the DRAWINGS.

TESTING AND START-UP
25.1

CONTRACTOR shall perform all testing, except as provided in 25.4
of this Article 25.0, required by the CONTRACT.TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS and Plans prior to start-up.

25.2

Upon completion of all required testing, CONTRACTOR shall demonstrate that all systems and equipment function in accordance with
their obvious intent and the requirements of the CONTRACT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS and Plans.

25.3

All testing and start-up shall be completed in the presence of
the COMPANY and CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, and all results will be
recorded by the CONTRACTOR and submitted for record.

25.4

The following testing will be performed by an independent laboratory, furnished by the COMPANY, at no cost to the CONTRACTOR.

25.0

26.0

27.0

TESTING AND START-UP (Continued)
25.4.1

Radiography

25.4.2

Concrete Compressive Strength Testing

25.4.3

Soils Testing

y

QUALITY CONTROL
26.1

The CONTRACTOR will provide and execute its own Quality Control
Plan that will demonstrate compliance to the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
prior to FINAL ACCEPTANCE and payment.
CONTRACTOR'S Quality
Control procedures shall be submitted to the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER
for approval prior to commencement of the WORK.

26.2

The CONTRACTOR will be responsible for selecting and installing
only those materials that meet the TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS and
inspection requirements. Any materials furnished by the CCMPANY
that do not comply with the TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS will be
replaced by the COMPANY at its "exDense. The cost for replacement
of defective materials improperly selected and installed by tne
CONTRACTOR will be at the CONTRACTOR1S expense.

25.3

The CONTRACTOR shall verify that all interface work perforrea by
other CONTRACTORS and/or
materials supplied by CCMP'NY are
consistent with WORK to be
performed uncer this CONTRACT.
CONTRACTOR'S failure to provide notification in writing .-/ill
waive CONTRACTOR'S rignt
to claim additional
compensation.

INSPECTION AND REJECTION OF MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
27.1

All WORK, including materials, workmanship, and places whe^e sucn
manufacture or performance shall be carried on, is subject to
inspection and tests at any reasonable time by the COMPANY and/cr
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER. Failure to make inspections, tests, discover defects, or to object thereto, shall not prejudice or
operate as a release or waiver of the rights of CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER, including the right to inspect or reject at a later
time, nor shall it release CONTRACTOR. CONTRACTOR shall bear
the expense of uncovering and recovering WORK specifically cr
customarily subject to prior inspection hereunder, if such WORK
is covered without CONSTRUCTION MANAGER'S consent, before inspection is made.

27.2

If CCMPANY and/or CONSTRUCTION MANAGER orders the uncovering of
WORK not specifically or customarily subject to prior inspection
hereunder, COMPANY snail bear the reasonable direct cost of
uncovering and recovering the effected WORK unless defects cr
non-ccmpliance with the CONTRACT are found, in which case, all
such costs shall be borne by CONTRACTOR.

g^^^E^StS

28.0

CHANGED AND EXTRA WORK
28.1
" \ ^

The COMPANY or CONSTRUCTION MANAGER may order Changes in the
WORK. CONTRACTOR shall not commence anv Chanced WORK until
djxertpd'^o—lo--wtiLt.iagv
ir sucn Changes Involve extra cost to
CONTRACTOR or will adversely affect its WORK, CONTRACTOR shall
promptly advise CONSTRUCTION MANAGER in writing and include an
estimate of the effect of the Change in time and performance,
prior to beginning the WORK but no later than two (2) working
days after the Change is ordered.
If notice is not given, it
shall be deemed that no additional compensation or other adjustment is due to CONTRACTOR. If notice 1s given or, 1n the opinion .
Of CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, such a change involves a reduction in
the amount of expense to CONTRACTOR, CONSTRUCTION MANAGER and
CONTRACTOR shall endeavor to agree upon an adjustment to the
affected terms of the CONTRACT, including the CONTRACT PRICE.
Chanaes in the CONTRACT PRICE will only be effective 1f made by
a CONTRACT CHANGE AGREEMENT signed by COMPANY and CONTRACTOR.
The adjustment to the CONTRACT-PRICE will be made on the following basis:28.1.1

To the extent applicable, such adjustments shall be made
upon the basis of ccfst provisions and unit prices set
out in this CONTRACT.

28.1.2

Other adjustments to the extent of any not covered by the
preceding subparagraph
(28.1.1) shall be limited to
CONTRACTOR'S direct costs, plus a reasonable amount to
cover overhead and profit.

28.2

If so directed by CONSTRUCTION MANAGER in writing, CONTRACTOR
shall proceed with the Change, prior to determining the amount
of any price O P other required adjustment. The parties shall
thereafter, use their best ' efforts to reach mutual agreement.
COMPANY may pay CONTRACTOR without prejudice to any claim by
either party, the amount of adjustment which in CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER'S judgement is based on the facts then known. However,
this provision shall not be construed
to reduce or limit COMPANY'S
and CONSTRUCTION MANAGER'S rights or remedies under this or any
other provision, including the right to recover overpayments.

28.3

Increases in the CONTRACT PRICE, to the extent they are on a cost
reimbursable or unit price basis, shall be reimbursed as specifically provided in this CONTRACT.
In the absence of such a
provision, CONTRACTOR shall submit supportive invoices satisfactory to CONSTRUCTION MANAGER. Increases in the CONTRACT PRICE,
to the extent done on a fixed amount basis, including fee, shall
be paid in monthly installments. If, in the judgement of CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, 'increases are proportionate to the progress
of the changed part of the WORK during the calendar month preceding
that which each payment is made. Payment shall be subject to a
rptpntion Drooortionate to the retention specified in this CON-

29.Q

20.0

MAINTENANCE AND PROTECTION OF WORK AND PROPERTY
29.1

CONTRACTOR shall do all WORK in a manner causing the least possible obstruction or damage to public and private highways, reads,
easements, and Federal, State and County properties. CONTRACTOR
shall continuously maintain adequate protection of all of its
own WORK from damage or loss, and shall keep all property of
COMPANY and other CONTRACTORS from any unnecessary obstructions,
injury, or loss attributable to its operations.

29.2

Throughout the progress of its work, CONTRACTOR shall provide and
maintain all passageways, guard fences, flags, lights, and other
protective*measures required by any applicable regulations and
prevailing conditions.

29.3

CONTRACTOR shall preserve and protect all vegetation on or adjacent to the SITE, which as determined by CONSTRUCTION MANAGER,
does not unreasonably interfere with the performance of this
CONTRACT. CONTRACTOR shall be responsible for damage to any
vegetation as well as unauthorized cutting of trees, including,
without limitation, damage arising from the performance of its
WORK through operation of equipment or stockpiling of materials.
All costs in connection with any repairs or restoration necessary
or required by reason of any such damage or unauthorized cutting
shall be borne by CONTRACTOR.

USE OF COMPANY'S EQUIPMENT OR FACILITIES
30-1

Circumstances may arise where CONTRACTOR requests
MANAGER to make available to CONTRACTOR certain
facilities belonging to COMPANY in the performance
CONSTRUCTION'MANAGER agrees to such request, the
facilities will be'charged to CONTRACTOR at agreed

CONSTRUCTION
equipment or
of WORK, If
equipment or
rental rates.

30.2

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER will furnish a copy of the equipment maintenance and inspection record before equipment is rented, and
these records must be maintained by CONTRACTOR during CONTRACTOR'S use of equipment.

30.3

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER and CONTRACTOR shall jointly inspect such
equipment before CONTRACTOR'S use and upon its return to CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, to establish its condition and substantiate
whether or not any part of the equipment used by CONTRACTOR has
been over-stressed or damaged in any way as a result of its use.
The cost of repairs or replacement to correct such over-stress
or damage shall be at CONTRACTOR'S expense.

30.4

In the event such equipment is furnished with an operator, such
operator will .perform his services under the complete direction
and control of - CONTRACTOR, but shall not be considered CONTRACTOR'S employee.

31.0

COMPLETION OF THE WORK
31.1

32.0

33.0

USE OF FACILITIES PRIOR TO COMPLETION OF THE WORK
32.1

COMPANY may take possession of and use the WORK or any part
thereof, whenever it is in a condition suitable for use, and the
best interest of COMPANY requires such use.

32.2

Prior to the date of FINAL ACCEPTANCE of the WORK, all necessary
repairs or renewals in the WORK or part thereof, not due to
ordinary wear and tear, but due to defective materials, workmanship, or to the operations of CONTRACTOR, shall be made by and
at the expense of CONTRACTOR.

32.3

The use by COMPANY of the WORK, or part thereof, shall in no
case be construed as constituting acceptance of the WORK or any
part thereof. Such use shall neither relieve CONTRACTOR of any
of its responsibilities under^the CONTRACT, nor act as a waiver
by COMPANY of any of its conditions. . However, if the use of the
WORK or part thereof, increases the cost of or delays the completion of the remainder of the WORK, CONTRACTOR shall be entitled to extra compensation or extension of time, or bc^h, as
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER mey-determine to be proper.

INVOICE SUPPORT
33.1

34.0

The WORK shall be completed by the times and sequence
specified
in the CONTRACT. The CONTRACT PRICE shall be deemed to include
all sums required to meet such completion date. If so directed
by CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, CONTRACTOR shall, without additional
charge, work overtime and take action as is practical to avoid
or minimize the effect of delays.

With each Invoice, CONTRACTOR shall submit the following items:
33.1.1

The Payroll Reports as defined in Attachment B, "CYPRUS
CREEK MINES CORPORATION THOMPSON CREEK INSURANCE GUIDE. u

33.1.2

Certified payroll registers up through the last preceding
pay period.

33.1.3

Updated schedules and progress reports as reauired in
Article 12.0,
"CONTRACTOR'S PLANNING AND
SCHEDULING
REQUIREMENTS" in the Special Conditions.

CONTRACT PAYMENTS
34.1

CONTRACTOR agrees to accept the CONTRACT PRICE as full compensation for all WORK embraced in the CONTRACT and for all loss or
damage arising out of the nature of the WORK, the action of the
elements, or from any unforeseen or unknown difficulties or
obstructions which may arise or be encountered in the prosecution

34.0

CONTRACT PAYMENTS

(Continued)

of the WORK until its acceptance, and for all
description connected with the WORK.

35.0

every

34.2

COMPANY will make partial payments as the WORK progresses.
Payments will only be made on receipt of invoices accurately
prepared and properly supported in accordance with procedures
established by the CONTRACT.

34.3

No payment, except the final payment, shall be evidence of performance
of the CONTRACT either wholly or in part, and no payment, including the final payment, shall be construed to be an
acceptance of defective WORK or improper material. The final
payment shall not relieve the CONTRACTOR from responsibility for
the discharge of claims or from making available to COMPANY for
examination and audit all records pertaining to WORK performed on
a cost-reimbursable or chargeable basis. Final payment shall not
relieve CONTRACTOR from any obliaation which by its nature continues beyond completion of the WORK, FINAL ACCEPTANCE, or final
payment; such as, but not limited to, warranty ana confidentiality
obligations.

34.4

Ten percent (10%) retainage will be withheld initially from eacn
progress payment based upon. the total-to-date earned amount.
When twenty-five percent (25%) of the value of the work has been
completed, no additional retainage will be withneld, provided
the*CONTRACTOR has"met and continues to meet its critical sath
schedule commitments. If CONTRACTOR suoseauently fails tc meet
schedule commitments, the ten percent (10%) retainage will ze
reinstated. When CONTRACT completion reacnes ninety-seven and
one-half percent (97.5%) and CONTRACTOR continues to meet its
critical path schedule, retainage will be reduced such that the
amount retained is not in excess of the WORK to be completed.

LIEN WAIVERS
35.1

36.0

risks of

COMPANY will require as a proper condition to final payment, a
Final Release and Waiver of Liens in a form attached herein. If
at any time there is evidence of the existence of a lien arising
out of or in. connection with the performance, or default in
performance, of this CONTRACT for which the COMPANY or CONSTRUCTION MANAGER might be or become liable, the COMPANY shall have
the right to discharge such liens and assess all costs thereof,
against the balance due to CONTRACTOR.

C0ST-REIK3URSABLE WORK - ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
35.1

If any part of the WORK is oerformed on a cost-reimbursable or
chargeable basis, the CONTRACTOR shall keep and require the same
of its SUBCONTRACTORS, full and detailed accounts of all such
costs in a form acceptable to the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER.

35.0

37.0

COST-REIMBURSABLE WORK - ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING

(Continued)

35.2

In the event that WORK is to be performed on a reimbursable or
chargeable basis, CONTRACTOR will include as part of the PROPOSAL, special terms and conditions setting forth all chargeable
and nonchargeable cost items and procedures for the payment of
costs and the CONTRACTOR'S fees related thereto.

35.3

CONTRACTOR shall at all times cooperate with the COMPANY/
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER to amend or change any accounting procedures for cost-plus work found to be unsatisfactory, and CONTRACTOR, after agreement on accounting procedures with the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, shall not institute any new accounting procedures
without prior approval of the-CONSTRUCTION MANAGER.

35.4

CONTRACTOR shall retain all reimbursable or chargeable accounting
records for a period of three (3) years after FINAL ACCEPTANCE of
the WORK. At any time, COMPANY shall have full access to audit
the books of account and supporting documents. On completion of
the WORK, CONTRACTOR agrees that copies of books or records for
cost-reimbursable work will, on request, be turned over to the
COMPANY.

FINAL ACCEPTANCE OF THE WORK
37.1

FINAL ACCEPTANCE of the WORK will be confirmed by Letter of
Acceptance issued by the COMPANY promotly after COMPANY is satisfied that all requirements of the CONTRACT have been met with
regard to performance of the WORK; equipment performance warranties; delivery of material, equipment* spare parts, and as-built
DRAWINGS; submittal or special guarantees and operating procedures; submittal of final records for cost-plus WORK (if any);
and, presentation of a Final Release -and Waiver of Liens.

37.2

CONTRACTOR agrees that the COMPANY may retain the final payment
and/or the retained percentage provided for in the CONTRACT
AGREEMENT or a portion thereof, as considered by COMPANY to be
reasonable to assure full compliance by the CONTRACTOR with the
CONTRACT.

37.3

The WORK performed hereunder, may be accepted as a whole or in
separately defined parts, in which case, any funds retained may
be reduced in accordance with the pro rata value of those accepted parts.

37.4

In the event the Letter of Acceptance covers all of the WORK, the
letter will state... "All work under the CONTRACT is accepted."

27.5

In the event a Letter of Acceptance includes only a part of the
WORK, the Letter of Acceptance will clearly define and limit the
acceptance of the part(s), section(s), or item(s) which are

37-0

FINAL ACCEPTANCE OF THE WORK (Continued)
accepted at the time. In addition, it will be numbered "Acceptance Letter No. 1" and subsequent letters will be numbered consecutively until the last part of the WORK is accepted and the
letter is marked "FINAL ACCEPTANCE".

38.0

DISPUTES
38.1

It is the general intent of the parties that any dispute relating
to this CONTRACT, involving a matter or question of law or fact
common to, them or the parties thereto, shall be settled to the
extent feasible before a single forum selected by COMPANY, and a
decision by such forum with respect to any such question or
matter shall be binding on COMPANY and CONTRACTOR, provided that
CONTRACTOR has been granted a reasonable opportunity to be represented and heard.
38.1.1

At COMPANY'S written election, all disputes and controversies of whatever nature arising under this CONTRACT
that cannot be resolved by mutual agreement, may be
submitted to arbitration, in accordance with Construction
Industry rules of the. American Arbitration Association,
and to a single arbitrator mutually acceptable to CONTRACTOR'ana COMPANY." The place of arbitration shall be
the municipality, which in the opinion of COMPANY, is
reasonably convenient to the SITE.

38.1.2

If COMPANY shall not elect arbitration, or if in the
opinion of COMPANY any dispute involves either a matter
or question of law or fact common to the CONTRACT or
involves third parties, the dispute shall be submitted
to the forum, which in COMPANY'S opinion, can best determine, and settle most aspects of such dispute, and the
decision of that forum shall be binding on the parties,
provided they have been given notice and the opportunity
for adequate representation.

38.1.3

In the event of any proceeding pursuant to this Article,
the parties shall take action to see that proceedings
before any other forum shall stay pending upon completion
of these proceedings, and the decision of the forum with
respect to such proceedings pursuant to this provision
shall be binding upon the parties and supersede any
contrary decision of any other arbitrators or forum to
the extent equitable.

38.1.4

CONTRACTOR hereby consents to such service and to submit
itself to such jurisdiction as necessary to affect the
purpose of this Article, and further, hereby, agrees to
and consents' to such stays and other actions necessary
to affect the purposes hereof.

38.0

39.0

DISPUTES

38.1.5

For purposes of this Article, a "forum" includes arbitration or an administrative proceeding.

38.1.6

In the event of any dispute or claim by CONTRACTOR, CONTRACTOR shall . continue the WORK in accordance with this
CONTRACT and its sole remedy shall be to pursue the
remedies hereinabove set forth.

38.1.7

In any proceeding between the parties pertaining to this
CONTRACT, the law or jurisdiction, in which the PROJECT
is located, "shall govern despite the existence of a
choice of law provision which would dictate the application of a'different law.

DELAYS
39.1

39.2

40.0

(Continued)

CONTRACTOR shall, within three (3) working days after
a delay, advise CONSTRUCTION MANAGER in writing, and
continue to advise CONSTRUCTION MANAGER concerning
Without limitation, CONTRACTOR shall not be excused
for any of the following causes:

determining
thereafter,
any delay.
from delay

39.1.1

Foreseen or foreseeable at the time the CONTRACT AGREEMENT is signed

39.1.2

Normally incidental to the WORK

39.1.3

Due to any act or omission of"the CONTRACTOR.

Any delays, except for delays mentioned above and including acts
of COMPANY, which as a matter of law, excuses CONTRACTOR' frm
performance within the time specified," and if. the CONTRACTOR
complies with the notice provisions of this paragraph, CONTRACTOR'S time for completion shall be extended to the extent of
such delay. This shall be CONTRACTOR'S sole remedy for delay,
except for such delay caused by the direct default of COMPANY,
in which event, CONTRACTOR shall be entitled to the extent that
costs are increased by such delay and provided thereafter, CONTRACTOR handles the matter under the provision of Article 28.0,"CHANGED AND EXTRA WORK". This shall be the limit of the CONTRACTOR'S remedy in such case.

FORCE MAJEURE
40.1

Should either party hereto be delayed in the performance of its
obligations hereunder, except for the payment of money due, as a
result of a force majeure event, such as fire, strike, accident,
unanticipated intervention of governmental authorities or application of law, rule* or regulation, unusual weather, or other
matters beyond the reasonable control of such party, such party
shall not be liable for damages to the other party for the delays

40.0

FORCE MAJEURE (Continued)
so caused. However, *no such occurrence shall be deeded a force
majeure event unless written notice of such event be given within
three (3) days after the occurrence. This Article shall not in
any way limit or affect the right of COMPANY to terminate this
Agreement and to complete the WORK under the provisions of Article
41 or Article 42 hereof.

41.0

SUSPENSION OR TERMINATION FOR CONVENIENCE
41.-1

COMPANY, upon reasonable notice, reserves the right to suspend
or terminate the CONTRACT at any time for its convenience. Such
suspension or termination will be made in writing and may include
the whole or any specified part of the CONTRACT.

41.2

If the CONTRACT or a specified part thereof, is suspended for
convenience of the COMPANY, and such suspension unreasonably delays the progress of the WORK and causes additional expenses or
loss to CONTRACTOR in performance of the WORK, not due to the
fault or negligence of the CONTRACTOR, the CONTRACT PRICE will
be subject to adjustment in an amount equal to the actual cost
incurred by CONTRACTOR resul-ting from the suspension.
Such
costs must be substantiated by written records or otherwise
proven to the satisfaction of the COMPANY.
Further, the time
of performance of the CONTRACT will be subject to extension by
the actual duration of the suspension (if applicable) plus a
reasonable additional period for remobilization.
The CONTRACT
will, accordingly, be amended by CHANGE AGREEMENT provided,
however, that any claim by CONTRACTOR for an adjustment hereunder
must be asserted within thirty (30) calendar cays after receipt
of written notice to resume the WORK.

41.3

If the CONTRACT or any specified part thereof, is terminated for
the convenience of. the COMPANY, payment to CONTRACTOR will be
made for that part of'the WORK actually completed, including the
following:
41.3.1

Engineering

41.3.2

Materials or equipment under fabrication in CONTRACTOR'S
own plant

41.3.3

Materials
plants

or

41.3.4

Materials

or equipment which have already been shipped

41.3.5

Construction, if any, completed to date on SITE; less any
payments previously made to the CONTRACTOR.

equipment

under

fabrication

in

vendor's

41.0

SUSPENSION OR TERMINATION FOR CONVENIENCE
41.4

(Continued)

The reasonable value of each of the foregoing categories against
which the CONTRACTOR has incurred costs prior to the effective
termination date will be established by:
41.4.1

The CONTRACT PRICE

41.4.2

Any CONTRACT UNIT PRICE or breakdown of the
PRICE previously submitted by the CONTRACTOR

41.4.3

Written cost records submitted by CONTRACTOR and accepted
by COMPANY or a combination of the foregoing data.

41.4.4

A reasonabTe cancellation charge to CONTRACTOR by any
vendor, and properly due as a contractual obligation of
CONTRACTOR to vendor for items fabricated but not shipped, will be reimbursed to CONTRACTOR at actual cost as
part of the costs of termination or in lieu thereof,
COMPANY may elect to pay the fair market value and take
delivery on such completed or uncompleted fabricated
items.

CONTRACT

41.4.5. In addition thereto, the CONTRACTOR will be paid a reasonable cancellation charge to cover costs to terminate
engineering and fabrication commenced by its own forces
prior to the effective termination date.
41.4.6

42.0

Material and equipment comoletely or oartially fabricated, but not shipped, may at the option of the COMPANY
be accepted by the' COMPANY at fair market value and
decucted from the cancellation charces estaDlished with
CONTRACTOR.

TERMINATION FOR CAUSE
42.1

Should CONTRACTOR, in the opinion of the COMPANY, at any time
refuse or neglect to supply or maintain a sufficiency of properly
skilled labor; or fail in any respect to prosecute the WORK or
any separable portion thereof with promptness and diligence or
fail in the performance of any of the agreements herein, or
should the CONTRACTOR become insolvent or be placed in liquidation or under judicial management, COMPANY way after
forty-eight
(48) hours written notice to the CONTRACTOR employ another CONTRACTOR, and deduct the cost thereof from any money due or

thereafter,

to become due to CONTRACTOR under this

CONTRACT, or

COMPANY-may terminate CONTRACTOR'S right to proceed with the
WORK or such part of the WORK where such defaults have occurred.
42.1.1

If the expense
of finishing the WORK, plus compensation
for additional managerial and administrative services
and such other costs and damages with regard to completion of the WORK as the COMPANY may suffer, exceeds the

42.0

TERMINATION FOR CAUSE

(Continued)

unpaid balance, CONTRACTOR and its sureties, shall promptly pay the difference to COMPANY. Failure of COMPANY
to exercise any of the rights given under this Article
shall not excuse CONTRACTOR from compliance with the
provisions of the CONTRACT nor prejudice in any way the
right to exercise any such rights in respect of any
subsequent failure by the CONTRACTOR.
42.2

42.3

Upon termination for cause of the CONTRACT, it is agreed that:
42.2.1

The obligation of the CONTRACTOR shall continue as to
WORK already performed and to materials furnished, and
as to bonafide obligations assumed by CONTRACTOR prior
to the date of termination.

42.2.2

The CONTRACTOR shall be entitled only to a pro rata
comoensation for the WORK already performed, including
material for which it has made firm CONTRACTS, it being
understood that the COMPANY shall be entitled to that
material. It is understood, however, that CONTRACTOR'S
aforesaid pro rata compensation shall in no even* exceed
the reasonable costs of WORK done and materials supplied
by CONTRACTOR to the time of termination, plus an eauitable profit on WORK do'ne prior to the date of termination.

42.2.3

The following items will not be considered in arriving at
said equitaole allowance:
"2.2.3.1

Anticipated profits applicable to incc-oleted
portions of the WORK.

42.2.3.2

Consequential damages.

42.2v3.3

Expenses of the CONTRACTOR due to failure cf
the CONTRACTOR, its vendors, and SUBCONTRACTORS to discontinue the WORK with reasonable
promptness after written notice of termination
has been given to the CONTRACTOR.

42.2.3.4

Losses on other CONTRACTS or from sales or
exchange of capital assets.

In the event of termination for cause, written notice will be
given by means of certified letter addressed to CONTRACTOR.
Subject to the directions set forth in the termination notice,
CONTRACTOR shall immediately discontinue the WORK and the placing
of orders for further services, material, and equipment aid
shall, as directed, affect cancellation of all existing orcers
and SUBCONTRACTS and thereafter, perform only such WORK a~s may be
necessary to preserve and protect the WORK already in progress.

42.0

43.0

TERMINATION FOR CAUSE

(Continued)

42.4

The termination provisions set forth herein shall be concurrent
with and in addition to, without prejudice to and not in lieu
of, or in substitution for, any other rights or remedies at law
or in equity which the COMPANY may have for the enforcement of
its rights under the CONTRACT and its remedies for any default
of the CONTRACTOR under the conditions hereof.

42.5

If COMPANY should incorrectly terminate this CONTRACT for default
or for breach, it shall be deemed to be a termination by COMPANY
for reasons other than cause, and payment'shall be made as in
the case of Termination For Convenience. In no event shall the
COMPANY'S liability or CONTRACTOR'S recovery under this Article
42.0 exceed the total amount determined by application of Article
41.0 herein.

42.6

No settlement payment will be made to CONTRACTOR until proof of
delivery of equipment, material, and supplies have been properly
supported with vouchers.

42.7

A complete and thorough inventory of all un-used/un-installed
materials, supplies, and equipment will be submitted by the
CONTRACTOR.

42.8

COMPANY will recuest either a signed form of release or other
evidence that CONTRACTOR has paid in full for all laoor, materials, equipment, services, SUBCONTRACTORS, aoplicable taxes,
and other
costs and assessments due under
this CONTRACT.

COMPANY'S REMEDIES FOR DEFAULT OR DEFECTIVE WORK
43.1

In the event of any default or defective WORK whicn CONTRACTOR
does not, in the sole judgement of COMPANY, immediately begin
and thereafter, proceed with diligence to remedy upon notice frcm
COMPANY/CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, or *in the event of any defaults or
defect which COMPANY/CONSTRUCTION MANAGER in its sole judgement
determines to be a material default or defect, or if CONTRACTOR
for any reason other than one for which it is entitled to an
extension of time provided under Article 39.0, "DELAYS'1, fails
to proceed with the WORK as scheduled in accordance with this
CONTRACT, COMPANY may take such action as it deems appropriate
to remedy or avoid default or defect. CONTRACTOR shall reimburse
COMPANY for any additional costs which it may incur in connection
with or as a result of such action.

43.2

COMPANY may, upon detection of such defaults, defects, or delays,
or if the CONTRACTOR shall become bankrupt or insolvent, or if
COMPANY shall have reasonable grounds to believe that CONTRACTOR
is bankrupt or insolvent or unable to pay its deots as they
become due, terminate all or part of CONTRACTOR'S further per-
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43.0

COMPANY'S REMEDIES FOR DEFAULT OR DEFECTIVE WORK
43.3

44.0

(Continued)

In the event of any such default, defect, delay, bankruptcy, or
insolvency, CONTRACTOR shall not be entitled to any further
payment until the matter is remedied to the satisfaction of
COMPANY and shall then be paid only such amount as is reasonably
due for WORK properly done by CONTRACTOR, less all damages, loss,
and additional expense suffered by COMPANY as a result of such
default* If such damage, loss, and expense shall exceed the
amount due to CONTRACTOR, such amount shall be paid immediately
to COMPANY by CONTRACTOR. No remedy afforded to COMPANY, either
under this CONTRACT or as a matter of law, shall be deemed to be
exclusive*

BACKCHARGES TO ACCOUNT OF CONTRACTOR
44.1

Backcharges will be levied against the CONTRACTOR for corrections
to the CONTRACTOR'S WORK and also if WORK is not being comoleted
in a timely manner*
Such WORK may be performed by the COMPANY
or its Designee, and handled as a backcnarge against the CONTRACTOR pursuant to the following procedures:
44.1.1

CONTRACTOR will be notified in writing.

44.1.2

All construction management, construction labor, naterials, equipment, supplies, and services usea to perform
the corrections or modifications will be accounted for
on an actual time expended basis.

44.1.3

Labor will be charged to the CONTRACTOR at the actual
wage rate paid to each worker, foreman, supervisor, and
timekeeper involved;__pjus applicable taxes, compensation
insurance, and ~other~payrolVassessments payaDle and prevailing at the SITE.

44.1.4

Construction equipment will be charged to the CONTRACTOR
at the full ooerative rental rate established as a standard for all CONTRACTORS working at the SITE.

44.1.5

Permanent materials and consumable supplies
charged to the CONTRACTOR at COMPANY'S actual
livered to the SITE.

will be
cost de-

44.1.6

The above costs will be totaled and the COMPANY will add
thereto, an amount of twenty percent (20%) to cover costs
*of general administration.

44.1.7

The sum total of items 44.1.2 througn 44.1.6 will be the
amount supplied as a backcharge to the CONTRACTOR. Each
backcharge, as the corrective WORK is completed, will be
deducted from the next succeeding paynent to be rade to
the CONTRACTOR.

44.0" BACKCHARGE5 TO ACCOUNT OF CONTRACTOR

(Continued)

44.2 All WORK performed as a backcharge against the CONTRACT will be
recorded under a written Backcharge Notice document issued to
CONTRACTOR by the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER. The CONTRACTOR'S signature will be requested* In no event shall the absence of CONTRACTOR'S signature delay the performance of the WORK which
COMPANY considers necessary
to the continuation and completion
of the Project*
44.3 Whenever possible, COMPANY will substantiate the error or defect
arid the corrective WORK performed by means of photographs.
•Separate time sheets and cost records will be maintained for each
Backcharge Notice and copies of all such records and photographs
will be available at all times to the CONTRACTOR.
45.0 CLAIMS, ASSIGNMENTS. GARNISHMENT AND ATTACHMENTS
45.1

CONTRACTOR shall-not assign any of its rights hereunder, without
the written consent of COMPANY. In connection with such an
assignment, COMPANY may require a hold-harmless- agreement, a
full release and indemnity, and a bond satisfactory to CCHPAHY
frcm CONTRACTOR, prior to granted consent.

45.2

In the eyent of any claims, garnishments, and/or attachments,
COMPANY shall have in addition" to'any other rights under this
CONTRACT, the right to take one or more of the following
actions:
45.2.1

COMPANY may deem reasonable; to .make payment to CONTRACTOR as exclusive agent of any garnishor,-, assignee, or
claimant notwithstanding any such assignment', garnishment, or claim;

45.2.2 To set-off a counterclaim against CONTRACTOR, its assignee, or any garnishor, claimant or other person, or
entity with respect to the amount involved, notwithstanding the fact that such set-off or counterclaim may arise
out of a transaction or occurrence unrelated to this
CONTRACT, whether it occurs or arises before or after
the date of such assignment or notice thereof;
45.2.3

To recover, in whole or part, as COMPANY may elect from
CONTRACTOR any amount claimed, assigned, attached, or
garnished
theretofore
or thereafter owed to CONTRACTOR,
and all damages, c o s t s , and expenses incurred in relation
to such claim, assignment, garnishment or attachment,
including court costs and attorney's fees;

4r n A T^ uWfhhnTH pnv and all amounts until it is certain to

45.0

46.0

CLAIMS, ASSIGNMENTS, GARNISHMENT AND ATTACHMENTS
45.2.5

To exercise each and every right stipulated in this
CONTRACT, including the right to withhold payment.

45.2.6

To require as a condition to payment a full and complete
release in favor of COMPANY and in form and substance
satisfactory to COMPANY from each and every person or
entity which in its sole judgement may be a claimant to
such payment or any other payment therefore or thereafter, paid or due to CONTRACTOR.

LOSS OR DAMAGE BY ACTIONS OF OTHERS
46.1

47.0

(Continued)

CONTRACTOR shall have no claim against the COMPANY or CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, and COMPANY or CONSTRUCTION MANAGER shall not be
liable for damage or loss by reasons of delay, default, act, or
omission of other CONTRACTORS, SUBCONTRACTORS, or their agents
or employees,- but nothing herein, contained shall limit any
rights of CONTRACTOR to recover_therefore, against such other
CONTRACTORS, SUBCONTRACTORS" or" their agents or emoloyees. If
the CONTRACTOR by any default,--negligence, or misconduct on its
part, damages any other SUBCONTRACTOR or CONTRACTOR, it hereby
agrees to be directly responsible to such other SUBCONTRACTOR
or CONTRACTOR for any such damage and to hold COMPANY and CONSTRUCTION MANAGER harmless for all such damages.

INDEMNIFICATION
47.1

CONTRACTOR shall defend, indemnify, and hold-harmless COMPANY and
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, their joint venturers, subsidiaries, affiliated entities, directors, officers, employees, and agents of
such Indemnities from and against any and all losses, claims,
demands, liabilities, suits or actions (including all reasonable
expenses and attorney fees) arising out of loss or damage to
property or persons including injuries to or the death of *ny
employees of CONTRACTOR or any of its SUBCONTRACTORS caused by
or arising in connection with the CONTRACTORS 1 or any of its
SUBCONTRACTORS 1 or the employees 1 of either, performance of any.
of the WORK to be performed hereunder, or by.materials or'equipment (including such as COMPANY may have furnished and has been :
accepted by CONTRACTOR) used in said WORK, or by reason of any
other cause in connection with the performance of this CONTRACT
irrespective of whether contributed to by the neglicence of
COMPANY or CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, and the CONTRACTOR agrees to
reimburse such Indemnities for -all sums which they may pay or
be compelled to pay in settlement of any claim on account thereof,
including any claim under the provisions of any worker f s compensation law or other similar law, or under any plan for employee's
benefits, except that the CONTRACTOR assumes no liability for
the sole negligent acts of COMPANY or another indemnified party
hereunder or hereunder as covered by COMPANY Furnished Insurance
under Article 48.0, "INSURANCE".
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48.0

INSURANCE
48.1

COMPANY shall procure and pay premiums for the following insurance coverage for the protection of COMPANY, CONTRACTOR, and
CONTRACTORS employees and SUBCONTRACTORS, if any, for WORK at
the "PROJECT SITE" defined in the below referenced Insurance
Guide (excluding vendors, suppliers, material dealers, and any
others whose function is solely to transport materials, equipment, or parts to and from the PROJECT SITE):
48.1.1

Workers 1 Compensation and Employers1 Liability

48.1.2

Comprehensive General Liability Insurance

48.1.3 -Comprehensive Automobile Liability Insurance

Insurance

(for COMPANT-

owned and COMPANY-hired vehicles only)
48.1.4

48.2

48.3

Umbrella Excess liability Insurance

48.1.5 Builders' Risk Insurance
COMPANY'S furnished insurance is described with greater particularity in Part I of "CYPRUS MINES CORPORATION THOMPSON CREEK
INSURANCE GUIDE", Attachment B; a copy of which Insurance Guide
is attached hereto and incorporated herein.
Notwithstanding
the foregoing, COMPANY, its joint venturers, if any, and its
affiliated entities, directors, officers, employees, and acents
of COMPANY, including but not limited to CONSTRUCTION MANAGER,
its joint venturers, or its affiliated entities, shall not have
any responseDility wnatsoever to CONTRACTOR with respect . to
such insurance coverage, its procurement or the absence thereof, •
other than to procure and pay all premiums for such insurance
coverage. Such insurance is to be put into effect as prescribed
in Part I of the Insurance Guide. CONTRACTOR and its SUBCONTRACTORS shall be responsible for any loss not exceeding $5,000
which is of a type which would otherwise be covered under tne
Builders' Risk Insurance referenced above.
CONTRACTOR and each of its SUBCONTRACTORS, if any, shall procure,
maintain, and certify at their own expense to CONSTRUCTION MANAGER prior to commencing WORK^rjfurnis^hirva^ any^serncss at the
PROJECT SITE^^sr'TfquTrea *oy Part I of the Insurance" G u i d e T ^ h e
f ol 1 owi ng**tnsuram:e~To\^rage:*'
48.3.1

Automobile Liability insurance [ror ail uwnea, non-uwnea
.and Hired Vehicles, except vehicles owned or hired by
COMPANY)

43.3.2

If CONTRACTOR or any of its SUBCONTRACTORS uses owned or
non-owned aircraft
or watercraft in its operations,
Aircraft and Watercraft Bodily Injury and Property Damage
Insurance, with a combined single limit of not less than
« nnn nnn fnr anv nne (1) occurrence.
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48.0

INSURANCE (Continued)
48.4

48A

Neither CONTRACTOR nor its SUBCONTRACTORS, if any, shall be
entitled to any reimbursement or other compensation for insurance
premiums paid to secure coverage which duplicates all or any part
of the COMPANY furnished insurance coverage provided pursuant to
this Article 48.0. However, nothing in the Project Insurance
Guide or Article 48.0 shall preclude the CONTRACTOR and its
SUBCONTRACTORS, if any, from securing at their own expense lnsurance coverage in addition to or of higher limits than the
COMPANY-furnished insurance coverage as required by law or the
nature of its operations.

INSURANCE ALTERNATE
^MPAI
TOMPANY shall retain the option of requiring CONTRACTOR to provide
certain specified insurance coverages for their own benefit. Specifically, CONTRACTORS shall list as a separate line item in the Schedule
of Quantities and Prices, Section 2 of the PROPOSAL, the total cost
for the entire term of their work for the following insurances:
Limits

Coverages
Workers1 Compensation

Statutory

Employers' Liability

$100,000 each occurrence

Comprehensive General Liability*

$500,000 combined single
limit per occurrence
$500,000 annual aggregate

Excess Liability

$5,000,000 each occurrence,
annual aggregate

Additional Excess Liability

$20,000,000 each occurrence,
annual aggregate

Comprehensive Automobile Liability
(for Cyprus Owned and Cyprus hired
vehicles only, if applicable).

$500,000 combined single
limit for BI & PD, any
one accident

_r !:_•*... ^ r
n 1im>r

onnal

$25,500.000,

Terms and conditions of insurance coverages provided for in this
Article 48A, "INSURANCE ALTERNATE", shall be equal in scope to those
outlined in Part I of the Cyprus Mines Corporation Thompson Creek
Insurance Guide, Attachment B, a copy of which Insurance Guide is
attached hereto and incorporated herein.

49.0

50.0

COMPLIANCE WITH LAW, PERMITS AND REGULATIONS
49.1

In the performance of the WORK, CONTRACTOR at all times shall
comply with and hold-harmless COMPANY and CONSTRUCTION MANAGER
against all cost, damage, and expenses resulting from any actual
or claimed violation of any and all applicable laws whether
Federal, State or local. CONTRACTOR shall file all reports, pay
all taxes, fees, and charges required by any such laws and shall,
without reimbursement, indemnify COMPANY and CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER against all liabilities and penalties by reason of any
failure on the part of the CONTRACTOR to comply with any such
laws, rules, regulations, and orders. CONTRACTOR shall certify"
compliance with the "Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938", as amended, and shall provide copies of certification of compliance to
the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER.

49.2

Except as otherwise specified herein, the COMPANY shall secure
and pay for all permits, licenses, easements* priorities, and
clearances required to be produced by and in the name of the
COMPANY for prosecution of the WORK. CONTRACTOR shall obtain
all necessary CONTRACTOR'S licenses and pennvts normally obtained
by CONTRACTOR in the course of its business. '

PATENTS AND SIMILAR RIGHTS
50.1

51.0

CONTRACTOR shall defend, indemnify, and hold-harmless COMPANY
and CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, their joint venturers, suosidiaries,
affiliated entities, directors, officers, employees, and agents
of such Indemnities from all cost, damage, loss, and expense as
a result of any infringement or claim of infringement of any
patent or proprietary right (including costs of litigation) and
for cnanges or replacement and related costs to avoid infringements arising from performance of the WORK. At COMPANY l S request, CONTRACTOR shall defend any suit or action arising out of
any such infringement or claim but the COMPANY shall be entitled
to be fully advised and to participate in any sucn suit or action. No such suit or action shall be settled, discontinued,
nor shall judaement be permitted to be entered if, in COMPANY'S
or CONSTRUCTION MANAGER'S opinion, either of their interests
would be adversely affected. CONTRACTOR'S indemnification does
not extend to items manufactured to the COMPANY'S design unless
originally submitted or suggested by the CONTRACTOR.

WARRANTY
51.1

In addition to any other CONTRACTOR'S warranties, expressed
or implied by law, CONTRACTOR warrants that all items and services will be in accordance with this CONTRACT and conform to
the TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS, DRAWINGS, and data which are part
of it or with which it obligates CONTRACTOR to comDly; that they
will be fit for the use specified or intended, and that all
materials and workmanship shall be of first duality and the best
of their kinds. Without limitation of COMPANY'S other rights
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WARRANTY (Continued)
and remedies, in cases where this warranty is breached, or where
defects or deficiencies appear prior to twelve (12) months after
FINAL ACCEPTANCE under this CONTRACT, and CONTRACTOR does not,
within the time limits set by COMPANY, promptly begin and diligently complete the repair of the defect in accordance with
COMPANY'S required schedule, COMPANY, at its option, may either
reject the items in whole or in part, in which case to the extent
of rejection the risk of loss, cost of repair, cost of return
and storage, and other damages, including costs of replacement
from such sources as COMPANY^may elect, will be for the CONTRACTOR'S account; or the COMPANY, at its option, may reDair all or
part of the items rejected, and charge to the CONTRACTOR damages,
including the costs_ -incurred in placement or in relation to
repairs, plus an amount equal to the diminished value of the
items as repaired. Items so repaired shall be warranted for
another twelve (12) month period from the time of repair.
51.2

52.0

TAXES
52.1

53.0

Unless otherwise specified in the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, all taxes
which CONTRACTOR may be required to pay or collect are for the
account of CONTRACTOR and shall be deemed to be included in the
fixed CONTRACT PRICE or CONTRACT UNIT PRICES set out in the
CONTRACT, whether or not they are required to be separately
stated.

ATTORNEY'S FEES
53.1

54.0

CONTRACTOR shall include in all SUBCONTRACTS entered into under
this CONTRACT an identical warranty extending to CONTRACTOR and
COMPANY, and as part of its responsibilities hereunder, shall
enforce such warranties to its-fullest extent.

If it shall be necessary for.the COMPANY to bring suit to enforce
any of the provisions of this CONTRACT, COMPANY shall be entitled
to reasonable • attorney's fees in addition to any judgement it
receives.

SECURITY, IDENTIFICATION AND SECRECY
54.1

Entrance onto the SITE by CONTRACTOR'S employees and all other
persons will be subject to strict security rules, copies of
which are available for inspection at the JOB SITE, and CONTRACTOR hereby aarees to comply and to cause strict compliance therewith by its SUBCONTRACTORS.

54.2

CONTRACTOR shall obtain written authorization from the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER to enter the SITE with trucks and other vehicles
and shall use only-'the entrances designated by CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER for the use of CONTRACTORS employed on this PROJECT.

SECURITY, IDENTIFICATION AND SECRECY

(Continued)

54.3

CONTRACTOR shall require its employees and the employees of its
SUBCONTRACTORS to, at all times while on the SITE, wear the
identification approved by CONSTRUCTION MANAGER.

54.4

All designs and data furnished by or on behalf of the COMPANY
shall be used only to perform this CONTRACT. "Such designs and
data shall be kept confidential except data which CONTRACTOR can
prove is available to the public or was in writing and already in
its possession at the time such designs
and data were
furnished
or, thereafter, was'rightfully received from a third party (other
"than the ENGINEER). CONTRACTOR, on request of COMPANY, shall
execute any agreements relating to confidentiality or proprietary
rights.

54.5

Should the CONTRACTOR deem it necessary to make any press statements or other public releases, CONTRACTOR shall first obtain
prior written approval from the COMPANY and/or CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER.

SAFETY AND ACCIDENT PREVENTION
53.1

CONTRACTOR shall submit his Safety Program for approval within
thirty (30) days after award. Following approval, work shall be
performea in
strict compliance with the approved
program.

55.2

CONTRACTOR agrees to cooperate with COMPANY in efforts to prevent
injuries to workmen employed by either party in carrying on
operations covered by this CONTRACT, and to adopt and place in
ef.fect-.such reasonable practical suggestions as may be offered by
the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER to promote safety and safe working
conditions. CONTRACTOR will at all times maintain its equipment
in a safe operating condition. CONTRACTOR agrees, in performance
of this CONTRACT, to observe and comply with all applicable
federal, state, COMPANY, and local safety rules and regulations,
including, but not limited to, the Occupational Safety and Healtf
.Act (QSHAl of_1970 and^ Federal Mine Safety and Health Act (MSKA]
of 1977 and all amendments thereto.

55.3

If CONSTRUCTION MANAGER determines CONTRACTOR is in non-compliance with the Safety Program, CONSTRUCTION MANAGER will issue a
"SAFETY VIOLATION NOTICE", Exhibit A, and require immediate
corrective action.

55.4

The COMPANY'S Safety Program is available for review and inspection at the office of the CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, either at the
SITE or in Boise, fdaho.

ILLUMINATION

56.0

ILLUMINATION

(Continued)

light sufficient to permit WORK to be carried on efficiently,
satisfactorily, safely,
and to permit thorough
inspection.
During such time periods, the access to the place of WORK shall
also be clearly Illuminated. All wiring for electric light and
power shall be installed and maintained in a first-class manner,
securely fastened in place at all points, and shall be kept as
far as possible from telephone wires, signal wires, and wires
used for firing blasts*
57.0

FIRE PREVENTION
57.1

53.0

CLEAN-UP AND RECLAMATION
58.1

59.0

CONTRACTOR shall not permit unauthorized fires within or adjacent
to the limits of the project SITE and shall be liable for damage
from fire due directly or* indirectly to its own activities, to
those activities of its employees, or of its SUBCONTRACTORS of
any tier or their employees. CONTRACTOR shall provide portable
fire extinguishers compatible with the hazard of each work area
and shall instruct its personnel in their location and use.:
Wherever welding and flame cutting are conducted, flammable
materials shall be protected and an observer shall be provided by
CONTRACTOR to be present during the flame cutting and welding
operation to ensure that protective measures are taken and that
no fires result from such operation. It is also a U.S. Forest
Service requirement that all vehicles on SITE must contain a
shovel, axe, bucket, fire extinguisher, and a first-aid kit.

CONTRACTOR shall at all times keep the premises free from accumulations of waste material or rubbish caused by its employees
or WORK.
At the completion of WORK in each individual area,
CONTRACTOR shall remove all materials, tools, equipment, and
rubbish from the area, and leave the area "Broom Clean". Disturbed ground surfaces shall be bladed smooth and left in a
condition, as close as practical, resembling its original state.
During the progress of the WORK,* CONTRACTOR shall maintain each
area reasonably clean with a regular clean-up as directed by
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
59.1

Environmental considerations
59.1.1

The COMPANY is bound by many environmental permits,
licenses, and regulations which the CONTRACTOR will be
obligated to comply with.

59.1.2

The CONTRACTOR is responsible for ensuring it is cognisant of all' permits, licenses, and/or regulations prior
to commencing construction. The COMPANY'S Environmental

59.0

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

(Continued)

Department will provide the CONTRACTOR with all necessary
information for compliance upon request from the CONTRACTOR.

59.2

59.1.3

When requested, the CONTRACTOR must attend inter-agency
meetings with the COMPANY, CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, State
and Federal agencies*

59.1.4

The CONTRACTOR will be required to attend a pre-job
meeting to discuss environmental considerations applicable to the PROJECT. Compliance with permits will be
at the CONTRACTOR'S expense.
Failure to comply with
permits will be at the CONTRACTOR'S expens.e.

The CONTRACTOR must be knowledgeable and comply with COMPANY'S
Permits and Licenses which are listed below:
59.2.1

Spill Prevention and Control
59.2.1.1

59.3

(Petroleum Products)

The CONTRACTOR will be responsible for properly installing berms and other safety measures around all of its tanks holding petroleum products. Also, the CONTRACTOR will be
responsible for properly reporting all spills
to CONSTRUCTION MANAGER.

59.2.2

Dredge

and

Fill

-

Squaw

Creek

Access

Road

Crossing

59.2.3

Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management Operating
Plans for all phases of earth movement work (roads, power
lines, water lines, borrow pits, etc.). .

59.2.4

Stream channel work for all creeks on the PROJECT (Squaw,
Bruno, Thompson, Pat Hughes and Buckskin Creeks and their
tributaries) where equipment or fill material will encroach below the high water line.

59.2.5

Non-Hazardous Solid Waste disposal of construction waste,
slash., ,and debris.

Federal and State Regulations
59.3.1

Water Quality
59.3.1.1

The CONTRACTOR will take necessary precautions
approved by the COMPANY/CONSTRUCTION MANAGER
to prevent pollution of streams with sediment,
petroleum products, chemical, and other harmful materials.

59.0

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
59.3.2

A i r Quality
59.3.2.1

59.4

(Continued)

The CONTRACTOR will comply with the minimum
standards for dust control
and other air
pollutants.

Erosion and Sedimentation Control
59.4.1

59.4.2

As a result of construction of project facilities, there
will be an increase in erosion and the potential for increased sedimentation in streams.
Construction and
operation control measures will be implemented to minimize sedimentation. Such measures include the construction of berms, drainage ditches with flow checks, energy
dissipators, and/or sediment trans. However, during the
initial stages of construction and prior to full implementation of the control measures, some sedimentation is
expected to occur as a result of activities near the
streams. The effect of this is expected to be snort-term
and localized; however, it may be significant depending
on the area imnacted and the time of year.
Selective
scheduling and close supervision of construction activities will be directed toward minimizing potential impacts. If significant sedimentation occurs, construction
activities will cease until remedial actions are taken
to prevent further sedimentation and to eliminate the
source(s) of significant sedimentation.
Vegetation will be removed only in those areas directly
affected by project activities.
Topsoil will be stockpiled and stabilized for later use
in revegetation.
All cut-and-fill slopes for the conveyor and service
roads will be designed to prevent soil erosion. Drainage
channels will be incorporated where necessary.
Fill slopes adjacent to streams will be rip-rapped as a
means of permanent erosion control.
Embankment slopes will be graded to prevent erosion.
Run-off from roads, buildings and other structures will
be handled through standard engineering control measures.
Sediment traps, settling ponds, b e n s , and other engineering measures will be used to minimize the amount of
sedimentation during construction.
Off-road vehicle

travel

will

be kept

to

a

minimum.

59.0

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS (Continued)
will be diverted
erosion.
59.4.3

59.4.4

60.0

around

affected

areas

to

minimize

Erosion control of permanent roads will be incorporated
into the design of the road. To determine appropriate
control measures, the follov/ing factors will be considered:
59.4.3.1

Cut-and-fill, slope length, and steepness.

59.4.3.2

Number and type of stream channel crossings.

59.4.3.3

Road surface materials

59.4.3.4

Timing of and length of disturbance to vegetation

59.4.3.5

Roadside drainaae

Following the construction of permanent roads, the roadside will be stabilized. Stabilization will be provided.
by one (1) or more of "the following techniques:
59.4.4.1

Rip-rapping of slopes

59.4.4.2

Topsoil pre-stripping and replacement

59.4.4-.3

Retaining walls where necessary

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT REQUIREMENTS
60.1

CONTRACTOR hereby agrees that the follov/ing provisions are made a
part of each CONTRACT,-Agreement, and Purchase Order currently
existing or which may be entered into with COMPANY to the extent
such provisions are applicable to CONTRACTOR.
60.1.1

Equal Opportunity Clause (Applicable to CONTRACTS exceeding $10,000.) The CONTRACTOR agrees not to discriminate
against any employee or applicant for employment because
of race, creed, color, or-national origin. Unless exempted, the CONTRACTOR certifies- compliance with the
Equal Opportunity Clause pursuant to Sec. 202 of Executive Order 11246, as amended by. Executive Order 11375
and implemented by 41 C.F.R. Sec. 60-1.4V The CONTRACTOR agrees that the Equal Employment Clause is incorporated herein by reference and that its provision will
be included in every non-exempt subcontract.

60.1.2

Non-Segregated Facilities (Applicable to CONTRACTS exceeding 510,000.) The CONTRACTOR certifies that it dees
not and will not maintain and provide for its employees
-*«w r a n r a n ^ o H

f^rilitip^

at

3HV of

11 c

P<; t ?. h i i <; hment S
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and does not and will not permit its employees to perform
their services at any location, under its control, where
segregated facilities are maintained.
The CONTRACTOR
agrees that a breach of this certification is a violation
of the Equal Opportunity Clause referenced above.

60.1.3

60.1.2.1

As used in this certification, the term "segregated facilities" means any waiting rooms,
work areas, restrooms and wash rooms, restaurants and other eating areas, time clocks,
locker rooms and other storage or dressing
areas, parking lots, drinking fountains,
•recreation or entertainment areas, transportation, and housing facilities provided for
employees which are segregated by exDlicit
directive or are in fact segregated on the
basis of race, creed, color or national origin, because of habit, local custom, or otherwise.

60.1.2.2

The CONTRACTOR further agrees that (exceot
where it has obtained identical certifications
from prooosed
SUBCONTRACTORS for specified
time periods), it will ootain identical certifications from prooosed SUBCONTRACTORS prior
to the award of sucontracts exceeding $10,COO.

60.1.2.3

The CONTRACTOR agrees to forward the following
notice to such proposed SUBCONTRACTORS (except
where the proposed SUBCONTRACTORS have suomitted identical certifications for soecific
time periods): NOTICE TO PROSPECTIVE SUBCONTRACTORS OF REQUIREMENT FOR CERTIFICATION OF
NONSEGREGATED FACILITIES.

60.1.2.4

A Certification of Nonsegregated Facilities,
as required by Sec. 60-1.8 of Title 41 of the
Code of Federal Regulations, must be submitted
prior to the award of the SUBCONTRACT exceeding $10,000 which is not exempt from the
provisions of the Equal Opportunity Clause.
The Certification may be submitted either for
each SUBCONTRACT or for all
SUBCONTRACTS
during a period (for example quarterly, semiannually).
(NOTE: The penalty for making
false statements in offers is prescribed in
18 U.S.C. 1001.)

Employee Information Report
(Applicable to CONTRACTS
exceeding i50,000.) Within thirty (30) days of the date
of a non-exempt CONTRACT award, CONTRACTOR agrees to file

60.0
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Standard Form 100 (EEO-1) and annually, thereafter, prior
to March 31, pursuant to 41 C.F.R. Sec. 60-1-7. This
provision is inapplicable if the CONTRACTOR has less than
fifty (50) employees, has filed a report within the
preceding twelve (12) months, or is otherwise not required by law or regulations to so file.
60.1.4

Affirmative Action Compliance Program
(Applicable to
CONTRACTS exceeding 550,000.)
Within 120 days of the
date of a non-exempt CONTRACT award, CONTRACTOR agrees
to develop and maintain for each of its establishments a
written affirmative action compliance program pursuant to
41 C.F.R. Sec. 60-1.40* This provision is inapplicable
if the CONTRACTOR has less than fifty (50) employees
or
is otherwise not required by law or regulation to maintain such a program.

60.1.5

Employment of Disabled Veterans and Veterans- of the
yietnamtra
(Applicable to CONTRACTS exceeaing 510,000.)
The CONTRACTOR agrees" not to discriminate against any
employee or applicant'-for employment in regard to any
position for which the employee*or applicant is qualified
because he or she is a disabled veteran or veteran of the
Vietnam Era. Unless exempted, CONTRACTOR agrees that the
affirmative action clause set forth at 41 C.F.R. Sec.
60-250.4 and the related rules, regulations, and definitions are incorporated herein by reference. The COM-.
TRACTOR further agrees that the provisions of such clause
will be included in ewery non-exempt SUBCONTRACT.

60.1.6

Utilization of Minority Business Enterprise
(Applicable
to CONTRACTS exceeding 510,000.) Pursuant to 41 C.F.R.
Sec. 1-1.1310-2, CONTRACTOR agrees that the following
clause shall be incorporated in non-exempt CONTRACTS:
60.1.6.1

60.1.6.2

It is a policy of the Government that Minority
Business Enterprises shall have the maximum
practicable opportunity to participate in the
performance of Government CONTRACTS.
CONTRACTOR agrees to use its best efforts to

carry out this

policy

in the award of

its

SUBCONTRACTS to the fullest extent consistent
with the efficient performance of this order.
As used in this Order, the term "minority
business enterprise"
means a business, at
least fifty percent (50%) of which is owned
by minority group members or, in case of
publically-owned business, at least fifty-one
percent (51%) of the stock of which is ownec
by minority group members.
For the purpose

60,0
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of this definition, minority group members
are Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Spanish-speaking
American people, American Orientals, American
Indians, American Eskimos, and American Aleuts
CONTRACTOR may rely on written representations
by SUBCONTRACTORS regarding their status as
minority business enterprises in lieu of an
independent investigation.
In CONTRACTS
containing the above clauses and exceeding
$500,000 the CONTRACTOR agrees to comply with
the provisions of 41 C.F.R. Sec. 1-1.1310-2(b).
60.1.7

Employment -of- Handicapped Persons (Applicable to CONTRACTS
exceeding $2,500.) The CONTRACTOR agrees not to discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment
in regard to any position for which the employee or
applicant for employment is qualified because of physical
or mental handicap. Unless exempted, CONTRACTOR agrees
that the affirmative action clause set forth at 41 C.F.R.
Sec. 60-741.4 and the- related rules, regulations, and
definitions are incorporated herein by reference. The
CONTRACTOR further agrees that the provisions of such
clause will be included in e'/ery non-exempt SUBCONTRACT.

60.1.8

Utilization of Small Business Concerns
(Applicable to
CONTRACTS exceeding $10,000.)
Pursuant to 41 C.F.R.
Sec. 1-1.1710-3, the CONTRACTOR agrees that the following
clauses shall be incorporated in non-exempt CONTRACTS:
60.1.8.1

It is the policy of the Government as declared
by the Congress that a fair proportion of the
purchases and contracts supplies and
sernc^s
for the Government be placed with small busi-;
ness concerns.

60.1.8.2

CONTRACTOR agrees to accomplish the maximum
amount of subcontracting to small business
concerns that the CONTRACTOR finds consistent
with the efficient performance of this CONTRACT.

In CONTRACTS containing the above clauses and exceeding
$500,000 the CONTRACTOR agrees to comoly with the provisions of 41 C.F.R. Sec. l-1.710-3(b), which is incorporated herein by reference.
60.1.9

Utilization of tabor Surplus Area Concerns (Aoplicable to
CONTRACTS exceeding 510,000.) • Unless exempted, CONTRACTOR agrees to use its best efforts to place its SUBCONTRACTS with " labor surplus area concerns in accordance
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with 41 C F . R . Sec* l-1.805-3(a). For non-exemDt CONTRACTS exceeding $500,000 the CONTRACTOR agrees'to use
its best efforts to place its SUBCONTRACTS in accordance
with 41 C.F.R. Sec. 1-1.805-3(b)- The provisions of
both regulations are incorporated herein by reference,
60.1.10 Utilization of Women-Owned Business Concerns
to CONTRACTS exceeding $10,000."5

61.0

(Applicable

60.1.10.1

It is the policy of the United States Government that
women-owned business shall
have
maximum practicable opportunity to participate in the performance of CONTRACTS awarded
by any Federal .agency.

60.1.1Q.2

The CONTRACTOR agrees to use its best efforts
to carry out this policy in the award of
SUBCONTRACTS to the fullest extent consistent
with the efficient performance of this CONTRACT* As used in this CONTRACT, a "womenowned business" means a business that is at
least fifty-one percent (51%) owned
by a
woman, women who are U.S. citizens and who
also control and operate the business, and
that it is*a small business as defined pursuant ..to.. Section .3 ojL-the .Small Business Act
and relevant
regulations promulgated pursuant
thereto*
"Control" in this context means
exercising the power to make policy decisions.
"Operate11 in this context means being actively
involved in the day-to-day management.

60.1.10.3

CONTRACTORS acting in good faith may rely on
-written representations by their SUBCONTRACTORS regarding their status as women-owned
business concerns.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT
61.1

The CONTRACT, including Attachments, sets forth the entire
agreement between the COMPANY and CONTRACTOR with respect to the
subject matter hereof, and supersedes all prior negotiations and
dealings, including, but not limited to, Letters of Intent pertaining to the subject matter hereof.
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To

Interonr.s Ccresconieice

Da'*

Dale Huffman

June 10, 1982

Ky

F,om

Carol Clawson

Subiect

S & W Construction Co. of Tenn., Inc.

Enclosed for your files are the original Certificate of Insurance,
Performance Bond, and Labor and Material Payment Bond for S & W
Construction for Packages Nos. 7, 12, and 17.

CC/tp
Enclosures
cc:

Audit Departaent w/copy
F. E. Misclevit2 v/copy
File: ' 10-104 w/copy J

JrfiwF
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^

002214

NAME ANO ADORtSS OF AGENCY

C G. INSURANCE
42 SOUTH 500 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84102
TEL NO. 801 - 534 - 0284

COMPANIES AFFORDING COVERAGES
COMPANY

/\

UTTER

M

C?W> A N y
LETTep

Q

COMPANY
LETTER

f*
W

COMPANY

f^

aaJIasuali^LA .Surety fofflfiany

NAME ANO AOORESS OF INSUREO

S & W Construction Co. of Tenn., Inc.
P.O. Box 4550

Salt Lake City, Utah 84110

LETTER

Standard Fire Insurance Co. of
Hartford, Connecticut

Missjjon National.Insurance Company

U

COMPANY ET
LETTER
£
This is to certify that oolicies ot insurance listed beiow have been issued to the insured named aoove and are m force at this time. Notwithstancmq anv requirement, term or conq,»
of any contract o f other document with resoect to which this cenificate may be issued or may pertain, the insurance artorceo oy the policies oescnoed herein is subject to an
terms, exclusion^ a r ,d conditions of such policies.

Cancellation: Should any or the above desc >:-d policies be canceilec ceicre the expiration date thereof, the issuing company will endeavor to mail - 6 0 — aays written notice to tne below named certificate nclder. but failure to
mail such notice shall impose ,vo obligation or liability of anv kind upon the company. {) {} O O -I ~
S.".1£ ANO ACORCSS CF CERTIFICJ TEMOLOER-

Cyprus Thompson Creek Mining Company
1 P.O. Box 755
Challis, Idaho 83226

OATE ISSUEO:.

ef-S-JZ.
y&c^s
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

Duplicate of A t.A. Form A3U Feb. 1970 Edition

LABOR & MATERIAL PAYMENT BOND
FIREMANSFUNn THIS BOND IS ISSUED SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH PERFORMANCE BOND IN FAVOR OF THE
wsuiuoaxcawjuuis OWNER CONDITIONED ON THE FULL AND FAITHFUL PERFORMANCE OF THE-CONTRACT

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
Tt,^

S & W Construction Company of T P nn. T Tnc

P 0

ROY 4550, SaJt Lake C i t y , UT 80110

(Here insert full name and address or legal title of Contractor)

as Principal, hereinafter called Principal. and-JLtremaj)'S_£ujd_Ins_urance Companies, San Fr
(Here insert full name and address or legal title oi Surety)

., as Surety, hereinafter called Surety, are held and firmly bound unto
f y p r i i q Thompson P.rPPl<f M i n i n g

Qnmpanyj

P 0

Rnv 7 5 * ^ P h a l l i ^
•

•

THahn—83226

•

•

-

(Here insert lull name and address or legal title oi Owner)

as Obligee, hereinafter called Owner, for the use and benefit of claimants as hereinbelow defined, in the amount of
Three Million Seven Hundred Two Thousand Nine Hundred F i f t y
r>n\)nr* ($ 3,702.950.00
)r
(Here insert a sum equal to at least one-halt oi the contract price)

for the payment whereof Principal and Surety bind themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and
assigns, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents.
WHEREAS, Principal has by written agreement dated J u n e ^i 1.J82
entered into a contract with Owner for Cyprus Thompson Creek Project Packages, Numbers, Seven, —Twelve And Seventeen
in accordance with drawings and specifications prepared by—Morri SOn-KnilflSPn Company, Tno.
P.P.

Box 7 R 0 S ,

BOISP,

THahn

-

R37?Q

(Here insert lull name and address or iegai title oi Architect)

which contract is by reference made a part hereof, and is hereinafter referred to as the Contract.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CONDITION OF THIS OBLIGATION is such that, if Principal shall promptly mcke payment to ail claimants a s
hereinafter defined, for all labor and material used or reasonably required for use in the penormance of the Contract, then this obligation shail be void; otherwise it shall remain in full force end effect, subject, however, to the ioilowmg conditions:
». A claimant is defined as one having a direct contract with the Principal or with a Subcontractor of the Principal for labor, materiel.
or both, used or reasonably required for use in the performance of the Cantrcct. labor and material being construed to include that
part of water, gas, power, light, heat, oil, gasoline, telephone service or rental of equipment directly applicable to the Contract.
2. The above named Principal and Surety hereby jointly and severally agree with the Owner that every claimcnt as herein defined,
who has not been paid in full before the expiration of a period of ninety (90) days after the date on which the last of such claimant's
work or labor was done or performed, or materials were furnished by such claimant, may sue on this bond for the use of such
claimant, prosecute the suit to final judgment for such sum or sums as may be^ justly due claimcnt. and have execution thereon. The
Owner shcil not be liable for the payment of any costs or expenses of any such suit.
3. No suit or action shall be commenced hereunder by any claimant:
a) Unless claimant, other than one having a direct contract with the Principal, shall have given written notice to any two of the following: The Principal,- the Owner, or the Surety above named, within ninety (90) days after such claimant did or performed the last of the
work or labor, or furnished the last of the material* for which said claim is made, stctmg with substantial accuracy the cmount claimed
ana the n o n e of the party to whom the materials were furnished, or for whom the work or labor was done cr performed. Such notice
shall be served by mailing the same by registered mail or certified mail, postage prepcid. in an envelope addressed to the Principal.
Owner or Surety, at any place where an office is regularly maintained for the transaction of business, or served in any manner in
which legal process may be servea m the state in which the aforesaid project is located, save that such service need not be made by a
public officer.
b) After the expiration of one (1) year following the date on which principal ceased Work on said Contract, it being understood,
however, that if any limitation embodied in this bond is prohibited by any law controlling the construction hereof, such limitation shall
b« deemed to be amended so a s to be equal to \he mir.imum penod o( limitation permitted by such law.
(c) Other than in a state court of competent jurisdiction in and for the county or ether political subdivision cf the state ; in which the
Project, cr any part thereof, is situated, or m the United States District Court for the district in which the Project.: cr ,cny part thereof, is
situated, and not elsewhere.
. /.
,
*
4. The cmount of this bond shall be reduced by and to the extent of any payment cr payments made in geed faith hereunder, inclusive oi the payment by Surety of mechanics' liens which may be filed cf record against said improvement, '.whether or not claim
lor the amount of such lien be presented under and against this bond.
'
* * '

Signed and sealed this

2nd

day of

June

^

J

J rf jf

{/

_ L j _ A . D . 19_S2_

(Principal)

.,,-.., r (Seai)

(Title)

; .'
JLireman's Fund Insuranrp fnmaa,al*s
i yf

\

(Surety)

',-./,.. •..

' „•
(Sea!)

GENERAL
POWER OF
ATTORNEY

P

tMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COI\

ANY

,KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY, a Corporation dulv organized and existing under inlaws of the State of California, and having its principal office in the City and County of San Francisco, in said State, has made, constituted and appointed
and does by these presents make, constitute and appoint

FRANK I. GARRETT and JOHN D. CROW
j0intly

MEMPHIS, TN

°r severally

its true and lawful Attorney(s)-in-Fact. with full power and authority hereby conferred in its name, place and stead. :o execute, seal, acknowledge an
deliver any and all bonds, undertakings, recognizances or other written obligations in the nature thereof
-•
— - - - - - - — - - - - - -

and to bind the Corporation thereby as fully and to the same extent as if such bonds were signed by the President, sealed with the corporate seal of th
Corporation and duly attested by its Secretary, hereby ratifying and confirming all that the said Attorney(s)-in-Fact may do in the premises.
This power of attorney is granted pursuant to Article VIII. Section 30 and 31 of By-laws of FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY now in fu
force and effect.
"Article VIII, Appointment and Authority Assistant secretaries, and Attorney-in-Fact and Agents to accept Legal Process and Make Appearances.
Section 30. Appointment. The Chairman of the Board of Directors, the President. an> Vice-President or any other person authorized by the Board
Directors, the Chairman of the Board of Directors, the President or any Vice-President, may. from time to time, appoint Resident Assistant Secretari
and Attorneys-in-Fact to represent and act for and on behalf of the Corporation and Agents to accept legal process and make appearances for and <
behalf of the Corporation.
Section 31. Authority. The Authority of such Resident Assistant Secretaries. Attorneys-in-Fact. and Agents shall be as prescribed in ihe instrumc
evidencing their appointment, and any such appointment and all authority granted thereby may be rexiked at any time by the Board of Directors or
any person empowered to make such appointment.'*
This power of attorney is signed and sealed under and by the authority of the following Resolution adopted bv the Board of Directors of FIREMAN'
FUND INSURANCE COMPANY at a meeting duly called and held on the 15th day of July. 1966. and said Resolution has not been amended c
repealed:
"RESOLVED, that the signature of any Vice-President. Assistant Secretary, and Resident Assistant Secretary of this Corporation, and the seal of thi
Corporation may be affixed or printed on any power of attorney, on any revocation of any power of attorney, or on an\ certificate relating thereto, b
facsimile, and any power of attorney, any revocation of any power of attorney, or certificate bearing such facsimile signature or facsimile seal shall b
valid and binding upon the Corporation.*'
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY has caused these presents to he signed by its Vice-President.
and its corporate seal to be hereunto affixed this

Hth

day of

September
*

, 19 8 1

FIREMAN'S
riKE.jvi/\rM o FUND
r u i N u INSURANCE COMPANY

^^il»-

Bv.

VK*.r*reM*isns

STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

Richard W i l l i a m s
11th day of
September
19 81
before me personally came
On this
10 me known, who. being by me duly sworn, did depose and say: that he is Vice-President of FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY . the C
poration described in and which executed the above instrument: that he knows the seal of said Corporation: that the seal affixed to the said insirum
is such corporate seal; that it was so affixed by order of the Board of Directors of said Corporation and that he signed his name thereto b> like order.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. 1 have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the day and year herein first above written.
•iiiiiiiiiimiiuMiisiiiiMJitiHtiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiia

E

^-^

5 /jQg&

OFFICIAL SEAL

=

SUSIE K. GILBERT

|

jz^U^UiX
S»»ur\ PuNu

i i ? T - I * ) NOTARY PUBLIC - CALJFOSNIA 5
S

—

My Commission Expires Nov. 17 1984

g

CERTIFICATE

BiiiiiMtiniiitMMir

STATE OF CALIFORNIA.
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

(

I. the undersigned. Resident Assistant Secretary of FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY, a CALIFORNIA Corporation. DO HERE
CERTIFY that the foregoing and attached POWER OF ATTORNEY remains in full force and has not been revoked: and furthermore that Article V
Sections 30 and 31 of the By-laws of the Corporation, and the Resolution of the Board of Directors set forth in the Power of Attorney, are now
force.
~
J
•
—^
Signed and sealed at the City and County of San Francisco. Dated the

~/^-u—

<ja> 0 f
. 19

00221/
Resident A^iMani bccrciars
*ttfl7l1-FC_*_Qi

O C

^upucait 01 A I A Fotzi / o i l fee. i3"0 Eauion

FIREMAHSFUNn
DCURAKEZCDMPAMIES

PERFORMANCE BOND
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
Th,*

S * U P n n s t m r H n n fnmpanv n f Tpnn.

T

Tnr.

P.O.

Rnx 455(1. S a l t Lake C i t V .

UT 84110

(Here insert lull name and aaaress or legal title oi Contractor)

as Principal, hereinafter called Contractor. rmA Fireman1*; Fund Insurance Companies. San Francisco, CA
(Here insert lull nam* and address or legal title oi Surety)

., as Surety, hereinafter called Surety, are held and firmly bound unto
Cyprus Thompson Creek Mining Company, P.O. Rnv 755, Cha11is f Idaho

82226

(Her* inssrt full nam* and address or legal title of Owner)

-as Obligee, hereinafter called Owner, in the amount of
Three M i l l i o n Seven Hundred Two Thousand Nine Htmdrpd F i f t y

n ^ W * ($ 3 < 7 n ? . 9 5 0 , n 0

).

for the payment whereof Contractor and Surety bind themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and
assigns, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents.
WHEREAS, Contractor has by written agreement dated June ?, 1QR2

entered into a contract with Owner for

Cyprus Thompson Crppk Project Packages. Numbers, Seven.

Twelve And Seventeen

••

in accordance with drawings and specifications prepared by MorriSOn-Kniidsen Company, Tnc.
P.O. R O Y 7808, Roise T Idaho

R377q

(Here insert lull name and address or legal title ot Architect)

which contract is by reference made a part hereof, and is hereinafter referred to as the Contract.
NOW. THEREFORE, THE CONDITION OF THIS OBLIGATION is such that, if Contractor shall promptly a n d faithfully perforin said
Contract, then this oohgation shall be null a n d void; otherwise it shall remain in full force a n a eltect.
The Surety hereby waives notice oi any alteration or extension of time made by the Owner.
Whenever Contractor shall be, a n a declared by Owner to be in default unaer the Contract, the Owner having performed Owner's
obligations thereunaer, the Surety may promptly remedy the default, or shall promptly
1) Complete the Contract in accordance with its terms and conditions, or
2) Obtain a bid or bids for completing the Contract m accordance with its terms and conditions, and upon determination by Surety
of the lowest responsiole bidder or, if the Owner elects, upon determination by the Owner and the Surety jointly of the lowest responsible bidder, arrange for a contract between such bidder and Owner, and make available as Wbrx progresses (even thougn there
snould be a default or a succession cf aefaults under the contract cr contracts of completion arrangea unaer tn»s parcgrcpn) sumcient
funds to pay the cost of completion less the baience of the contract price, but not exceeding, including ctner costs a n a d a m a g e s for
which the Surety may be haole hereunaer, the amount set forth in tne first paragracn hereoi. The term 'balance ot the contract price."
a s used in this paragrapn, shall mean the total amount payaole by Owner to Contractor unaer the Connect and any amendments
thereto, less the amount properly paid by Owner to Contractor.
Any suit under this bond must be instituted before the expiration of two (2) years from the a a t e on which final payment under the
Contract falls due.
No right of action shall accrue on this bond to or for the use of any person or corporation other than the Owner named herein or the
heirs, executors, administrators or successors of Owner.

Signed and sealed *i«

2nd

day of

June

A.D. 19 82

(Title)

j
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// U ^

tWnn.»i»

00 2216"--/.; .A

Fireman's Fnnri Tnsuranpp fnn'p3tnp<;'
yf

(Sure<y)
)

/

/

/

J

>
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(Seal)

$o»S

FIXEMA.VS FUND INSURANCE COMPANY

CNOW \LL MEN P'THESE P^E5EV^ : That FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY a <\.r P .-at-on
dut> organized ana ex.snr.g under the
**G! the 2>tate v.i i ::iorm* a».o :u.vir,g ,t s principal office in the City and Count) of San Francisco, in *a»a 5f.u.e. has m*we. constituted «mo appointed.
a cu^s by inese ptesents rna*c. constitute ano anoint

FRANK I. GARRETT and JOHN D. CRCJ
jointly or severally

MEMPHIS, TN

.> true »nd hwtul Attorney* O-n-Fact. with (a.1 power and a .thorny hereby conferred m its name, pu.ee anj stead, to execute, sea.. acknowledge ard
deliver tay +rA ail bonds, undertakings, recognizances or other written obligmons in the nature tncreot - • - - - - — - - - - . - - • - « - - - • - . — • — •

ind to bind the Corporation tVerehv as fully and to the same extent *s tf such bonds were stoned b\ the Presioent. sealed with the corporate seat of the
^orpcrauon and duly *uesteu by us Secretary, herer-, ratitym^ ana conhrmmjz all ;hat xnc said AuorneuM-uvFaci ma> GO in the premises
7ns po»*rof attorney is granted pursuant to Anicie VIII. Section 30 and 3J of B>-tews o( FIREMAN'S FUND ISSVRA^CE
.orce and effect.

COMPANY no* .n full

"Article VIII, Appointment and Authority Assistant secretaries, and Attorney-in-Fact and Agents toaccept Leeat Process and Make Appearances
Section 30, Appointment. The Chairman of the Board of Directors, the President, an\ VuePresident or an\ other person authon/eJ b\ the Hoard of
Directors, the Chairman of the Board ol Directors, the President or an\ \ icc-Presidenr. ma\, from lime to time, appoim Re>ideni -\>Mxuni bevreiancn
and Aitorne\s-»n-Fact to represent and act for and on behalf of the Corporation and Agents to accept leeal process and make appcaratwc* IOI and on
behalf of the I orporation.
Section 31, Authority The Authorm of such Resident NwiMant Secretaries. Anonicvs-in Tact, an:* \eent\ *hali be a\ prev.nb * in the instrument
evidencing their appointment, and an\ such appointment and ail authorm crauuu ihereb* ma\ he revked at anv nn:c h\ ihc B,u«j o! Ductior* or b*
any person empowered to make sucn appointment."
This power of attorney is «ignea 3nd sealed under and b> the authontv o( the foitowmc Resolution adopted b\ the Board of Directors s>? FIRFM \N"S
FUND INSURANCE LuMPANY at a meeting ouiy caiicd anu netd on the 15th da> of Jui>. IV66. and *uid Resolution has not ocen «*mci.dcd or
repealed:
^RESOUVED tha* \?c sizna'urc ^f any \ue-Prcsident Assistant Secretary and Resident Awi^un; Sccre:ar\ of this Corpora'ion and tne seal of this
Corporation mav rs? arnxeo o rrinted on an\ power of 3!iorr.e> on , r>\ revocation or dti\ pouer oi uuornes or t n an* vcr':rk.i;c teutun^ 'ncrcto b\
ucsimite. ar.Q an\ powe» of attornev any revocation of an\ power o» auornes. or ccrtir.cate oeannvi such tacsitritlc signature or facsimile seal snau be
vihd and omdir.^ upon the Corporation. *
IN U ' ! TNESS \sHEREOF. FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY has caused these presents to be signeu b\ its Wee-President
;rporate seal to be hereunto affixed this

llth

^a\ of

SgpT6mber

. jy 8 1

FIRFMAN S F I N D INSURANCE COMPAM

V t\t t*t<*Mt*.l\l

T* -7Z Or CALIFORNIA,

rrrv A.N^ COUNT\- OF

SANreANCISCC

s

*

ss.

Onthii
- ^
da>of
Sept;-pg^
Richard KJlllanS
t 9 81
t bctoreme pe-soradx car.c
10 mc »iiv*v^n, who. oeire oy rre 1ui» s^orn. dia oe-ose ar.j <a.% mat nc IN \ ce-Pre^ae:r. o»" F I R L M A N S i \0 »N^< «^NC» v.OS'P \ \ N . ISK Cor.
por«;tioi oescnoed in and whicn e\e.uitd the aoo\e u.strumer,*, ;hai nc knows the seai ol sa«a < 1r70.at.on. i.n«i the \ea» uin\cu 10 me said iii^iruiiKm
is such corporate seal; that 11 was so affixed b» order of ihe Boaro ot Directors of said Corporation a..u .nu» ne signed his name inercto b\ like o*der
IN WITNESS THEREOF, i have hereunto *ei m> hand and affixed m\ official sea#. me das ana \tai nvrein :ir\» aoo^e written
f!uiuii^uMu<uiuiMK2yjuiu::aiii..isii^iiiiisim

»• '

y

M/ Ccm-n svi->-» txp »v< N c 17 ' v*i r

STATii OF

/

<

CERTIFICATE

CALifOZSU.

cm* / >:D COUNTY OF S^N FR^SCISCO

<

I.^t.nc under-.jr.d. Rcsiaent As^i^taiM S.cvtc- of F'RcM-1. V M I Nl> iNSl RASCE COMP A \ \ . a CAl IFORM A C orporation DO HCRLRN
CERT*FY thst tne soT^oin^ aM attucrrd 'OVvEk O* ATTOk' U^ remains 1- lull lorce ard hA^ not rec»> rev^K.-a aiui iwf ncrn.ou* ..t.w A: »v*.c VtU.
b-ttioi's 30 and 31 01 mc by-iaws ot me Corporation, dud me riese.uiion of tnc ooard ot Duuiors. set lorth in tne Power ol Anorncx. arc MOW in
iand%caicoattheCitvandCount\ ofSanf ranciseo Dated the

*«<*"?* ^

dav of

X/ ^ SL/~T

. 19 .V
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<~

Cyprus Mines Corporatir-a

lnterorrr-\Ccrresponcence

TO

Dale Huffman

oate

Rem

Carol Clawson

sutnec

S & W CONSTRUCTION ~

4 November 1982

A* V \J>
°

{Ztr
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE

Enclosed for your f i l e s is the original Certificate of Insurance for
S & W Construction Company of Tennessee, Inc.
CC:jl

cc: Audit Department, Denver, w/copy
F. E. Misclevitz, W / C O D V
File:

10-104

»022*.u

N1MC ANO ACOHiSS OF AGENCY

| COMPANIES AFFORDING COVERAGES

C G. INSURANCE
42 SOUTH 500 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84102
TEL NO. 801 - 534 - 0234

A

Aetna C & S
£rfOrijHi!\y/i=?':

NAMc * * 0 ACCfiSSS OF INSURED
£7TFR

S & W.Construction Co. of Tenn., Inc.
P.O. Box 4550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110

W

COMPANY

9 'CQ?

p j

JL»

COMPANY •<»
LETTER
M
This is to certify that policies of insurance hstes be f w nave c/£* Y / . Q ^ r J j Q * d name soove ani are »n 'zrz* at ! • * f—e. 'otvutnsMncing any reauirement. term or condition
of any contract or other document w»tn rescect tq-.vh'cfi t r . ^ . o e r ; - ^ a > ^ \ 4 , > O ^ ^ Q c r •ay pertain, toe irsvance axroraed sy t*.e ponces c?scnoe4 nerem is suojecc to all the
terms, exclusions and conditions of such policies, j r?T n v
1
COMPANY
LETTER

OtSr _ ^ ! f O v ,A&T

TYPE OF INSURANCE
GENERAL LIABILITY

INIT.

Limits of Liaoititv in Thousands ( 0 0 0 ) "
EACH
AGGREGATE
OCCURRENCE

POLICY
EXPIRATION OATE

JC

J?LT

COMPREHENSIVE FORM

BOOILY INJURY

i.

=3«pcqTvOAMAGE

I I PREMISES—OPERAT50NS
N
EXPLOSION ANO COLLAPSE
£=J
HAZARD
I I UNDERGROUND HAZARD
( | FR00UCTS.'C0MP*.ETED
p=
OPERATIONS HAZARO
I

j CONTRACTUAL INSURANCE

t.«0

r n 3POAO FORM PROPERTY
J=J
DAMAGE
I

•

G*

I INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS

| r.'K-CQ I

PEPSONAL INJURY

AUTOMOBILE

?00M-Y INJURY ANO
i-sCPEPTYpi.VAGE
'.CMBiNEG

PEPSCNAL '%,JURY

1"RL£ t
i_

LIABILITY

BCCILY'NJURY
• £iCH PERSON)

I X j COMPREHENSIVE FORM

19 FJ 218965 CCA

IXJ OWNED
E

30D1LY INJURY
(EACH ACCICENT)

11/1/83

-RED

U U NON-OWNED
EXCESS

i

S3CP5PTY DAMAGE

»

t-CD-.V INJURY ANO

I
|

pprjocoTY DAMAGE
tC'*9'N"Q

T^j

LIABILITY
SOD'.L* INJURY ANO

I

I UMBRELLA FORM

I

I OTHER THAN UMBRELLA
FORM

°C0 3 ERTY DAMAGE
COMBINED

WORKERS/ COMPENSATION

STATUTORY

and
EMPLOYERS* LIABILITY

* i f ~ - n ^ m ii-V ftn.rt fti~fl

OTHER

DESCRIPTION OF 0PERATIONSAOCATIONS/VEH.CLES

Cancellatjon: Should any of the above described policies be cancelled before the expiratton date thereof, the issuing company will endeavor to mail J50 days written notice to the belov; named certificate holder, but failure to
mail such notice shall impose no obligation or liability ot anv kino uoon the company.

002221
NAME ANO AOORESS CF CERTIFICA rE HOLDER.

Cyprus Thompson Creek Milling Company
P.O. Box 755
C h a l l i s , Idaho 83226

OATE ISSUED..

/

fo-Z,?*

XZ-

REPRESENTATIVE
AUTHORIZED REPRES

TabE

•
D
•
Fl7i^:iil-S FITTIS D
O^^Sil^l • •

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY
THE AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY
NATIONAL. SURETY CORPORATION
ASSOCIATED INDEMNITY CORPORATION
AMERICAN. ALTtC^rCSrUE. INSURANCE CCWPAWY

-GrHERAL !ND£MKrrY>5v^REEWENT
KNOW A L L M - N BY THESE PRESENTS, that whereas the undersigned, bereinaftcrcilied Indemnitors, have requested
uid do hereby request FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY, THE AMERICAN INSURANCE COVTrWNY.
^ATIOMAL SURETY CORPORATION, ASSOCIATED I N D E M N I T Y . ^ ? , P O R A T J O N or AMEPJCAN AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE COMPANY, xrthe case may be, any one or all hereinafter reeerrrd to as Surety, to execute or procure the crecur:on
'*{ such bonds, undertakings cr recognizances (all or which are hereinafter included within the icrrn "bond or bonds") is have
Keen and icch »i may hereafter be applied for directly or through an ar ent, attorney OT other reprrsrntanvr or required, solely
in ascn-idvenrurer with uthcrs, by any uf the indemnitors or by any percon, firm, corporation or aaiocixnon whnse cams shall,
fur that purpose, have been furnished to the Surety by any of the Indemnitors, it being understood and agreed that this instrument
shall cover all bonds so applied far and executed, whether or not this instrument is referred to or mentioned in connection
therewith;
•v£ NOV/, THEREFORE, in consideration of the prcrrusrs and of the execution or continuance of *fcch bonds, the Indemnitors
tor themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigaii, do hereby-jointly and severally, covenant and
agree wtth the Surety, ita successors and assigns, as follows: ' **f l . T h e Indemnitors will p*y, when due, all premiums for each of such.bonds in accordance with the Surety's regular manual
races in eiTc^t en the date such bond becomes effective, as long as liability thereunder shail connoue, and U4itil the Surety is
furnished with evidence satisfactory to the Surety of its discharge or release from the bonds, or of ail liability by reason thereof.
2. Th< Indemnitors will indemnify the Surety against any and all liability, lens, costs, datnigrs, fees of attorneys and
other expenses which the Surety may sustain or incur by reason of, or in consequence of the execution of such bonds and any
renewal, continuation or successor -hereof, including but not limited to, sums paid or liabilities incurred in settlement cf, and
*xpen..*5 paiJ ur incurred in connection with claims, suits, or judgments under such bonds, expenses paid or incurrrvj in enforcing
the tc/ms hereof, in procuring or attempting to procure release irom liability 4 or in recovering or attempting to recover losses
Uf exjjenses paid or incurred, a* aforesaid. . . .
.*-.".;•.-.*"""
)

• J. 1/ the Surety shall set up a reserve to cover any liability, claim asserted, suit oc judgment under any such bond, the
Jndernmturs n i l ! , immediately upon demand and whether or nut the Surety shall have Made any payment therefor, deposit with
the Surety a sum of money equal to such reserve and any increase thereof 2i collateral security OQ such bond, and sucn sum and
any other money or property which shall have been or shall hereafter be pjedged ascoJlitcraJ icciixhy on any such bond ahall be
: available, in the discretion of the Surety, as collateral «r.ur:ty on all bonds coming within the sxoce of this instrument or for
. any other indebtedness of rhe Indemnitors to the Surety, and any such collateral security ahoil beheld subject to the tcrmi erf the
* Surety's regular form of receipt for collateral, which is by reference raacle-A.pxrt hereof. .
*-• *i ••' 4. If anr iueh bond be 5»ven in ecmncetion with a contract, Jhe Cuzcty.ia iua sole diaercrioa i* hereby mtthca-iicd, but not
;. rc^uitr-d, C»; to consent tu mny change in the contract or in the plans and specifications relating thereto; 0 0 to nalec or guarantee
* advances or Joans for the purposes of the contract without any oblijation to sec to the application tbereef, it being understood
1
that the amount of all such advances or leans shall be conclusively presumed to be a loss hercuoder.for which the Indemnitors
arc Jiab.'c; ( c ) in the event of zny default in the performance of the contract* or the breach of this agreement or of any bond
connected rhcrewirh, or the failure to dnircntly prosecute the work under any contract, ot to p*y for labor and material! used
in the prosecution of the contract, or in the event work has ceased or been suspended on any contract or contracts covered by
any uid kinds, to take possession of rhe work under the contract, and, at the expense o f t h c Indemnitors, to complete the
lontract or cause the same to be completed or to consent to the completion thereof, and to take any other action which the
Surety m-iy deem appropriate. In the event that the Surety takes possession of the work aa above provided, the Indemnitors hereby
* rclrase and discharge the Surety, in this connection, Irom all liability for all i n actions and omissioai caxepe for deliberate
malfeasance.
*- •\

-•

••

\

,"

"

.•

••.

• ' . •*«

."•

i;f • # 5 The Indemnitors hereby as«ign, transfer, pledge and convey to the Surety (effective ai of the date of each such bond,
r hut only in the event of default, breach or failure as rrferred to in preceding Section 4.)» is Collateral security, to secure tru
I. uMijaticn* hereunder and any other indebtedness and liabilities of the Indemnitors to the Surety, all of their rights under the
. timtraits. referred to in such bonds, including their ri^ht. title and interest m and to ( 1 ) ail subcontracts let m connection
Ihrrewnh and such subcontractors' surety bonds, ( 2 ) all machinery, plant, equipment, tools and materials which shtll be
N»n, trie sue or sites of the work or elsewhere for the purposes of the contracts, including all material* ordered iot the contracts
J ».3.) any anc all sums due or which may thereafter become due under such contracts and all sucu due or to beccme due on
•U mher ion:.*acts, bonded or unbonded, in which any or all of the Indemnitors have an inr^**.
A. The Surety may ar In ^—-— *''

i

Lonvmercial C^c or anv other MMUH- ' • regulation ntjiu ^ u r n d i c U i i r v ^ ^ ^ n c y , ^ ^ 4 1 1 thcWmR t)f recording of SucVi document iJi;»K^ic«.7j-it " ^ Of»ttort"C)t;-""-*>irc\y am\ that ihc U i l u r t M j i ^ ^ j . s l u l L . . / r T c ! c i i c or iTOpiir any of the obligation*
of the Indemnitors.\>ndcr tnis agrccn.
7. ]f any of the hondi are executed in umnn'tjon with a contra* r w l m h 3%y its term* or by law prohibit! alignment of
cvntract nrr« eeds, or any part thereof, the Indemnitors • wvrrunt and agree to hold all money or other proceed> of the contract,
whether received as payment or. loan, as a trust for the l<cncfit i>f the .Suu-tv ami to-use vui h momry or other prixccds for the
purpise of performing the Contract jnJL d i u h - r g m g ihc obligation at the IMIKI, and for no other purpose, until the bond is
completely exonerated.
S. The Surety shall h i v e the exclusive right to decide and determine whether 2t\v claim, liability, suit or Judgment made
or brought against the Surety or the Indemnitor or any fine of thuxn IMI any MKII Kind shall ur id all not Kc paid, compromised, resisted, defended, rried or appealed, and the Surety's decision thenrnn, if made in go;>d faith \hall he final and binding
upsn the Indemnitors, unless the Indemnitors, shall request the Surcty-Iuliugatc such claim or demand, or tn defend such suit,
or to appeal from such judgment, and shall deposit with the Surety,..t£-the -time of such request, cash or collateral saciifactory
to the Surety in kind and amount, to be used in raying any judsroer*or- judgments rendered or that may be rendered, with
interest, costs, expenses and attorneys fees, including those of the.Surety.. An itemized statement of payments made by the
'Surety for any of the puroo^es specified herein, swurn to by an oftcer uf the surety, or the voucher or vouchers for such paynenrs,
• shall be prima facie evidence of the liability of rhe Indemnitors to rcimburtr rhe Surety for such payments, with interest.
vvSTS- The Indemnitors hereby authorize the Surety in its sole discretion t o do the following: (a") from time tn time M nuke
or convent to any change in, or issue any suhiuture for or rrnewal-o/, any such bond, or in any contract rxictrcd to in any
such boiui, and this instrument shall ^jrh t o s u c h substituted or changed bond or renewal; (h) if any such bond be given in
an action or proceeding in any court, to recognize any attorney of record iniuch action or proceeding for ?.ny party thereto at the
daic of the execution of such hond is the authorized representative of such party until the Surety shall hive been fully discharged
from liability under such bond; (c) to take such steps as the Surety may derm-necessary or proper to obtain release from liability
from any such Ivcnd.
"
. -^ . . . . . ._..._•.
.. , .
.,».—..._jVf^IO. The Indemnitors hereby waive notice of the execution of any.inch hondx cr of any acr, fact or information coming
! to'the notice or knowledge o i t h c Surety concerning or affecting its right*.or liabilities under any inch bond or rights or
liabilities of the Indemnitors hereunder, notice of *JJ such being hereby.ejcpres4ly waived.
rjrrrII. If the Surety shall procure any other company or cornpanievta execute or Join w4th it in executing, or to reinsure,
\ny such bonds, this instrument shall inure to the benefit of such other company or companies, ra or their successors and
assigns, so a± to give to it or them a direct right of a n i o n against the Indemnitors to ertfrvrccthis instrument and, in that event,
the word "Surety", wherever used heron, shall be deemed to include auch .company or companies, i s their res pee rive in teres rj
nay'appear. '
'•'+£>. 12. The liability of the Indemnitors hereunder shall not be affected by the failure of any party to sign any such bond nor
hy any claim that other indemnity or security was to have been obtained nor by the release of any indemnity, or Indemnitor,
*or the return or exchange of any collateral that may have Seen obtained; xnd if any party signing this-instrument is not boun;]
jr any reason this obligation shall still be binding upon each and every, other party.
••-• 13. .Separate suits may be brought hereunder as-causes of action accruej a,nd suit may be brought against any or all of th<
Indemnitors; and suit or suits rpon one or mure causes of action, or against one or more of the Indemnitors, shall not prejudici
ur bir subsequent suits again.'* any ochcr or all of the Indemnitors on the same or any other cause or causes of action, whethe
thereto/ore or thereafter accruing.
••"-•14. The Indemnitors waive any defense that this instrument was executed subsequent to the date of any such bond,
admitting and covenanting that surh bond was executed pursuant to the Indemnitors* request zn£ in reliance on the
Indemnitors' promise to execute this instrument. In the event any part of this indemnity agreement shall be void under the
law of the place governing the construction hereof, then such part only shall be considered aa deleted and the remainder of
this agreement shall endure in full force and c5ccr.
*-":.".1}. The Surety, at its option, may decline to execute cr participate in or -procure the execution of any such bonds..
: *• 16. Wherever used in this instrument the plural term shall inrli«».!«r rhe lingular ztai the atn^uJar shall include the plural,
14 the itrcutustxnees require.
..-•-.'
\'' 17. The Indemnitors hereby irrevocably nominate, constitute, appoint and designate the Surety or xtt designee is their
Attorney in Facr with the riic/nt, but not the o h l i p r i o n , to exercise all of the righii'of Indemnitors assi$ncc\ transferred and
set o*cr tn the Surety in this Agreement, and in the mm: of the Indemnitors or any of them to make, execute and deliver
lay and all additional or other assignments, documents or papers, including but not limited to the execution of instruments
rrtertcd tu in Sevtton 5, and the endorsement oi checks or other instruments representing payment of contract monies, deerr.ed
necessary and rrnper by the Scrciy in tinier to ^tve full erlect not only to the inrent and meaning oi ths within assignments, but
also tn the full protection intended tn be herein given to the Surcry under ill other provisions of this Ajreeraent. The Indemnitors hereby ratify and affirm all aits and actions taken and done by the Surety or i n deii»ncs 2S such rlttcrney in Fact.
•''. } * ' ^ l C ^ n ^ e m n , c ors hereby waive and abandon, so far as their respective obligations under rhis arrerment ZTZ concerned,
ali figlica tusUim any of the property, including the resjxetive homesteads, as exempt from Jew, exception, sale or other Ic^al
procew under thr lasvs of any state, territory, or possession.
7 I 19. Tlie ahligation of the Indemnitors hereunder shall be continuous.; provided, however, that any of the Indemnitors may
give the Surety not less than thirty days written notice by registered mail of hu'desire to termtnste this agreement but zny
aucn notice of termination shall not operate to modify, bar, ditcharge, limit, aocct or impair hts liability hereunder en or by
-sson of any iuch bond crccutcd prior to the termination of such thirty days^^ .
...•'.::'20. This secernent may not be changed or modif.cJ orally. N o change cr rnocii heat ion shall be effective unless s t>e:ine a IW
agree J in writing.
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j r COMPANY
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T H E A M E R I C A N I N S U R A N C E COMPANY
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N A T I O N A L SURETY CORPORA l ION
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ASSOCIATED INDEMNITY C O n P O R A T I O N

D

A M E R I C A N AUTOMOBII C INSURANCE COMPANY

COPY OF RESOLUTION
At o
n c

J

:
l

!

. n e e l i n g of ihe Eoord-cf Directors o! the

Grenada StseJ

'.. (hereinailer caned Compcr.y)/du!y celled and held on the._2*tlh-

JotfuitrJ.es.,
'"".""

%

duy o( .-AprJLl
!.
*
1 ~ 19 . J 3 . a quorum being present, the following Pr«mr>!es end
Resolutions were adopted. „ - /
.--- - ' . - \ * v \ r . ~; •' *r*"-'^•"'•***Si: r: x-- .
\f~~*. " — *- K **- -' ,r.
, - - * - - - :*:-s. ; % . '• "--^-•?-". : - '•l ' V -".' Z^: • - ' - ? - - - '
. - ; • • • . - : : o , > ^ - ^ 7 V - * > * - .-.
W/HEREASMhis Company is materially interested t h r e « i g h . I l £ 2 P ? n J . r £ ^ -?^C rer . 5 . h JP-_J... > ^ 1 - — !
"
m

**

~

.

*.* - •

(H»»» mitM notur* */ vru«*Mi. tueh n« •!«-?» c«o»rthup. %nU ei ••»«hon«i»#. »al» *4 «*«t»r»ai«, *•«» )

in the transaction cppzrtcnni.ig to

••-'

*?-/>«!.

^

~^

Perf.ormance. .£_Pj3.ymcnt-.Contract-Bends.
H-

-»• . - ^ • J - ' A - ' - ' . A <- » r 2 * * - k* (D%tcitb» rwiiu»# »l ttvmtuitiaM • h t f f i n bond ar und^Haii/t? u T*qvlr«rf)

f

C^V"* •* *" - ''-" •

"-","

"end in future transections in connection with which S s W C o n s t r u c t Ion Company o L J e n n o a a c c ,

**"

t,rr

j-HA " applied to the F i r e m a n ' s Fund I n s u r a n c e Ccmpony' ^ - ^ - 1 - : - > ; - T .v"- :-"'?- {hereinafter called Surety}
:
/or a bond er undertaking and w:U from time to time make application to Surety [or additionat bond or bones, under\ taking or undertakings, and - ~- ~\^
- / . ; ^-_ : ^-. -# • • -.7-*- •• ^ -.V..--- \:r,;x;Li£-> -*-*T-~MT-I~ 1*- .-: f^"" ,t

' V/HHREAS, the Surety 13 wilhna to execute as vureiy such bend or undertaking heretofore applied !or% end may
""• Its d.scif-hon execut* additional bond or bond-.. undertaking cr undertakings m connection with the aioremennoned
vri txar^QCTtcnr.. upen th* wntku indrmnjtv ci thi-s Company;
r
*
' , .
* P.nSOI.VEp the? the cliiccfrn au^^nfirod tc execute documents in behcU of th:-; Company, bo end they are hereby
nuthc/.v'-d cr.d empowered to cx^ai'c any :n-i«*mn:ly egrrcment or agreements, wpeciiic ar.d/'cr genoir.l, required
by iho. Surely c^ ccnnidcrauon !c*r trie cxecuticn b> it cf any bond.or bcndi, undertaking or uncertcbngi in behail
cf . . . C r e n a d 9 . J 5 t e e l _ l n d u s t r i e s r . I n c .
in connection with the matte: or ;io:^:wc::en above der-cribed and with tlic cforcmonhoncd future transactions.

.rnqucsica or required by the Surety :n the prrmsscn
'•|'. , *'

Cdwin . R. Crosno
,

^ ^_—_—

m

_

^

cccrs^crr

of the
Grenada S t e e l [ n d u s t j l e s ^ . J n c ,
..
.;
'•. .-_.".
.. .
* v
heve comperrd the icrcgo:ng preambles and lc^olutronc with'the onqmal thereof, as recorded "in the~Mirvit«i Book
of sc:a Ccr-.pcny. ana do ce:::Iy rhct ihe ca.::c a:* corre<;t and true transcripts thcrofrom, and of LV whole of said
ongjioi preamoles and resolutions.
Given under my hand and the seel el the Company, in
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Salt Lake City Branch Office
420 East South Temple
P.O.Box 11689
Salt Lake Citv. Utah 84147
Telephone (801) 532-2500

Uft.

Donald R. Hurst
Resident Vice President

June 24, 1983
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Cyprus-Thompson Creek Mining Company
Box 755

C h a l l i s , Idaho
Attention:
RE:

83226

<*A^

George Komadina

CLAIM #H140S 318926
BOND #SC 347-8531
PRINCIPAL - S 6e W CONST. CO. OF TENNESSEE, INC.
OBLIGEE: CYPRUS-THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY
PROJECT: CYPRUS -THOMPSON CREEK PHASES 7, 12 and 17

Dear Mr. Komadina:
This will acknowledge receipt of copy of your company's notice of default
of S 6c W Construction Company dated May 27, 1983, on the above captioned
project.
Representatives of JFiremanfs_ FjuiuLhave_made inspection of, the project-site*
made projections of cost to complete Phases 7, 12 and 17, reviewed S *&'W*y
accounts payable on the project and responded to various creditors1 in-/
quiries.
After the above, and various conversations with representatives of MorrisonKnudsen, we believe that the best method for Fireman's Fund Insurance Company to honor its Performance and Payment bond obligations to your company
and see the project to conclusion is as follows:
(a)

Request Morrison-Knudsen to direct former key employees
of S 6c W, as necessary, to completion of job.

(b)

Request Morrison-Knudsen to direct and coordinate subcontractors
and P # 0 # vendors of S & W to completion of job.

(c)

Request Morrison-Knudsen direct payments to subcontractors and
P. 0. vendors from S*& W contract*"balances, in coordination
with and approval of,- Fireman's Fund Insurance Company, ro
bring the"m current for work.billed-.and-approved#

••

Cyprus-Thompson Creek Mining Company
June 24, 1983
Page 2

(d)

Request Morrison-Knudsen process and pay from contract balances
remaining progress payments of subcontractors and P. 0. vendors
in coordination with and approval of Fireman's Fund Insurance
Company.

(e)

Cyprus-Thompson would then submit to Fireman's Fund an itemization of all such costs expended, as well as direct extra costs
and expenses of Morrison-Knudsen in'directing the defaulted
work to conclusion. It id'understood that M-K'sxosts will
be direct costs' only, with no markup for-profit.*

(f)

Fireman *¥ Fund will -reimburse 'Cyprus-Thompson Creek Mining,
Companyjunder-the terms of its Performance .Bond for such'
costs~ exceeding- S-fc-W's' contract balances•/

(g)

All open account vendors of S & W with past due bills will
be referred to Firemanfs Fund at Salt Lake City office shown
on letterhead, attention Ted Webber, for investigation and
processing under Labor and Material Payment Bond, with payment
of all such valid claims made directly by Fireman's Fund.
Periodic reporting of such payments would be made to M-K
to avoid duplication of payment.

(h)

In no event shall Fireman's Fund's obligation be greater than
the penal limits of its bond.

(i)

All contract balances less completion costs incurred by
Morrison-Knudsen Company shall be paid to Fireman!s Fund.

In anticipation of your ^consideration of this proposal, we have on 6/15/8T
sentjtp Frank Misclevitz a T K by Express Letters, a current "computer
printout^fromHs 6c Wfs"of?i'ce""bT"status af~alf"^r& W^subcontractors and
P. 0. srendorSj^showing^cc^^
amount billed,
amount pai37 ~reta£fiage~and balance to earn.'
We have also on 6/15/83 directed our representatives to mail to Frank
Misclevitz copies of all subcontracts and purcnase orders in our possession.
We have also requested our consultants, CSC of Wichita, Kansas, to make
available one of their professional sraff to~assistf"M-K "office personnel
at^rne^bbsite,3V^aWev"f*^ec-onstruction ahd~updating of^S & W's records
there.^This shoulcl be aecomplished"Th"T.%-2 -vee^sssv^lT'work is progress^
ing."
Fireman's Fund would also request the right to have a representative visit
the site on a periodic basis to note progress.

0004ns

Cyprus-Thompson Creek Mining Company
June 24, 1983
Page 3

Besides the above mentioned proposal, Fireman's Fund was and is concurrently
preparing to relet the completion of S & W's ,work by competitive bid. However, ^oth ^-^representatives and Fireman's Fund Ygree "that the approxi
mate 2 week lapse Jiime-inso doing would-be too great in loss of job
contiriuityT
Therefore, we respectfully request your approval of the above captioned
proposal and course of action.
Very truly yours,
FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY

TO :1c
cc:

Morrison-Knudsen
Contract Surety Consultants

0flO4ft,>
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•$ah Lake City Branch Office
420 East South Temole
l
P.O. Box 11689
i Salt Lake Cicv. Utah 84147
I Telephone (801) 532-2500
Donald R. Hurst
Resident Vice President

Cyprus-Thompson Creek Mining ComparhFILE
Box 755
Challis, Idaho
Attention:
RE:

S3226

George Komadina

CLAIM #H14GS 318926
BOND #SC 347-8531
PRINCIPAL - S & W CONST. CO. OF TENNESSEE, INC.
OBLIGEE: CYPRUS-THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY
PROJECT: CYPRUS-THOHPSON CREEK PHASES 7, 12 and 17

Dear Mr. Komadina:
This will acknowledge receipt of copy of your company1s notice of default
of S & W Construction Company dated May 27, 1983, on the above captioned
project.
Representatives of FiremanTs Fund have made inspection of the project "site,
made projections of cost to complete Phases 7, 12 and 17, reviewed S 6c W's
accounts payable on the project and responded to various creditors1 inquiries.
After the above, and various conversations with representatives of MorrisonKnudsen, we believe that the best method for Fireman1s Fund Insurance Company to honor its Performance and Payment bond obligations to your company
and see the project to conclusion^ is as .follows:
(a) —Request Morrison-Knudsen to direct former key employees
of S 6c W, as necessary, to completion of job.
(b)

Request Morrison-Knudsen to direct and coordinate subcontractors
and P. 0. vendors of S & W to completion of job.

(c)

Request Morrison-Knudsen direct payments to subcontractors and
P. 0. vendors from S 6c W contract balances, in coordination
with and approval of, Fireman's Fund Insurance Company, to
bring them current for work billed and approved.

Cyprus-Thompson Creek Mining Company
June 24, 1933
Page 2

(d)

(e)

\jOrcry>#^

Request Morrison-Knudsen process and pay from contract balances
remaining progress payments of subcontractors and P. 0. vendors
in coordination with and approval of Fireman's Fund Insurance
Company.
Cyprus-Thompson would then submit to Fireman's Fund an itemiza- (Vy
tion of all such costs expended, as well as direct extra costs
J
and expenses of Morrison-Knudsen in directing the defaulted
work to conclusion. It is understood that M-K's costs will
• be direct costs only, with no markup for profit.

(f)

Fireman's Fund will reimburse Cyprus-Thompson Creek Mining
Company under the terms of its Performance Bond for such
costs exceeding S & W's contract balances.

(g)

All open account vendors of S 6c W with past due bills will
be referred to Fireman's Fund at Salt Lake City office shown
on letterhead, attention Ted Webber, for investigation and
processing under Labor and Material Payment Bond, with payment
of all such valid claims made directly by Fireman's Fund.
Periodic reporting of such payments would be made to M-K
to avoid duplication of payment.

(h)

In no event shall Fireman's Fund's obligation be greater than
the penal limits of its bond.

(i)

All contract balances less completion costs incurred by
Morrison-Knudsen Company shall be paid to Fireman's Fund.

In anticipation of your consideration of this proposal, we have on 6/15/83
sent to Frank Misclevitz at M-K by Express Letters, a current computer
printout from S 6c W's office of status of all S 6c W subcontractors and
P. 0. vendors, showing contract amount, change orders, amount billed,
amount paid, retainage and balance to earn.
We have also on 6/15/83 directed our representatives to mail to Frank
Misclevitz copies of all subcontracts and purchase orders in our possession.
We have also requested our consultants, CSC of Wichita, Kansas, to make
available one of their professional staff to assist M-K office personnel
at the jobsite in review, reconstruction and updating of S 6c W's records
there. This should be accomplished in 1^-2 weeks while work is progressing.
Fireman's Fund would also request the right to have a representative visit
the site on a periodic basis to note progress.

Cyprus-Thompson Creek. Mining Company
June 24, 1983
Page 3

Besides the above mentioned proposal, Fireman's Fund was and is concurrently
preparing to relet the completion of S & \V s work by competitive bid. However, both M-K representatives and Fireman's Fund agree that the approximate 2 week lapse time in so doing would be too great in loss of job
continuity.
Therefore, we respectfully request your approval of the above captioned
proposal and course of action.
Very truly yours,
FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY

TO :1c
cc:

Morrison-Knudsen
Contract Surety Consultants

TabG

Cyprus Thompson Creek

Post office Box 755
Challis, Idaho 83226
Telephone (208) 879-4299

29 June 1983

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company
420 E. South Temple
P. 0. Box 11689
Salt Lake City, Utah 84147
ATTN:

Ted Webber, Claims Supervisor

RE:

CLAIM 2H140S 318926
BOND rfSC 347-8531
PRINCIPAL - S & W CONST. CO. OF TENNESSEE, INC.
OBLIGEE: CYPRUS THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY
PROJECT: CYPRUS THOMPSON CREEK PHASES 7, 12 AND 17

Dear Mr. Webber:
We are in receipt of your June 24, 1983 l e t t e r and do not agree
with a l l of your comments and advise as f o l l o w s :
Item (a) should read:
Request Morrison-Knudsen to d i r e c t former key employees of
S & W, as necessary, to completion of j o b , payment to be as
outlined in item ( e ) .
Items ( b ) , ( c ) , ( d ) , and ( f ) are agreeable as w r i t t e n .
Item (e) should read:
Cyprus Thompson Creek Mining Company (Cyprus Thompson Creek)
would then submit to Fireman's Fund an itemization of a l l such
costs expended, as well as d i r e c t and i n d i r e c t extra costs and
expenses of Morrison-Knudsen in d i r e c t i n g the defaulted work
to conclusion. I t is understood t h a t M-K's costs w i l l be f o r
d i r e c t labor plus 50;; to.cover i n d i r e c t costs and 20% markup
fdr p r o f i t / ^ y p r ' ^ J ^
w i l l then add 100% to t h y
• M - K ~ d i r e c t T ^ ^ f f e c j ^ p ' l ^ g r o . f T t ~cqsts_to cover i t s d i r e c t and
i n d i r e c t costs x ol'tice^costsTIand oTher out o f ^ p o c p r c o s t ^ l
plus a^rental^charge for jjse of Cyprus ThompsinXreekIvehlj:Jej^
used by Jthe former S & W employees i n performing the contract,
wark_
PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT

17

*** r

1
_

•

^

ttrt/w.-.

Page two
Item ( g ) : In prior instruction from_xou.^jyprus Thompson Creek was"
requested to ""pay a l l ^S^Wch^ges^and-^hen^ackcharge Fireman ''ITUnd/~We~do* not "believe that we should change the pro- '
cedure now''as there is a good chance of duplication of payments
as well as mechanic liens being placed on our property.
Item ( h ) : Morrison-Knudsen and Cyprus Thompson Creek cannot accept
the stated limits as we have no way of knowing what other l i a b i l i t i e s that S & W had are outstanding. Fireman's Funds's
obligation must include any l i a b i l i t y that exists and consequential damage caused by delay in completing the work as
outlined in the S & W contract with Cyprus Thompson Creek.
Item ( i ) : We-have.requested that our counsel'check the agreement/
to determine J j ; payments can be made as you have outline^.
Pri'orjto'the^Tease o^any^STTTT funds we would require that,
Fireman's^Fund provide us" a document that holds Cyprus Thompson
Creek "and Mo rrison-Knudsen TTarnTresTTrbm arty sliW^ljernFcTaim^
•-fr?.^jyji?jL.fMpdsy ~
~
We agree that it is not in the best interest for Cyprus Thompson
Creek and Fireman's Fund to go out for competitive bidding to complete the balance of the work remaining under the S & W contract.
We must proceed in completing this work so that our facility can
start up as planned thus reject "your'proposal' for rebidding and /
losing some two or more weeks'of time" "to" complete'""the work.
In order that we have a workable arrangement we ask that you
promptly nominate a representative that is authorized to negotiate
and execute change orders with Cyprus Thompson Creek on behalf of
Fireman's Fund and your subcontractors.
Sincerely,
CYPRUS THOMPSON CREEK

A

G. A. Koniadina
Engineering and Construction Manager
GAK/jl
cc:

C. W. Reno
D.
Huffman
F. E. Misclevitz, MKCO

iwom
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CONTRACTORS
ENGINEERS
DEVELOPERS

rL

MORRISON-KNUDSEN COMPANY, INC.
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
UORRISON-KNUOSEN PLAZA
P.O. BOX T80« IBOISE. I0AHO S3779 / U.S A
PHONE: (209) 3M-S00O / TELEX: 368*39

BEPCTTO:

MORR1SON-KNU0SEN COMPANY. INC.
P.O. BOX US
CHALUS. tOAHO (3226

1198-MK/CYP-F-1549

January 10, 1984

Mr. C. W. Reno
Cyprus Thompson Creek Mining Company
P. 0. Box 755
Challis, Idaho
Subject:

83226

Final Disposition of S & W Contract

Dear Mr. Reno:
Attached is a _cppy_qf th* ^^miary_Qf^£yng"g_ff"^^ ^adp in behalf of
Cyprus to pay obligations of S & W Construction who defaulted on
their, contract with Cyprus.
At the time of default Cyprus had paid S & W $1,656,587.00 for the
contract work performed to April 28, 1983. Subsequent payments to
contractors to finish work in progress, at-time of S & W*s default,
have amounted to $1,796,050.31, plus "markup due Cyprus of $9,952.27,
for a total of $1,80.6,002.58."
Water Line Sentinel
$ 48,531.00
Contract S & W
:
TZ4$3n5Z6BV
Total Contract Awards $3,843,606...b/ Shown Prog. Paymt. #13
Less Paymt. S & W
"^,'65^587.00
Shown Prog. Paymt. # 7
Less Direct Paymts.
by Cyprus to Contractor"1,806,002.58
—f
Risi dual
$ _ 381JJU2UDLIt is requested that Cyprus issue direction on the disposition of
the risidual amount.
Very truly yours,
MORRISONjftUDSEN COMPANY, INC.

Russell K. Butterfly.
Business Manager
/J
cc: Mr. F. E. Misclevitz
Mr. R. Sutherland
File

~

.i

•>

00673J

f

s\

PLAINTIFF'S
evuiDiT

1

ILOTO:

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company
420 East South Temple
P.O. Box 11689
Salt Lake City, Utah 84147

'UAKEPAYMENT TO:
AOn „„
CITY * S T A T E .

ENTEMfcO IN

)ATL Of INVOICE

TOUR OROER NO.

Cyprus Mines Corooratic

c/o Mornson-Knutisen
P.O. Box 645
Challis, Idaho
83226
Attn: Russ Butterfield

INVOICE REFERENCE

INVOICE NO.

CYP-011-028

n/83

1/30/83

To invoice you for costs incurred in your behalf, resulting from the S & W Construction
Comoanv default; reference our l e t t e r to.you dated June 29,1983.
CHECK

VENDOR
Allied Builders Supply
Anderson Lunber
Berger Incorporated
Bisco

Building Systems, Inc.
'ter Bandley Cabinet
Carpenter-Schaffner Masonry

Cache Country Carpets
Challis Transportation
Custer Telephone Coop

OS Electrical Supply Co.
F&M Tile Contractor Inc.
Fir,e Engineering Co., Inc.
•

Fireman's Fund
Fire Protection by Drake

NUMBER
5149
5349
5150
5253
4911
4957
4965
5022
5152
4904
4955
5147
4736
4808
4956
5154
4903
5247
5023
5378
4741
4901
5019
5085
5209
5287
5381
5086
4959
4859
5237
5252
5373
4807
4952
5255

—

DATE
09-20-83
11-30-83
09-20-83
10-24-83
07-28-83
08-09-83
08-12-83
08-25-83
09r20-83
07-21-83
08-02-83
09-20-83
.06-03-83
06-27-83
08-02-83
09-26-83
07-21-83
10-24-83
08-25-83
11-30-83
06-09-83
07-15-83
08-16-83
09-16-83
10-20-83
11-16-83
11-30-83
09-16-83
08-10-83
07-07-83
10-20-83
10-24-83
11-30-83
06-17-83
07-29-83
10-24-83

— •-» - K - . . | .

m§

# W

^ «,,,*,«

$

AMOUNT _

VENDOR TOTAL

267.87
1,131.31
6,424.00
165.00
264.23
2,473.94
82.22
31.56
3,182.60
5,060.80
3,384.50
220.70
48,461.20
35,897.95
24,613.87
7,282.23
7,034.00
2,988.00
18.64
95.45
1,220.30
' 281.32
295.35
231.70
232.24
196.38
236.90
110.67
577.70
65,293.60
11,584.06
3,308.99
10,893.73
96,480.00
24,370.40
18,475.60

$

• •«-» chafl fri« a r f d t d aod DJid

267.87
1,131.31
6,589.00

2,851.95
3,182.60
8,666.00

116,255.25
10,022.00
•

114.09

2,694.19
110.67
577.70
80,186.65,
J0*S93.78
139,326.00

00674 0
nnnru.
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SOLO TO:

'MAKE PAYMENT TO:
AOORESS

CITY * STATE
^BHBBf=9aH^IBHHHHiB

YOUR OK06R NO.

tNTEHEO IN

OAT6 Of INVOICE

_

jmmmmmm

m

'

•

VENDOR

Granite Metal Products
^mmmm^mm

• •-•••-•
—

State of Idaho
Departmenfof Employment
The Industrial Company
Jenson Oil Company

McGee Air Conditiong

Mico Structures (Gelco)

Monroe
Morrison-Knudsen Co., The.

Carl C. Mel son & Son

Noise Control
Mi's Fuller O'Brien

_

_

_

_

.

_

—

CHECK
NUMBER

—

—

—

—

—

—

INVOICE REFERENCE

—

i

—

INVOICE NO.

_—_•—•

DATE

AMOUNT

4738
'5123*'
5151

06-07-83
09-16-83
09-20-83

$ 13,311.00
24^4
3,850.00

'5195
5116
'5173
5228
4915
5025
"5070
5162
5261
52895347
"4737"
4743
4862
4960
5079
5248
5388
4858
5026
5146
5345
5369
5093
5064
5132
5249
5390
•4806
4902
5155'
5254
4961
5251
4947
4958
5364

09-29-83
09-16-83
09-28-83
10-20-83
07-28-83
08-25-83
08-29-83
09-28-83
10-31-83
.11-16-83rll=30-83.06-03-83
06-10-83
07-08-83
08-10-83
09-16-83
10-24-83
11-30-83
07-07-83
08-25-83
09-20-83
11-30-83
11-30-83
09-16-83
08-25-83
09-16-83
10-24-83
11-30-83
06-16-83
07-15-83
09-26-83
10-24-83
08-10-83
10-24-83
07-28-83
08-10-83
11-30-•83

Any Salci T a * tmocfed with r e w t e t fti t h * ««i* *•# tK- ..—-.

•3,137.26
231.42
155.53
33.62
21,184.07
17,801.27
445.38
10,063.96
12,544.32
-5.16&.90
-2,-290; 50
33,037.65
•364,350.01
209,902.14
205,532.40
82,209.55
50,000.00
15,970.86
1,543.36
775.38
58.28
506.00
1,085.37
153.62
.5,865.43
1,816.78
1,081.48
1,188.58
45,271.00
45,667.00
50,000.00
48,318.51
17,873.00
460.00
55.39
6,611.00
171.00

_V ENDOR TOTAL
$
_^_
17,185.24
3,137.26
420.57

69,498,40,

961,002.61

3,968.39
153.62

9,952.27

189,256.51
18,333.00
6,837.39

006741
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SOLD TO:
MAKE PAYMENT TO:
AOORESS

_ _ _ _ _ _

CITY _ STATE _ _ _ _ _ _

YOUR OHOfcR NO

CNTEMSO IN

OAT£ OF INVOICE

VENDOR
George W. Shaeffer
Sheehan's
William V. Smith
Steel Contractors, Inc.
Structural Bldg. Components

Stucki-Miller, Inc.
Waterproofing & Restoration
West
Western Aircraft Maintenance
Western Erectors, Inc.
Rex Williams & Sons, Inc.

CHECK
NUMBER

INVOICE REFERENCE

AMOUNT

DATE

5282
5099
5195
5246
4860
5077
5250
4861
5156

11-11-83

09-16-83
09-29-83
10-20-83
07-08-83
09-01-83
10-24-83
07-08-83
09-26-83

$

5,150.00
81.88
5,050.00
4,725.00
42,728.72
3,385.00
7,471.92
42,095.00
3,312.00

4863
5238
5153
5078
4948
5148

07-12-83
10-20-83
09-26-83
09-01-83
07-28-83
09-20-83

6,547.00
3,875.00
365.76
3,101.50
93.01
5,454.20

TOTAL CHARGES

TOTAL CHARGES

Less:

Cyprus I n v o i c e - #421 which-,
l)i TTTd^fd^Wqrri son-Knuds^eh
"Co., 'Inc^jinst..Ipairi-orv€ypru's^C;hede=5©64;

VENDOR TOTAL

$

5,150.00
81.88
5,050.00
4,725.00
53,585.64
45,407.00
10,422.00
365.76
3,101.50
5,547.21

$1,796,050.31
$1,796,050.31

(5,865.43)

1,790,184.88

SUBTOTAL

Add:

INVQlCf NO.

nsr^^p^ftsr-Gjprv^W^^i
and Prc_fit2£__2^Sainder of
unbtTTecT Morrison-Knudsen
Co., Inc. costs

TOTAL" DUE THIS INVOICE .

4,086.34
$1,794,271.72

Tab I

Cyprus Thompson Creek

Post Office Box 755
Challis. Idaho 83226
Telephone (208) 879-4327

CTC/SWC-021
December 8, 1983

George W. Shaeffer
S & W Construction
Western Division
P. 0. Box 4550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Dear Mr, Shaeffer:
In accordance with the General Conditions, Section 37.1
of your contract #1198-SC-3431 with Cyprus Thompson
Creek, attached is the Written Final Acceptance in
accordance with the General Conditions of the above
mentioned Contract.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate
to call.
Sincerely,
CYPRUS THOMPSON CREEK

C. W. Reno
Vice President Mine Development
CWR/CM/jh
Enclosure:
cc:

D. Juffman
R. K. Butterfield
File: 10-104
21-17

002253
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PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT

CONTRACTORS
ENGINEERS
DEVELOPERS

MORR1SON-KNUDSEN COMPANY, INC.
EXECUTIVE OFP'CE
MORRISON-KNUOSEN PLAZA
RO BOX 7808 / BOISE. IOAHO 83729 / U.S.A.
PHONE: (208) 386-5000 / TELEX: 323439

V r = s SCV*NU£Ss?« CCVPANY INC.
C - i ^ L . 3 . Z^.Q

December 5, 1983

22223

11S8-KK/CYP-F-1539

C. W. Reno
Cyprus Thompson Creek Mining Co.
P.O. Box 755
C h a l l i s , Idaho
SUBJECT-

83226

NOTICE OF COMPLETION - SiW CONSTRUCTION
1198-SC-3431
Thompson Creek Project

Dear Mr. Reno:
In accordance to A r t i c l e 37.0 of the Contract, we advise you that a l l
work authorized by you under the terms of the subject contract with
S&H Construction have been completed.
Please acknowledge the acceptance and approval of S&VJ Construction's
work by signing this l e t t e r i n the space provided below and returning
a signed copy to our o f f i c e and one signed copy to SSVJ Construction a t
t h e i r Salt Lake C i t y , Utah o f f i c e .
Very t r u l y yours,
APPROVED AND ACCEPTED:

F. E. Misclevitz
(7*
D i r e c t o r - S i t e Operations

cc:

File

0
/Z-

C. U.'Reno/
Vice President, Development

(•

-JC^

Date

002252
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RESIDUAL CALCULATION
Cyprus
|

Fireman's
Fund

Difference

$

$ 48,531

Water Line Sentinel
Contract S&W

3,795,075

1 Subtotal

$ 3,843,606

$ 3,843,760

1,627,557

1,627,557

—- II

1.794,271

1,794,271

—

1 Less: Payments to S&W

I

1 Less: Third Party Payments

154

Less: Mancomp & Eq.
Total

63,186

Less: Payments

28.620
34,516 j

Plus: Sentinel Contract
| Residual Estimate

'
$ 387.262

63,186 j

- 28,670 I

48,531

48,531 I

$ 407.277

$ 20.015 I

RESIDUAL OR SURPLUS CALCULATIONS

Description
Waterline Sentinel
Contract

Amount

Source and
Trial Exhibit Number1

48,531

Plaintiffs 1
Exhibit 37Contract for extra work
which was not included in
the
original
contract
amount.

S&W Contract

3,795,075

Plaintiffs' Exhibits 4 and
37-Original contract amount
plus change orders.

Subtotal

$3,843,606

$

Less: Payments to
S&W

<l/627/557>

Plaintiffs 1
Exhibit 4Progress Pay Estimates 1-7
show payments to S&W prior
to default.

Less: Third Party
Payments

<1,794,271>

Plaintiffs' Exhibit 37-MK's
accountant
itemized all
expenses relating to the
project.
His calculation
shows vendor, check number,
data and amount of each
expense.

Less: Mancamp and
Equipment

<34,516>

Plaintiffs' Exhibit 4- A
mancamp was built on site to
house workers.
S&W was
charged for the mancamp
based on the number of its
workers
staying there.
Total charges less payments
are shown on Progress Pay
Estimate 1-13.

Total Residual or
Surplus

S

387f262

$9,952, representing expenses of Cyprus, is subtracted
1

Plaintiffs requested a transcript of Mr. Loken's trial
testimony, but have not yet received it. These exhibit numbers
are taken from plaintiffs' trial notes of Mr. Loken's testimony.
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Anna W. Drake
ALLEN NELSON HARDY & EVANS
Attorneys for Trustee
215 South State, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 531-8400
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
Central Division
In re

)

Bankruptcy No. 83C-02316
Chapter 7

S & W CONSTRUCTION COMPANY OF )
TENNESSEE, INC.,
)
Debtor.

ORDER APPROVING
SETTLEMENT AND
COMPROMISE AGREEMENT

)

On November 15, 1989, this Court considered the Trusteefs
Motion for Authority to Enter Into Settlement Compromise Agreement
with Fireman's Fund Insurance Co*

Anna W. Drake of Allen Nelson

Hardy & Evans appeared on behalf of the Trustee, and other
appearances were noted on the record.

It appearing to the Court

that notice was duly given to all creditors and parties in
interest, no objections having been raised thereto, and good cause
appearing therefor, it is hereby
ORDERED that the Settlement and Compromise Agreement between
S&W Cons.truction Company and Fireman's Fund Insurance Company, a
copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "A," should be, and the
same hereby is, approved.
THISORDTOMfr15

"^

da

^

of

November, 1989.

ENTERED AND MAILED
TO PARTIES ON:

G2^en /£. Clark
United States Bankruptcy Judge

,
DEPUTY CLERK
\ U.S. BANKRUPTCY 0 " : 7 "

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Copies of the foregoing Order were served by the Clerk of the
Court by depositing copies thereof in the United States mails,
postage prepaid, addressed as shown below, this
November, 1989•
Anna W. Drake, Esq.
Allen Nelson Hardy & Evans
215 South State, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Roger G. Segal, Trustee
525 East 100 South, Suite 500
Salt .Lake City, Utah 84111
U.S. Trustee
9 Exchange Place, Suite 100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
WILLIAM C. STILLGEBAUER
Clerk of the Court

By
Deputy Clerk
1407d

2

day of

SETTLEMENT AND COMPROMISE AGREEMENT BETWEEN
COMPANY AND FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY

S&W

CONSTRUCTION

RECITALS

The Settlement and Compromise agreement is based on the
following factual basis.
S

&

W

Construction

Company

of

Tennesseef

Inc.

(hereinafter "S & W" or "debtor") is in bankruptcy pursuant to an
Involuntary Petition, Case No. 83C-02316, filed in the United
States Bankruptcy Court for the District of .Utah. • S & W entered
into

an agreement with Cyprus Thompson Creek Mining Company

(hereinafter "Cyprus Thompson") for construction work. Fireman's
Fund Insurance Company (hereinafter "Fireman's Fund") provided
S & w with payment and performance bonds naming Cyprus Thompson
as obligee as required by the contract between S & W and Cyprus
Thompson.
Cyprus Thompson pursuant to the contract between itself
and S & W retained a portion of the contracts progress payments
to compel S & W's performance.

The retainage was intended to

protect Cyprus Thompson and Fireman's Fund in case of S & W's
default.

The retainage, reportedly is approximately $300,000 and

is controlled by Cyprus Thompson.

S & W defaulted under its

contract with Cyprus Thompson and Fireman's Fund, ^pursuant to its

- 1EXHIBIT-_^1

payment

and

contract.

performance

bonds

completed

the

construction

Fireman's Fund became subrogated to S & W's claims

towards Cyprus Thompson by Fireman's Fund performance under its
bond.
Fireman's Fund has an assignment from S & W dated April
24 , 1979, of "any and all sums due or which may thereafter become
due under such contracts and all sums due or to become due on all
other contracts."

Fireman's Fund claims .all property held by

Cyprus Thompson pursuant to its completion of the contract under
its

bond

as property

of Fireman's

Fund.

Furthermore, the

bankrupt's Trustee may have a claim to the fund held by Cyprus
Thompson, as 'Estate property.

Cyprus Thompson Creek Mining

Company has refused: to turnover the fund to Fireman's Fund and
now claims the fund as its property.
The Trustee does not wish to expend Estate assets in
protracted and extensive litigation to obtain the property held*
by Cyprus Thompson and to determine the title to the property.
In addition, the Trustee is of the opinion that the probability
of obtaining the funds from Cyprus Thompson and proving that the
fund is an asset of the Estate does not justify the expenditure
of the Estate's limited resources.
SETTLEMENT, COMPROMISE AND ASSIGNMENT
Whereas, Fireman's Fund and the Trustee 'are willing to
compromise and settle their dispute as to the ownership of the

- 2 -

fund and the Trustee is willing to assign assign all rights of
the debtor and Trustee to Firemanfs Fund for the collection of
the fund.
NOW THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration and
for the covenants and conditions contained herein, the parties
agree as follows:
1.

The Trustee agrees

to relinquish and assign to

Fireman's Fund all of the Estates claims, title, or interest to
all property held by Cyprus Thompson which Fireman1s Fund or the
bankruptcy Trustee may have claims or interests, in return for
twenty percent (20%)- of any net amount recovered by Fireman*s
Fund subject to the following conditions.
2.

Fireman's Fund will pursue the obtaining of the

fund at its own expense and shall deduct expenses which shall
include court costs, attonreys fees and all other reasonable
litigation costs from the amount recovered, if any, and this will
be the net amount rewarded.
3.

Fireman1 s Fund may prosecute and pursue the claim

in the name of S & W.
4.

Fireman's Fund in its sole discretion shall have

the right to negotiate or settle any actions or claims without,
liability to S & W's Estate or the Trustee.

- 3 -

5.

Fireman's Fund in its sole discretion shall have

the right to determine the course of action to pursue and the
method or manner in which it is pursued without liability to
S & W's estate or the Trustee.
6.

Fireman's Fund* in its sole discretion shall have

the right without liability to S & W's Estate or Trustee to
dismiss any and all said claims or to terminate this agreement by
giving fifteen (15) days written notice by first class mail to
the Trustee.

In the event of termination under this agreement,

Fireman's Fund shall have no obligation to further prpsecute or
bring any claims.
7.

This agreement is subject to the Bankruptcy Court's

approval.
DATED this

day of

, 1986.
FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY

S & W CONSTRUCTION OF TENNESSEE,

- 4 -

Kent B. Scott
Anna w. Drake
NIELSEN & SENIOR
Attorneys for Trustee
1100 Beneficial Life Tower
36 South State Street
Salt-Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 532-1900
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
Central Division
In re

)

S St W CONSTRUCTION COMPANY OF
TENNESSEE, INC.,

)

Bankruptcy No. 83C-02316
Chapter 7
ORDER AUTHORIZING
APPOINTMENT OF ATTORNEY

)
Debtor.
)

Upon the verified Petition of Roger G. Segal, Trustee herein,
praying

for

authority

to

appoint

the

firm

of

Christensen,

Jensen & Powell as his attorneys herein and upon the Affidavit of
the said attorneys, and it appearing that no notice is necessary
and

no

adverse

interest

being

represented,

and

it

further

appearing that said attorneys have been duly admitted to practice
in the State
attorneys

of

Utah, and the Court being satisfied

represent

no

interest adverse

that said

to said Trustee

or the

estate of the Debtor other than as outlined in the Settlement and
Compromise Agreement and Conveyance of Interest, attached hereto
and

incorporated

herein

by

reference, and that

their

employment

is necessary and in the best interest of the estate, it is hereby

Kent B. Scott
Anna W. Drake
NIELSEN & SENIOR
Attorneys for Trustee
1100 Beneficial Life Tower
36 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 532-1900
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
Central Division
In re

)

S & W CONSTRUCTION COMPANY OF
TENNESSEE, INC.,

)

Bankruptcy No. 83C-02316
Chapter 7
AFFIDAVIT OF
PROPOSED ATTORNEYS

)
Debtor.
)

STATE OF UTAH

)
:
)

County of Salt Lake

ss.

Denton M. Hatch, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.
Jensen &

He

is

Powell

a

member

doing

of

the

business

law

at

firm

of

900 Kearns

Christensen,

Building,

Salt

Lake City,. Utah 84101.
2.

He has been

requested

by Roger G.

Segal, Trustee of

the estate of S & W Construction Company of Tennessee, Inc., to
render professional services to the Trustee, including recovery
of an account receivable owed to the estate.
3.

Said

attorneys

represent

noA interest

adverse

to the

Trustee or to the estate other than as outlined in the attachments to the Motion of the Trustee for employment of attorneys.

4.

The T r u s t e e

has agreed

that

a reasonable

paid to s a i d a t t o r n e y s from t h e p r o c e e d s / p f

fee may be

recoverv.

Dentin M. Hatch
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN t o b e f o r e me t h i s Q<Jth d a i

of

January ,

1986.

otary Public
y
No
Residing at Salt Lake County,
Utah
My Commission Expires:

